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Preface to ”Hydrometeorological Extremes and Its
Local Impacts on Human-Environmental Systems”
Extreme events of tropical typhoons in summer can cause many casualties, as well as tremendous
amounts of social and financial loss. Such climate changes are expected to continue throughout the
21st century, and the intensity and frequency of typhoons over the Pacific Northwest region will
increase. As a result, serious damage over East Asia is expected; thus, quantitative evaluations
of the possible influences and establishment of a disaster-preventive system are urgent. Extreme
hydrometeorological events are critically important not only for their episodic impacts, such as
floods or droughts, but also for their significant contribution to seasonal freshwater supplies that
maintain the integrity of human and natural systems. This Special Issue of Atmosphere focuses on
hydrometeorological extremes and their local impacts on human–environment systems. Particularly,
we accepted submissions on the topics of observational and model-based studies that could provide
useful information for infrastructure design, decision making, and policy making to achieve our
goals of enhancing the resilience of human–environment systems to climate change and increased
variability.
Jong-Suk Kim, Nirajan Dhakal, Changhyun Jun, and Taesam Lee
Editors
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Abstract: Drought is one of the most severe natural disasters. However, many of its characteristic
variables have complex nonlinear relationships. Therefore, it is difficult to construct effective drought
assessment models. In this study, we analyzed regional drought characteristics in China to identify
their relationship with changes in meridional and zonal temperature gradients. Drought duration
and severity were extracted according to standardized precipitation evapotranspiration index (SPEI)
drought grades. Trends in drought duration and severity were detected by the Mann-Kendall test
for the period of 1979–2019; they showed that both parameters had been steadily increasing during
that time. Nevertheless, the increasing trend in drought severity was particularly significant for
northwest and southwest China. A composite analysis confirmed the relationships between drought
characteristics and temperature gradients. The northwest areas were relatively less affected by
temperature gradients, as they are landlocked, remote from the ocean, and only slightly influenced
by the land–ocean thermal contrast (LOC) and the meridional temperature gradient (MTG). The
impacts of LOC and MTG on drought duration and severity were positive in the southwest region of
China but negative in the northeast. As there was a strong correlation between drought duration and
severity, we constructed a 2D copula function model of these parameters. The Gaussian, HuslerReiss,
and Frank copula functions were the most appropriate distributions for the northeast, northwest,
and southwest regions, respectively. As drought processes are highly complex, the present study
explored the internal connections between drought duration and severity and their responses to
meteorological conditions. In this manner, an accurate method of predicting future drought events
was developed.
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1. Introduction
Drought has devastating impacts and may be complex, variable, and highly destructive to human-environment systems. Drought occurs in nearly all global climate regions,
but it differs in each region [1,2]. It has a significant effect on water resources [3], agricultural production [4], economic activity [5], and ecosystems [6,7]. There have been severe,
large-scale droughts on all continents except Antarctica [8,9]. Over the past two centuries,
at least 40 droughts of long duration occurred in western Canada [10]. Europe has been
affected by numerous major drought events over the past 30 years, especially in 1976, 1989,
1991, and 2003 [11]. Severe, extreme droughts occurred in the late 1990s in many parts
of China. Persistent, severe, multiyear droughts have frequently occurred in northern,
northeastern, northwestern, and southwestern China [12]. Hence, drought events have
attracted considerable research attention in recent decades [13,14]. The Fifth IPCC Assessment Report stated that the global surface temperature rose by 0.85 ◦ C (0.65–1.06 ◦ C)
between 1880 and 2012 [15]. As global surface temperatures continue to rise, the risk of
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drought will increase as well [16–20]. Recent research has focused mainly on the causes,
intensity, frequency, impact, and countermeasures of droughts. To predict recurrences,
quantitative analyses of the drought index (severity and duration) have been conducted
using probability models [21]. However, the accurate evaluation of drought onset, ending,
and intensity remains a major issue.
The causes of drought are highly complex. Thus, it is difficult to establish and quantify drought event indicators [22]. Drought indices are quantified using precipitation,
evapotranspiration, soil moisture, streamflow, and groundwater level [1]. Multiple timescale drought indicators, such as the effective drought index (EDI) [23], the standardized
precipitation index (SPI) [24], and the standardized precipitation evapotranspiration index (SPEI) [25], have been developed. Precipitation is an important factors in drought
monitoring, and its distribution pattern has been altered by climate change. China is
shifting towards decreasing precipitation [26]. Therefore, drought may be exacerbated in
China. For these reasons, it is necessary to elucidate the dynamic changes that occur in
the climate system. Several studies have implemented large-scale temperature indices to
explain the climate variability resulting from the changes in radiative force associated with
increasing greenhouse gas (GHG) levels [27]. The equator-to-pole meridional temperature gradient (MTG) and the land-ocean temperature contrast (LOC) could help delineate
changes in temperature gradients. The former is related to the Hadley cell and the westerlies [28], while the latter is associated with eddy strength and quasi-geostrophic flow at
mid/high latitudes [29]. In recent years, several researchers have indicated that relative
differences between sea and land temperature contribute to atmospheric circulation and
climate anomalies [30].
Unlike the effects of other natural disasters such as earthquakes, floods, and winds, the
impact of drought is usually significant but also difficult to characterize; it may have varying degrees of intensity. Hence, it is difficult to identify the start and end points of drought
events [31]. To date, there is no comprehensive academic definition for drought [32].
Nevertheless, drought severity and duration have attracted widespread attention. They
are considered the main parameters for estimating other drought characteristics such as
intensity, and are critical metrics for real-time, long-term drought management [33,34].
Accurate understanding and analysis of drought severity and duration are essential for
drought monitoring and risk/hazard assessment. Prior research was simplified by assuming that drought severity and duration were random, independent variables. However,
Vicente-Serrano et al. [25] empirically demonstrated that this assumption is unreasonable.
In fact, several characteristic drought variables are not independent and form complex
nonlinear relationships.
As there are mutual dependencies among various drought parameters, separate analyses of drought duration and severity cannot reveal the significant correlations between
them. Rather than using traditional univariate frequency analysis in drought assessment,
a more effective approach towards describing drought characteristics is to determine the
joint distribution of drought variables. Shiau and Shen [35], Bonaccorso [36], González and
Valdés [37], Salas [38], and Cancelliere and Salas [39] proposed different methods to investigate the joint distribution of drought duration and severity/intensity. The multivariate
distribution, known as the copula function, connects multiple variables conforming to any
marginal distribution, obtains a joint distribution function, and describes the correlations
among the variables. In this manner, the limitations of the aforementioned multivariate
model are overcome [40]. The copula function is versatile and has been widely used in
hydrological drought analysis [41]. Shiau [42] first applied the copula function to the
analysis of meteorological drought events.
China is severely affected by drought. Disaster mitigation after drought events requires manpower, materials, and financial resources, as well as systematic and coordinated
management strategies. Under climate change, hydrometeorological phenomena such
as drought are substantially altered. In the present study, we used the copula method to
explore the correlations among internal drought characteristics, the relationship between
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the east–west and north–south temperature gradients in the northern hemisphere, and the
occurrence of drought in China. Drought magnitude and occurrence may be predicted
based on the correlations among drought characteristics and meteorological conditions.
The following questions were addressed in this study: (1) What are the key drivers of
long-term changes in the characteristics of drought in China? (2) What are the associations
between the drought characteristics and the temperature gradients in China? and (3) What
are the connections between the temperature gradient patterns and regional drought in
China? The present study also proposed copula-based drought monitoring and assessment
approaches that help clarify the potential impact of climate systems on the extreme drought
events across China. Figure 1 shows the research framework for this study.

Figure 1. Study framework for copula-based drought monitoring and assessment using zonal and
meridional circulations.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area and Data
The datasets were provided by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) (https://psl.noaa.gov/data/gridded/index.html, accessed on 17 August 2021).
The monthly land surface temperatures were acquired from GHCN_CAMS Gridded 2 m
Temperature (Land) dataset at 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ resolution. The monthly sea surface temperatures
were obtained from the NOAA Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature (SST) V5
dataset at 2◦ × 2◦ resolution. Daily precipitation and temperature data comprised parts of
the product suite generated by the climate prediction center (CPC) Unified Precipitation
Project that is currently underway at NOAA CPC. All data used 0.5◦ latitude × 0.5◦
longitude as a unit. The datasets used in this study covered the period from 1979 to 2019.
The composite meridional wind anomalies from the National Centers for Environmental
Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) re-analysis were
provided by the NOAA.
The present study focused on the links between the east–west and north–south temperature gradients in the northern hemisphere and the regional droughts in China. As a result,
the main area of research is China. Three regions in China were selected to determine the
3
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relationships between the drought characteristics and the global temperature gradients and
◦ ′
included the northeastern (124◦ 41′ E–130◦ 44′ E, 44′ ◦ 43′ N–50′◦ 59′ N), northwestern
′
′ (84 36
◦
′
◦
′
◦
′
◦
′
◦
′
◦
′
◦
′
E–90 44 E, 40 57
(100 08 E–106 11 E, 22 ′28 N–28 30
′ N–46 ′54 N), and
′ southwestern
′
′
N) parts
′ of China,
′ respectively (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Study area comprising the northeastern, northwestern, and southwestern parts of China.

2.2. Standardized Precipitation Evapotranspiration Index
Drought indices such as the standardized precipitation index (SPI) and the standardized precipitation evapotranspiration index (SPEI) are commonly used to monitor
meteorological drought [25,43]. SPI is used to monitor droughts based only on precipitation data, and does not consider the impact of other factors on evapotranspiration [43].
However, SPEI proposed by Vicente-Serrano evaluates drought based on both evapotranspiration and precipitation [25]. In this study, SPEI was applied to identify global
temperature indices and drought characteristics in China. The SPEI drought ratings are
shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Drought categories based on the SPEI index.
Category

SPEI Index

Normal
Slight drought
Moderate drought
Severe drought
Extreme drought

(−−0.5, +∞)
∞
(−1.0, −0.5)
−
−
(−1.5, −1.0)
−1.5)
0
(−−2.0, −
− ∞, −−2.0]
(−

−∞ −

The SPEI calculation procedure is summarized as follows. The monthly potential
evaporation (PET) is calculated according to the Thornthwait method, and the difference
between monthly precipitation and potential evaporation was calculated as follows:
Di = Pi − PETi
−

(1)

where Pi is the precipitation and PETi is the potential evaporation.
The cumulative water gain/loss sequence in climatological significance at various
time scales was calculated as follows:
Dkn =

k−1

∑ i = 0 ( Pn − i −

PETn − i ), n ≥ k

where k is the monthly time scale and n is the month.

4
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−
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−γ β
β −γ β
α
α α
The established data sequence was fitted with three parameters by the log-logistic
α density function as follows:
β
γ
probability
(

x − γ β −2
β x−γ β−1
(
)
) ]
(3)
[1 + (
α
α
α
α
(
−γ
where α is the scale parameter, β is the shape parameters,
and γ is the origin parameters.
These were obtained by L-moment parameter estimation. Hence, the cumulative probability
for a given time scale can be calculated as follows:
f(x) =

α
F(x)= [1+ − ]−1
−
x−γ

(4)

The results were processed by standardized normal distribution and the solution was
−
≤
obtained as follows:
C0 −− C1 W + C2 W2
−
(5)
SPEI = W −
1 + d1 W + d2 W2 +d3 W3
q
(6)
W = −2 ln(P), P ≤ 0.5

where P = 1 − F(x); when P > 0.5, P becomes 1 − P. C0 = 2.515517, C1 = 0.802853,
C2 = 0.010328, d1 = 1.432788, d2 = 0.189269, and d3 = 0.001308.
2.3. Definition of Drought Characteristics
The schematic diagram in Figure 3 defines drought. A meteorological drought event
is generally defined as the period in which
the meteorological variable of interest is below
−
−
a certain cutoff value. This interception level may either be constant or variable. Therefore,
the important indicators of drought events define drought duration and severity.

Figure 3. Definition of drought events used in the present study.

According to SPEI series, drought is identified by presuming that a drought period is
continuous over time when SPEI < −0.5 [42]. Therefore, the period wherein SPEI < −0.5 is
defined as the duration of moderate drought. The absolute value of the cumulative SPEI
over the drought duration indicates the drought severity.
2.4. Trend Analysis
A trend analysis such as a Mann-Kendall (MK) test is usually required for intuitive
determination of the tendency in time series data. The nonparametric MK statistical method
is recommended by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), and is widely used
to distinguish whether a natural process is in natural fluctuation or has a definite change
trend [44]. However, the MK rank correlation test is more appropriate for non-normally
distributed hydrometeorological data. No specific distribution test is required for the data
series, extreme values can be tested in the trend test, the series can include missing values,
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and the relative order of magnitude may be analyzed rather than the number itself. In this
way, values below the detection range and trace values may be included in the analysis.
Moreover, linear trends need not be specified in time series analysis.
The MK test is often used to detect precipitation and drought frequency under the
influence of climate change. The trend detection method was previously reported [40]. The
alternative hypothesis H1 is a bilateral test. For all the distributions of i, j ≤ n and i 6= j
and the distributions of Xi and Xj differ from each other. The MK correlation coefficient
between two variables is known as the MK statistic S. It is calculated as follows:
S=

n−1

n

∑ ∑

i=1 j=i+1

sgn(X j − Xi )

(7)

where sgn() is a symbolic function shown in Equation (8):


 1 if Xj − Xi > 0
sgn(X j − Xi ) = 0 if Xj − Xi = 0

−1 if Xj − Xi < 0

(8)

where S is an approximately normal distribution with a mean = 0 and variance calculated
as shown in Equation (9) below:
Var(S) =

n(n − 1)(2n − 5) − ∑ni=1 ti (i − 1)(2i + 5)
18

(9)

where t is the range of any given node. When n > 10, ZC converges to the standard normal
distribution and is calculated as shown in Equation (10) below:
 S−1
√
S > 0


Var(S)

Zc =
(10)
0
S=0


 √S+1 S < 0
Var(S)

In the foregoing calculation, the original hypothesis H0 will be rejected when |ZC |≥
Z1–α/2 . In this case, there is a significant upward or downward trend in the current time
series data α confidence level. If ZC > 0, it shows an upward trend. If ZC < 0, it shows a
downward trend. ±Z1−α/2 is the (1 − α/2) quantile of the standard normal distribution,
and α is the test confidence level of the test. When |ZC | ≥ 1.64, 1.96, and 2.58, the α
confidence values are 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01, respectively. Here, the MK test was used to analyze
the drought characteristic across China, and the tendency was determined from the results
of the p and z values. The trend is not significant when p > 0.05. However, the difference
between the result and the zero hypothesis is evident when p < 0.05. Thus, the p-value can
indicate whether the SPEI of the area has a significant change trend. The direction of trend
is then determined based on the positive and negative S values.
2.5. Meridional and Zonal Temperature Gradients

The temperature difference between land and ocean is an important characterization
of the land-ocean thermal contrast that significantly influences the regional climate. China
is located on the Eurasian continent and faces the Pacific Ocean. Hence, the difference
between the land and the ocean temperature has an enormous impact on the climate.
Temperature differences may be expressed by the LOC index which is defined as the longitudinal variation in the difference between the average land surface air temperature (SAT)
and the average sea surface temperature (SST). It represents the difference in temperature
between the land surface and the ocean attributed to global warming [30]. The LOC index
may be used to detect changes in seasonal precipitation caused by water vapor movement.

6
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Equation (11) is based on the basic principle of the LOC index, calculated in the present
study:
LOC = SAT(22.5◦ –67.5◦ N) − SST(22.5◦ –67.5◦ N)
(11)
The meridional temperature gradient is caused by differences in atmospheric pressure
between high and low latitudes. North–south atmospheric circulation redistributes water
vapor and energy across various regions. The observed hydroclimate also varies spatiotemporally. A large proportion of the global population lives in the Asian monsoon region.
Consequently, it is crucial to understand the movement of the intertropical convergence
zone (ITCZ) and the north subtropical high to assess their impact on water vapor transport,
energy transfer, and interregional global climate [41]. In academia, however, there is a lack
of understanding of the history and laws of the ITCZ. Furthermore, the north subtropical
highs and their locations have not been precisely defined. Based on the extent of the
temperate zone near the tropics, the subtropical zone was defined here as 22.5–37.5◦ N.
Equation (12) is the formula based on the basic principle of the MTG index calculated in
the present study:
MTG = mid/high((52.5◦ –67.5◦ N) − subtropical(22 .5◦ –37 .5◦ N)

(12)

2.6. Copula Functions
Copula functions [45] link univariate distributions to form multivariate distributions.
They separate the dependence effects from the marginal distributions and facilitate model
construction and study [42]. Copula functions also maintain the uniqueness of the probability distribution function of a single variable and retain valuable information when
the model is transformed [46]. They have been recently applied to complex hydrologic
phenomena such as drought.
Genest and Mackay proposed the Archimedean copula function in 1986 [47]. It is
expressed as follows:
C(µ1 , . . . , µn , . . . , µN )= ϕ−1 (ϕ (µ1 ), . . . , ϕ(µn ), . . . , ϕ(µN ))

(13)

where ϕ is the generating function that fully determines the Archimedean copula function.
The Archimedean copula function family includes mainly symmetrical and asymmetrical
copula functions. In this study, two symmetrical functions named G-H and Frank were
used. Their expressions are shown below:
o
n
1
C(u, v)= exp −[− lnu] θ , θ ǫ [1, + ∞)

"
#
1
(e −θv − 1)(e −θu − 1)
, θ 6= 0
C(u, v) = − ln 1+
θ
e−θ − 1

(14)

(15)

Ellipse copula functions are derived from the ellipse distribution. The elliptic copula
function family consists mainly of the Gaussian copula function and t-copula functions.
The Gaussian copula function is derived from the multivariate normal distribution as
shown below:

C u1 , . . . , un , . . . , uN,̺ = ϕρ (ϕ −1 (u1 ), . . . , ϕ−1 (un ), . . . , ϕ−1 (uN ))
(16)



−1
− 1 T −1
c u1 , . . . , un , . . . , uN,̺ = |̺| 2 exp
ς ( ̺ − I) ς
2

(17)

where ϕ−1 is the inverse function of the standard normal distribution function, ϕ̺ is
the standard multivariate normal distribution, ̺ is the correlation coefficient matrix between variables and is a symmetric positive definite matrix. I is the identity matrix, and
ςn = ϕ−1 (un ).
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The t-copula or Student’s copula is derived from the t distribution as shown below:
C(u1 ,···,un ,···,uN ,̺) = T̺,v (tv −1 (u1 ),···,tv −1 (un ),···,tv −1 (uN ))
c(u 1 , ···, un , ···, uN , ̺, v) =|̺|

1
2

v
v N
1 −1 −1
Γ ( N+
ς)
2 )[ Γ ( 2 )] (1+ v ς ̺
N

2

ςn
N
v
v
[ Γ ( N+
2 )] Γ ( 2 ) ∏n=1 (1+ v )

(18)

−v+N
2

−v+2
2

(19)

where the T̺,v is the t standard multivariate distribution, v is the degree of freedom, ̺ is
the correlation coefficient matrix between variables and is a symmetric positive definite
matrix, | ̺| is the absolute value of the determinant of ̺, tv −1 is the inverse function of
the one-variable t distribution function with degrees of freedom, and ςn = ϕ−1 (un ).
Extreme value copulas mainly include the Galambos and HuslerReiss functions. Their
formulae are displayed below:
1

C(u, v) = uv·exp{[( − lnu)−θ +( − lnv)−θ ]− θ } , θ > 0

(20)

1
1
1
v
e
1
v
e
eΦ[ + α ln( )]}
(21)
+ α ln( )] − v
e
e
u
u
α 2
α 2
e= −lnu, v
where α ≥ 0, u
e= −lnv, and Φ is the standard normal distribution function.
e Φ[
C(u, v) =exp{−u

3. Results
3.1. Changes in Large-Scale Temperature

In this study, the large-scale temperature indices LOC and MTG were used to analyze
the dynamic changes within the climate system. Figure 4 represents the temporal trend
in the two normalized temperature gradient indices in the springtime of the years 1979 to
2019.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Time series of global temperature gradients. (a) LOC index. (b) MTG index during the period from 1979 to 2019.
σ −1 −σ. σ
Green dotted line represents the linear trend of the indices. Gray dashed line indicates the +1 σ and
For each gradient,
red dots indicate significant positive events while blue dots indicate significant negative events.

When LOC > 0, the land temperature is higher than the sea temperature. When
LOC < 0, the opposite is true. When LOC approaches zero, there is minimal difference
between land and sea temperature. The MTG index reflects the temperature difference
between high and low latitudes. Current research showed that the Arctic region is relatively
more sensitive to GHG-induced global warming than previously expected [48]. The
decrease in the temperature difference between high and low latitudes was apparent from
the decline in the MTG index. In the present study, points higher than the quantile line
8
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were selected as positive years while those lower than the quantile line were selected as
negative. Hence, the positive LOC years were 2002, 2011, 2012, 2015, 2016, and 2019 while
the negative LOC years were 1979, 1992, 1996, 1997, 2004, 2013, and 2018. Similarly, 1991,
1998, 2002, 2003, 2016, and 2019 were selected as positive MTG years while 1979, 1980, 1982
,1983, 1992, 1995, 1997, 1999, 2006 and 2013 were selected as negative MTG years.
3.2. Composite Anomalies of Drought Characteristics Associated with LOC/MTG
To quantify the influences of the temperature gradients on the study area, the SPEI
index was calculated and the drought duration and severity were extracted based on the
drought definition. The average duration and severity observed in the period of 1979–
2019, and the negative and positive LOC/MTG years in the southwestern, northwestern,
and northeastern regions of China, were enumerated. We obtained the results of the
composite analysis of the drought characteristics for the positive and negative LOC/MTG
years. The variations in the drought characteristics of each region were associated with
four indices and are displayed in Figure 5. In northeastern and southwestern China,
the influences of positive/negative LOC and MTG on drought duration and severity
were consistent. Compared with the average years, the positive LOC, negative LOC, and
positive MTG years had significantly weaker effects on drought duration and severity
in the northeast but significantly stronger effects on drought duration and severity in
the southwest. In northwestern China, positive LOC increased drought duration and
decreased drought severity. By contrast, negative LOC and positive MTG decreased
drought duration and increased drought severity in northwestern China. In the negative
MTG years, drought severity in the northwest had a maximum relative increase of 15.7%.
Positive land-ocean temperature difference had the most significant impact on drought
duration in the southwest. There, the average change in annual mean duration during
the positive LOC years within the period of 1979–2019 increased by 24.3%. The northeast
had the most significant trend in positive MTG indicators with a decrease of 16.1%. The
changes in LOC and MTG in the northwest were relatively small.

Figure 5. Composite analysis of drought characteristics with temperature gradients.
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The observed changes in drought severity in the northeast and southwest were consistent with the drought duration for the LOC and MTG years. However, the southwest was
significantly affected by positive LOC and increased by 25.2%. In general, drought severity
was more strongly affected by LOC and MTG than drought duration.
3.3. Changes in Drought Duration and Severity in China
China is severely affected by frequent drought disasters [49,50]. Since the 1990s, crop
damage caused by flood and drought disasters has significantly increased. The current
area affected by drought and flooding is 1.4 times the multiyear average between 1950 and
2010 [51]. Hence, drought disasters pose serious threats to food and ecological security
and have become one of the critical factors limiting the sustainable development of the
society and the economy of China. Several severe drought events occurred in southern
and central China in 2001, in southeastern and western China in 2007, and in southwest
and northern China in 2011. The main reason for these droughts was the weakening of the
favorable east–west zonal wind. Consequently, insufficient water vapor is brought from
the ocean. Further, the north–south meridional wind, which brings dry inland air, may also
be strengthened.
In the present study, we used daily precipitation and maximum data to calculate
the SPEI index over a 12-month period and extracted the drought duration and severity
characteristics. We applied the M-K test to elucidate the drought duration and severity
trends. The trends of drought duration and severity in China between 1979 and 2019 are
displayed in Figure 6. Figure 6a shows that except for an increasing trend in drought
duration in northwestern China, there were no perceptible trends in any other areas.
The rising trend in drought severity in northwestern China is also depicted in Figure 6b.
Figure 6 shows a correlation between drought severity and drought duration. As a rule,
drought severity increases with drought duration. Compared with drought duration,
drought severity has more significantly changed over the past few decades.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Long-term trend in drought components in China between 1979 and 2019. (a) Drought duration. (b) Drought
severity.

3.4. Joint Distribution of Drought Duration and Severity
The characteristic drought variables such as duration and severity are closely related.
Drought duration and severity are usually positively correlated. Pearson’s correlation,
Spearman’s correlation, and Kendall coefficients measure the association between drought
duration and severity. The strongest relationship between drought duration and severity
was identified by Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Figure 7 shows the relationship between
drought duration and severity in the study area between 1979 and 2019.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. Relationship between drought duration and severity in the (a) southwest, (b) northeast, and (c) southwest.

The joint distribution of the drought characteristics was not clear. According to the
copula function theory, we selected six copula functions to fit the joint distribution of
drought duration and severity: Gaussian Copula and Student’s copula in the elliptic
copula function family, GH Copula and Frank copula in the Archimedes copula function
family, and Galambos copula and HuslerReiss copula in the extreme copula function family
(Table 2). The best-fitting copula model was selected to represent the joint probability
model of drought duration and severity.
Table 2. Copula model-fitting table for the study area.

Area

Category of Copula
Function

Northwest

Gaussian copula
Student’s copula
GH copula
Frank copula
Galambos copula
HuslerReiss copula

Northeast

Gaussian copula
Student’s copula
GH copula
Frank copula
Galambos copula
HuslerReiss copula

Southwest

Gaussian copula
Student’s copula
GH copula
Frank copula
Galambos copula
HuslerReiss copula

Parameter
Estimates
0.8271
0.8271
2.345
8.183
1.645
2.252

−
−
−
− 0.8319
− 0.8337
2.701
8.604
2.003
2.635

0.8291
0.8291
2.436
8.816
1.727
2.335

Goodness of Fit
Evaluation Standard
AIC

BIC

−601.2871
−599.1858
−546.6435
−
−573.2539
−
−554.9031
−565.7303
−

−596.9415
−590.4946
−542.2979
−568.9083
−550.5575
−561.3846

−
−820.555
−822.6324
−
−907.3378
−791.2964
−909.7965
−910.1736

−775.5213
−773.5139
−737.7691
−784.6019
−744.8849
−757.1334

−815.905
−813.3318
−902.6875
−786.6461
−905.1462
−905.5233

−773.5139
−764.3061
−733.1652
−779.998
−740.2809
−752.5294

Based on the AIC and BIC values in the table, the Frank copula function model fit
best for the southwest. The HuslerReiss copula model was best suited for northeast, while
the Gaussian copula was most appropriate for the northwest. Therefore, the Gaussian
copula, HuslerReiss copula, and Frank copula functions were selected for the 2D copula
joint distribution model of the drought characteristics in the three foregoing regions.
Figure 8 shows contour maps of the 2D joint distributions of drought duration and
severity and demonstrates the strong dependence between the two drought characteristics.
For example, the figure shows joint distributions for various combinations of drought
duration and severity in positive (negative) LOC years and positive (negative) MTG years
for northwestern, northeastern, and southwestern China.
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Figure 8. Copula distributions of drought duration and severity in positive (negative) LOC/MTG years.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
In this study, SPEI was used as a meteorological drought indicator. Drought duration
and intensity served to define drought events based on daily CPC temperature and precipitation data between 1979 and 2019. The relationships between zonal and meridional
temperature gradients (LOC/MTG) and drought characteristics (duration and severity)
were also investigated. Hence, we aimed to forecast the occurrence and magnitude of
drought events based upon drought characteristic correlations and their responses to
meteorological conditions.
Trend analyses of drought duration and severity show that their long-term changes
were positively correlated and increasing. Drought severity has changed more significantly
than drought duration over the past few decades. In China, the observed increases in
drought were localized in the northwestern and southwestern regions. These findings
were consistent with those reported by Zeng et al. [52]. Drought events pose substantial
threats to the environment and human society in those areas. As drought duration and
severity have steadily increased, China may experience even more severe drought events
going forward.
A composite analysis of drought characteristics temperature gradients revealed that
drought severity is relatively more affected by LOC and MTG than drought duration. In
northwestern China, the changes in LOC and MTG were comparatively minor. The northwestern region of China is far inland and remote from the ocean. Hence, the influences of
land-ocean thermal contrast and the meridional temperature gradient are relatively small
there. Nevertheless, drought severity has increased by 15.7% in this region because of negative MTG. Compared with other temperature gradients, the northwestern region is more
strongly affected by negative LOC and MTG. The northeastern and southwestern regions
of China are relatively closer to the ocean and are, therefore, more strongly influenced by
land-ocean thermal contrast. Whereas LOC and MTG reduce drought duration and severity
in the northeast, LOC and MTG enhance drought duration and severity in the southwest.
This discrepancy could be explained by the relative differences in the geography of these
12
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two areas as well as other factors that remain to be determined. Positive MTG has the most
negative effect on the northeastern region while positive LOC has the most positive effects
on the southwestern region.
Univariate analyses do not objectively or comprehensively describe drought events.
Therefore, multivariate analyses are applied for this purpose. However, traditional multivariate analyses are used mainly in scenarios where each variable has a normal marginal
distribution. The copula function is recommended for the construction of a joint marginal
distribution because it can effectively describe the correlations among variables and has
considerable advantages over traditional multivariate analyses. The copula function plots
a 2D copula distribution with drought duration and severity. The present study compared
AIC values for six copula functions. It was established that the Gaussian, HuslerReiss, and
Frank copula functions were suitable for the northwestern, northeastern, and southwestern
areas of China, respectively. The marginal distribution function of drought characteristics
facilitates calculation of the conditional probabilities of drought duration and severity in
LOC/MTG years.
The foregoing analyses showed that the northwestern and southwestern regions of
China may encounter more severe and frequent drought events in the future. However,
the increases in drought severity will be more significant than the increases in drought
duration. The copula function methods revealed strong positive correlations between
drought duration and severity. As drought severity and duration intensify, China will
be challenged by even more serious drought disasters that could be devastating to agriculture, the economy, and human society. Moreover, worsening climate warming may
aggravate these changes. Composite analyses of drought characteristics and temperature
gradients disclose the responses of the various regions of China to changing meteorological
conditions. As drought processes are highly complex, their short-term impact may not be
immediately apparent. For this reason, exploring the connections among drought variables
and their responses to climate change might enable accurate prediction of the occurrences
and magnitudes of drought events in the future.
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Abstract: Numerous studies on climate change and variability have revealed that these phenomena
have noticeable influence on the epidemiology of dengue fever, and such relationships are complex
due to the role of the vector—the Aedes mosquitoes. By undertaking a step-by-step approach, the
present study examined the effects of climatic factors on vector abundance and subsequent effects on
dengue cases of Dhaka city, Bangladesh. Here, we first analyzed the time-series of Stegomyia indices
for Aedes mosquitoes in relation to temperature, rainfall and relative humidity for 2002–2013, and then
in relation to reported dengue cases in Dhaka. These data were analyzed at three sequential stages
using the generalized linear model (GLM) and generalized additive model (GAM). Results revealed
strong evidence that an increase in Aedes abundance is associated with the rise in temperature, relative
humidity, and rainfall during the monsoon months, that turns into subsequent increases in dengue
incidence. Further we found that (i) the mean rainfall and the lag mean rainfall were significantly
related to Container Index, and (ii) the Breteau Index was significantly related to the mean relative
humidity and mean rainfall. The relationships of dengue cases with Stegomyia indices and with the
mean relative humidity, and the lag mean rainfall were highly significant. In examining longitudinal
(2001–2013) data, we found significant evidence of time lag between mean rainfall and dengue cases.
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1. Introduction
The potential impacts of climate change on the human environment and infectious
diseases are significant and alarming. Dengue/Severe Dengue Fever (DF/SDF) is one of
the most rapidly growing arboviral diseases in the tropics, for which there is currently no
universally accepted cure or vaccine. The rapid spread of both the dengue virus (DENV)
and its mosquito vector (mostly Aedes aegypti and Aedes albopictus) in the past four decades
poses an enormous risk to public health in tropical regions. The Halstead [1] and Gubler [2]
studies suggested that the projected emergence will place around 2.5–3.0 billion people at
risk of acute illness every year as tropical diseases spread to new areas, such as Europe and
North America [3]. As well, Aedes albopictus plays a noticeable role in dengue transmission
in the USA and Europe, whereas, in Asia, Aedes aegypti is more dominant in spreading
dengue. Presently, populations of 129 countries worldwide are vulnerable with the risk of
dengue infection—caused by both kinds of Aedes mosquitoes—of which, 70% of the actual
disease burden exist in Asia. About 5.2 million dengue cases were recorded by the WHO
in 2019 with an annual death count of 4032 people. Apart from dengue, these mosquitoes
are also vectors of chikungunya, yellow fever and Zika viruses [4].
While some scholars account for climatic factors in their analysis of arboviral disease
epidemiology [5,6], climatic factors and/or climate change are generally considered a
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discrete and separate entity in explaining disease dynamics. In clarifying dengue disease
epidemiology, some quarters consider climatic aspects as unrelated factors [7]. Several
investigations in Asian and Latin American countries, namely in Vietnam [8], Taiwan [9],
and Ecuador [10], have confirmed a positive association between Stegomyia indices and
Aedes abundance. We argue that climatic factors should therefore be considered as one of
the principal determinants of the epidemiological complex that includes vector ecology,
pathogen biology, disease transmission, disease occurrence and prevalence, and disease
control, prevention, and cure. Such an improved understanding of emerging infectious
diseases, including dengue, would enable us to more comprehensively map the process of
disease occurrence and spread. This is especially vital for diseases like dengue for which
risk assessment, prevention, and control are the only countermeasures available worldwide.
The relationship between climatic conditions and DF/SDF incidence is complex. A
meta-analysis of the literature has revealed that rainfall, temperature and humidity are
the most important explanatory variables in the transmission of dengue virus (DENV)
through the means of vectors (Aedes aegypti and Aedes albopictus) and human hosts [11–13].
However, the specifics of these interactions vary widely from region to region and remain
largely inconclusive in the current literature. In addition, several empirical studies in
Asia and Latin America cautioned that the relationship between precipitation and dengue
incidence may not be linear, as excess rainfall can negatively impact vector breeding [14,15].
Additionally, the Aedes mosquito—especially Aedes aegypti—is a type of vector that breeds
in clean water and mostly found in different types and sizes of water containers. The role
of artificial water containers, especially in urban areas, is therefore very important in Aedes
mosquito breeding and dengue incidence. The artificial water containers, especially in the
urban areas, thus play a pivotal role in dengue transmission through mosquito breeding,
their life cycle, and by infecting people with DENV [16].
By addressing some of the major gaps in previous studies (elaborated on in the following section), our investigation attempts to make a novel contribution by considering
the climate–vector–disease nexus in an integrated manner for understanding dengue
transmission dynamics. It attempts to determine the effects of the main climate variables
(temperature, relative humidity, rainfall, and seasonality) on dengue vector abundance
and dengue disease occurrence in the city of Dhaka, Bangladesh. The specific objectives of
the study are (1) to examine the relationship between the main climatic factors (temperature, relative humidity, and rainfall) and dengue vector abundance; (2) to examine the
relationship between DF/SDF cases and vector abundance; (3) to examine the relationship
between climatic factors and DF/SDF cases; (4) to map the patterns in seasonality and
climate anomaly, along with their effects on DF/SDF cases.
This paper starts with an overview of the climate factors, specifically temperature,
rainfall, relative humidity and dengue relationships, followed by an analysis of the trend
in DF/SDF in Bangladesh and a critical review of the relevant studies in the country. The
materials and methods are presented in Section 2, followed by the results in Section 3, and
an analytical discussion in Section 4, with brief conclusions in Section 5.
1.1. Climate Factors and Dengue Relationships: An Overview
1.1.1. Temperature and Dengue
The relationship between DENV infection, DF and SDF incidence and temperature
follows a complex, nonlinear trend. Most studies on dengue have been conducted in
tropical areas where the annual temperature patterns are similar and disease transmission
occurs at an optimal temperature range of 20–35 ◦ C [17–19].
However, vector breeding and disease transmission are dependent on many other
socioeconomic and human behavioral factors. It is also critical to distinguish between
outside and ambient temperature when examining dengue vector breeding conditions. For
example, in sub-tropical regions, breeding can still occur at sub-optimal outside temperatures (i.e., during winter) if the ambient (indoor) temperature is higher and heating and
standing water are available [17]. Conversely, even if the outside temperature is optimal, if
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the ambient temperature in buildings is lower due to air conditioning, the vector may not
breed or multiply sufficiently to cause an outbreak. The breeding patterns of Ae. aegypti—
the major vector for dengue—may not necessarily correlate with outdoor temperature,
rather they may be associated with ambient temperature.
1.1.2. Rainfall and Dengue
The relationship between dengue incidence and rainfall is dependent on numerous
complex, interlinked factors. The dengue epidemiology literature reveals that dengue
outbreaks in most countries coincide with the wet season and increased precipitation in
general [12,13,19]. In this regard, Kuno [17] noticed a positive association between rainfall
and larval density and dengue incidence that has since been documented in many tropical
countries. However, this causal pathway cannot be universally generalized, as dengue
outbreaks follow different climatic patterns in certain regions. Moreover, excess rainfall
can negatively impact vector breeding [14,15] by washing off the vector breeding sites and
thus can affect dengue outbreaks.
1.1.3. Relative Humidity and Dengue
Despite great interest within the research community in the association between
climatic factors and dengue incidence, research on relative humidity as an important
climatic factor has been relatively scant. Furthermore, the results of the few studies have
also been inconsistent and inconclusive. An Indonesian study revealed that the most
important predictive factor for dengue outbreaks in that country was relative humidity,
with a 3–4-month lag time [14]. This research revealed that low relative humidity during
September and October is usually followed by a dengue outbreak early the following year.
It is thus highly probable that if seasonal conditions (average temperature and humidity)
are shifted due to climate change, seasonal incidences of dengue would be shifted as well.
1.1.4. Dengue Studies in Bangladesh
Bangladesh is situated in the tropical monsoon climate zone. Dhaka—the capital
city—and other major urban centers experience a hot, wet and humid tropical climate.
Bangladesh has a country-wide monsoon mean temperature of about 29 ◦ C [20], which
falls within the optimal range for both mosquito breeding and dengue transmission [17–19].
The major cities of Bangladesh (a country with a population of about 160 million in an area
of 143,000 km2 ) have experienced a major resurgence of dengue since 2000 [21,22].
The first epidemic of SDF occurred in 2000 in the cities of Dhaka, Chittagong and
Khulna. During this dengue epidemic, a total of 5551 infections were reported and 93
patients died [23]. Since then, serious concern has been expressed regarding the lack of
understanding of the dynamics of dengue transmission and the urgent need for improved
disease management. According to Sharmin et al. [24], the 2000 outbreak resulted from
a virus strain originating in Thailand, located to the east of the country. They also added
that dengue cases have remained underreported in Bangladesh as rural people only visit
hospitals in the most severe cases. Rahman et al.’s [25] research indicated some degree of
correlation between the DF/SDF outbreak in 2000 and monsoon seasonal conditions as
the outbreak started in late June 2000, peaked in September (during the rainy season) and
decreased in the dry winter season of the same year.
DF/SDF or similar fever is not a new disease in the country. For example, Hossain
et al. [22], after analyzing samples from febrile patients between 1996 and 1997, suggested
that dengue transmission was ongoing in the country well before 1996. The Sharmin
et al. [24] and Morales et al. [26] studies further noted that dengue could be traced back to
1964 in Bangladesh (then East Pakistan)—much earlier than the major outbreak in 2000.
Mortality rates have decreased significantly since the outbreak of 2000; however, a
sizeable population is still infected with DENV every year (Figure 1). The distribution of
dengue cases and deaths over the period of 2001–2019 in Dhaka is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Distribution of dengue cases and number of deaths in the city of Dhaka, Bangladesh, 2001–
2019. (Source: Data procured from the Directorate General of Health Services (DGHS), Bangladesh,
2001–2013; Dhaka Tribune [27]; Shirin et al. [28]).

Due to data unavailability for the year 2000 for Dhaka, both the reported cases and
number of fatalities were excluded. Though the dengue incidences have decreased over
the years until 2015, it has followed cyclical and fluctuating patterns since 2001. It is
evident that the number of deaths has decreased dramatically—from 44 deaths in 2001 and
58 deaths in 2002 to no deaths in 2014. (Figure 1). It then started increasing, resulting in
41 deaths in 2018 and an estimated number of 87 deaths in 2019. There was a large increase
in reported dengue cases and number of deaths in 2019. A total of 80,040 dengue cases
were reported officially between 1 January and 13 September 2019 with a total of 60 deaths
due to SDF and shock syndrome [27]. According to the existing literature, all four DENV
serotypes prevail in the city of Dhaka, with DENV-3 being the dominant one [29]. During
the 2002 major outbreak, DEN-3 predominated, and subsequently other serotypes were
also found to be in circulation.
Studies on the relationship between climate and dengue transmission in Bangladesh
have primarily focused on patients in hospitals and clinics [22,24,25,30], and only a few
investigations have hitherto been carried out in the country [31–33]. Paul et al. [34] studied
the effects of climatic factors on Aedes abundance in the city of Dhaka, Bangladesh, limiting
their study only to climate factors and vector abundance relationships. They concluded
that rainfall, temperature, and relative humidity significantly affected the mean abundance
of mosquitoes.
In a rare study on climate–dengue case relationships in Bangladesh, Hashizume et al. [31]
conducted a time-series analysis of the trend between hydro-climatological variability and
DF cases, and found a positive association between DF cases with high as well as very
low river levels with varying weekly time lags of 0–19 weeks. Islam et al.’s [35] recent
study of the city of Dhaka inferred that dengue incidence is significantly associated with
the monthly mean temperature, total rainfall, and mean humidity. The study established a
linear relationship of the climatic factors and the dengue incidence, while not accounting
for the aspects of seasonality and the vector relationships.
Karim et al. [32] examined the influence of climatic factors on dengue cases in the city
of Dhaka, and found that rainfall, maximum temperature, and relative humidity could
explain 61% of the variability in reported dengue cases with a two-month lag period. The
study revealed that the arrival of the monsoon season, with a peak in August, was sufficient
to explain most of the reported dengue cases. However, the role of vector mosquitoes in
dengue transmission was not considered. An investigation in the city of Dhaka revealed
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that both Ae. aegypti and Ae. albopictus larval populations peaked in July at the height of
the monsoon [36].
In studies on dengue in Bangladesh, we argue that the focus has generally been on
bivariate relationships either between climate factors and vector abundance or between
vector abundance and dengue cases [24,32,33]. In Bangladesh studies, the climate–vector–
disease nexus under one research framework has not yet been explored. We therefore
assert that considerable gaps still exist in our understanding of the complex climate–vector–
disease nexus and how these relationships are being affected by confounding factors such as
urbanization and human behavior. As there is not yet a cure or universally available vaccine
for dengue, it is vital to improve our understanding of risk factors in order to effectively
control and prevent the spread of the disease in developing countries like Bangladesh.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area and Design
The city of Dhaka is the largest urban center of Bangladesh. Considering its socioeconomic, political and demographic significance, pivotal standing in terms of population
health risk to infectious diseases, and recurring number of dengue cases, the Dhaka City
Corporation (DCC) was chosen as the study area for this investigation (Figure 2). Located
on the banks of the Buriganga River, Dhaka has an area of 126.34 square kilometers (census
2011) [37] and ranks 11th among global mega-cities with a population of 18.2 million [38].
The city experiences a hot, wet, and humid tropical climate and a distinct monsoon season,
with an annual average temperature of 28 ◦ C (82 ◦ F) and monthly means varying between
20 ◦ C (68 ◦ F) in January and 32 ◦ C (90 ◦ F) in May. Nearly 80% of the annual average rainfall
of 1854 mm (73 in) occurs between May and September [39].
2.2. Data Collection Techniques
First, the meteorological data required for the study included temperature, relative
humidity and rainfall on daily, monthly and yearly time scales. These data were obtained
from the Bangladesh Meteorological Department (BMD) in Dhaka for the 1985–2014 period.
A near standard 29-year period (1985–2014) was used as the climate baseline to calculate
climate anomalies in relation to dengue cases [40]. We could use only 29 years of data
instead of 30 years as data prior to 1985 were not available from the BMD. The data
collection method was different before 1985 and therefore data were not compatible with
data available from 1985 onwards. The data were obtained from a single observatory
located at the Dhaka Airport (Old) (Figure 2). Monthly averages were calculated from the
daily data for trend and seasonality analysis of the selected variables (temperature, rainfall
and humidity) in relation to dengue cases.
Notably, we could not use daily data since daily data were not available for the Aedes
mosquito or dengue cases. The data were homogeneous according to the BMD for the
period mentioned. Second, the data for the House Index (HI), Breteau Index (BI) and the
Container Index (CI) for Ae. aegypti larvae for the city of Dhaka were obtained from the
Directorate General of Health and Services (DGHS) of the Government of Bangladesh for
the 2002–2013 period. There were two limitations: (i) continuous time series data were not
available as entomological surveys were conducted with interruptions, and (ii) there were
common as well as uncommon surveyed areas in the sequential surveys. Therefore, the
larval data from entomological surveys were available only for seven years: 2002, 2003,
2004, 2005, 2009, 2012 and 2013. These surveys were carried out during the same period
(monsoon season) of each year, namely during June–October months.
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Figure 2. Location map of the study area—the City of Dhaka, Bangladesh.

However, as noted above, the geographic areas surveyed by the DGHS had common
as well as varied areas from year to year. In order to maintain consistency, ensure comparability and reduce possible biases, we selected only the common areas within which
data collection was repeated for at least five years. We re-calculated all indices (HI, BI and
CI) for the city of Dhaka based on DGHS datasets. As no data were available for 2006,
2007, 2008, 2010, and 2011 from any sources in Bangladesh to conduct a field-data based
time-series analysis, these missing data were denoted as “missing at random”. Following
Little and Rubin [41] and Weerasinghe [42], these missing data were imputed by applying
the Spline Interpolation Method (see R-package “imputTS”) [43,44] and the regression
imputation method [45]. Third, the dengue case data (2002–2013) were also obtained from
the DGHS. All statistical analyses were performed using Microsoft Excel and the statistical
software R [46].
2.3. Statistical Analyses
We applied various statistical techniques to identify interactions within the climate–
vector–disease nexus. To the best of our knowledge, this relationship has not been previously studied to a significant extent, especially in the South Asian context, and thus the
constituent dynamics are not understood well. Our initial approach is to analyze the effects
of climatic variables on vector abundance, then subsequently analyze the effect of vector
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abundance on dengue incidence, conceptualizing this pathway as a step-by-step process.
In addition, we also analyzed seasonality factors that may affect disease patterns over the
years. To implement the above, the following data analyses were performed based on the
collected meteorological, entomological and dengue case data:
Analysis of climate factors vs. vector indices: first, we calculated the monthly mean
temperature (MT), mean relative humidity (MH), mean rainfall (MR), and lag mean rainfall
(LMR) of one-month lag. We then attempted to find relationships between each of the
indices (CI, BI and HI) and the climate factors (MT, MH, MR, and LMR) for the period of
2002–2013. Linear regression model assumes a fixed parametric form of the relationship
between vector indices and climate factors. The generalized additive model (GAM) [47]
does not assume any specific form of this relationship and can be used to reveal and
estimate nonlinear effects of the climate factors on the vector indices. To implement this
relation, the following GAM was used:
Indexit = β0 + f(MTt ) + f(MHt ) + f(MRt ) + f(LMRt ) + errort

(1)

where β0 is the intercept; i is HI, CI or BI; t is time; f is the unknown smooth functions of
climatic factors which are determined by the data.
We used an autocorrelation of lag 1 to measure the relationship between one month’s
temperature (Yt ) and the previous month’s temperature (Yt−1 ) (same for humidity, rainfall
and lag mean rainfall). The values of the autocorrelation function (ACF) and partial
autocorrelation function (ACF) helped us to identify the autoregressive order and moving
average order, respectively. Next, we estimated the GAM model parameters after adjusting
the order in the estimation procedure.
Analysis of vector abundance vs. dengue case incidence: here, we emphasized to
examine the relationship between vector abundance (by using HI/BI/CI) and dengue cases
for the period of 2002–2013. Since our response (dengue cases) was counts, the following
Poisson regression model was used to model vector abundance vs. dengue case incidence:
log(µt ) = β0 + β1 HIt + β2 BIt + β3 CIt

(2)

where µt is the mean case count with respect to time t .
Analysis of climate factors vs. dengue case incidence: we examined the relationship
between dengue cases and climatic factors for specific months over the 12-year study
period (2002–2013), using the Poisson regression model. In statistics, when modeling count
data (number of dengue cases, in our study), the Poisson regression model is used.
The relationship among the climate–vector–dengue nexus was established based on
the above modeling approaches. However, we could not consider seasonality effects in this
analysis because appropriate vector data for seasonality were unavailable. For seasonality
analysis, we used a different dataset which has monthly average temperature, rainfall and
relative humidity data for the period of 2001–2013. A relationship of climatic factors and
dengue cases was established after adjusting the seasonality effect.
Analysis of seasonality vs. dengue cases: dengue case data for Dhaka city were plotted
against the climate data variables (temperature, rainfall and relative humidity) from the
BMD for the period of 2001–2013 in order to map seasonal variations in dengue cases. We
then determined the relationship between dengue cases (which is again count response)
and climatic factors (MT, MH, and MR), using the following Poisson regression model:
Log(µt ) = β0 + β1 MTt + β2 MHt + β3 MRt

(3)

where µt is the mean case count with respect to time t . After establishing the climate–
vector–dengue nexus for specific months over 2002–2013 and the seasonal variation of
dengue while determining the effects of climatic factors on dengue, it is important to
examine the variation in dengue cases based on climate anomalies (of annual temperature
and rainfall over the period of 2001–2013). To implement this, we calculated the annual
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mean of temperature and rainfall for the period 1985–2013 to act as the climate normal
baseline for the study. The annual anomaly was found by subtracting the climate mean of
temperature, relative humidity and rainfall from the data for each individual year. This
can be expressed as:
annual anomaly(2001-2013) = annual mean(2001-2013) −−climate normal(1985-2013)

(4)

The data obtained from relation (4) were then plotted to show the annual anomaly
over the 2001–2013 period. This depicted the changes in dengue disease occurrence in
association with the annual anomaly over the years for the 2001–2013 period.
Notably, prior to a major dengue outbreak in 2000, case data collection by the public
health agencies was sporadic and limited to clinical data. Large scale (population-based)
dengue case data collection began only after the outbreak in 2000. Subsequent to the
2000 dengue outbreak, large scale entomological data collection was also initiated and
were available from 2002 onward. Limited by data unavailability, we used the 13-year
period (2001–2013) for examining the relationships between seasonality and dengue cases,
and a 12-year period (2002–2013) for examining the relationship between entomological
data-based vector abundance with dengue cases, and the climate variables. These time
frames are graphically shown in Figure 3 for clarity.

Figure 3. Overlapping time periods of different datasets.

This research was approved by the Bangladesh Medical Research Council (Bangladesh)
and the Joint Faculty Research Ethics Board of the University of Manitoba (Canada). Administrative permission was granted by the Government of Bangladesh to access and use the
meteorological data from the Bangladesh Meteorological Department, and entomological
and dengue case data from the Directorate of Public Health and Services.
3. Results
In this section we provide the data analysis results based on the sequence of analyses
discussed in the previous section.
3.1. Analysis of Climate Factors vs. Vector Indices
We examined the effects of climatic factors on each of the Stegomyia indices (CI, BI
and HI) for the city of Dhaka over the 2002–2013 period, based on observed (by BMD and
DGHS) and our imputed meteorological and entomological data (Table 1).
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Table 1. Vector indices and climatic variables for specific months (2002–2013) in the city of Dhaka, Bangladesh.
Years

Months

%CI

%BI

%HI

MT (◦ C)

MH (%)

MR (mm)

LMR (mm)

2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

Aug.
Aug.
Jun.
Sep.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Jun.
Aug.
Aug.
Sep.
Oct.

7.49
16.31
29.91
15.7
8.11
13.61
26.46
40.91
51.56
54.36
45.6
21.47

15.28
16.84
32.54
13.91
14.69
39.14
71.07
94.29
96.59
81.7
57.33
30

14.25
8.74
14.04
10.47
8.49
10.73
15.58
21.43
26.65
29.45
28.01
20.53

28.6
29.4
28.5
28.9
29.1
29.1
28.8
30.2
29.5
28.5
29
27.2

81
78
81
81
77
80
81
74
78
82
79
78

8.77
6.52
15.87
17.13
5.39
16.29
10.29
5.67
10.97
13.19
2.70
4.23

14.39
6.16
5.23
11.65
10.68
24.29
18.16
5.42
5.39
11.48
9.10
5.73

Note: The specific months in this study were used because data were available only for these months as collected and provided by
the DGHS.

Results of our univariate analysis revealed that there is a nonlinear relationship
between CI and mean rainfall (MR) or lag mean rainfall (LMR). We used a smoothing
method based on cubic splines to estimate the functional effect of climate factors on the
vector indices GAM (1).
The results of the fitted model (1) showed that neither mean temperature (MT) nor
mean relative humidity (MH) were significantly associated with CI. However, MR was
found to be positively associated with CI (Table 2). The adjusted R2 = 0.79 means that the
fitted model can explain 79% of the variability in CI due to MR.
Table 2. Association between the Stegomyia indices and climate variables, dengue cases with the Stegomyia indices and
dengue cases with climate variables.
Association of Stegomyia Indices with Climate Variables
Association with CI
Variables
p-value
R2 (adj)

MT
0.294
0.79

MH
0.360

MR
0.0372 *

Association with BI
LMR
0.0762

MT
0.7976
0.72

MH
0.0208 *

MR
0.0186 *

Association with HI
LMR
0.8572

MT
0.448

MH
0.259

MR
0.197

LMR
0.678

Association of dengue cases with Stegomyia Indices
Variables
p-value
R2 (adj)

HI
0.005 *
0.49

BI
<0.001 *

CI
<0.001 *
Association of dengue cases with climate variables

Variables
p-value
R2

(adj)

LMR
0.0279
*
0.93

MH
0.0463 *

Note: * significant at 0.05. HI = No. of positive HHs/no. of HHs visited, CI = No. of positive containers/No. of wet containers, BI = No. of
positive containers/No. of HHs visited. MR = mean rainfall, MH = mean humidity, LMR = lag mean rainfall for one month.

To check the normality of the error term in the fitted model (1), we drew the autocorrelation (ACF) and partial autocorrelation plots (PACF) of residuals. The PACF plot
(Figure S1) indicated that the residuals in the fitted model were uncorrelated with mean
zero and constant variance.
We fitted the same model (1) when the response was BI. Both MT and LMR showed
positive relationships with BI but were not significant. However, the results indicated that
BI was significantly related to MH and MR (Table 2). The MH was negatively related to BI,
meaning that as MH increases, BI—and thus vector density—decreases. The adjusted
R2 value = 0.72 means that the fitted model can explain 72% of the variability in BI
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associated with MH (Table 2). We checked the model assumption using ACF and PACF
plots, which revealed that the residuals were uncorrelated with mean zero and constant
variance (Figure S2).
We fitted the same model (1) again when the response was HI, revealing that there
were positive relationships between HI and MT, MR and LMR, and a negative relationship
with MH. None of the climatic factors were significantly related to HI (Table 2). The
above findings reveal how dengue vector abundance and distribution are impacted by
temperature, rainfall, and relative humidity. As the vector is a means rather than a final
phenomenon in terms of dengue disease, it is critical to extend our examination to the
relationship between dengue and the Stegomyia indices.
3.2. Analysis of Vector Abundance vs. Dengue Case Incidence
We fitted the Poisson regression model (2) of dengue cases with each of the indices HI,
BI, and CI. The results indicated that there were highly significant relationships between
dengue cases and the indices (HI, BI and CI) (Table 2). It is evident from the results that
both BI and CI were highly significant variables among the three indices. The adjusted R2
value of 0.489 showed that the model could explain about 49% of the variability in dengue
cases accounted for by the indices (Table 2). We examined the ACF and PACF plots of
standardized Pearson residuals of the fitted model (2), which revealed that the residuals
behaved as uncorrelated with mean zero and constant variance.
3.3. Analysis of Climate Factors vs. Dengue Case Incidence
We fitted the Poisson regression model (2) of dengue cases with each of the climatic
factors MT, MH, MR, and LMR. We present below the results from the estimated model,
which reveal the relationships between dengue cases and climatic factors for the study
period (i.e., 2002–2013) for specific monsoon months, encompassing June to August.
Results from the fitted model (2) indicate that there are significant relationships
between dengue cases and each of MH, and LMR (Table 2). It is evident from these
results that MH and LMR are significantly related to dengue cases. The adjusted R2 = 0.93
means that the model can explain about 93% of the variability in dengue cases resulting
from climatic factors (Table 2). We examined the ACF and PACF plots of standardized
Pearson residuals for the fitted model (2), which indicated that the residuals behaved as
uncorrelated with mean zero and constant variance.
3.4. Analysis of Seasonality vs. Dengue Cases
After analyzing the relationship among the climate–vector–dengue nexus above based
on the available DGHS data only during monsoon season, we considered another dataset;
because the previous dataset only had data for monsoon seasons, and for seasonality
analysis, we needed monthly data for all the climatic variables for the period considered
under the study. This was used to analyze seasonal variability of dengue cases versus
monthly average temperature, rainfall and relative humidity for the 2001–2013 period.
Here, we analyzed the seasonality in terms of dengue cases only and determined the
relationship of climatic factors and dengue cases while taking the seasonality in account.
First, the monthly time series of temperature, relative humidity and rainfall data
along with dengue cases were plotted in Figure 4 to view the patterns in their distribution
over a 13-year period (2001–2013). Figure 4a indicates that dengue cases follow a peak
returning pattern, with a sharp rise (of more than 3000) in the second year of the study
(2002) and peak every other year until 2008, after which the peaks occurred every two
years. Figure 4b reveals that temperature followed a similar pattern over the same 13-year
period, with a peak of 30 ◦ C (monthly average temperature) during months of July/August
of most of the years and a low of 16 ◦ C (monthly average temperature) in early 2003.
Figure 4c shows the monthly average relative humidity pattern over the 13-year study
period, which was cyclical with a consistent yearly peak of 80–85%. Finally, Figure 4d also
depicts a yearly cyclical and seasonal pattern of rainfall. The average monthly rainfall for
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the aforementioned period varies between 100 and 150 mm with occasional departures; for
example, the peaks in 2004, 2006, 2007 and 2009 with highest peak in 2004 having more
than 250 mm monthly average rainfall.

Figure 4. Patterns in the distribution of monthly data for dengue cases and selected climate factors for the 2001–
2013 period in the city of Dhaka, Bangladesh: (a) number of dengue cases; (b) average monthly temperature;
(c) average monthly relative humidity; (d) average monthly rainfall. Note: Every 12 months = 1 year, starting
from year 2001 to year 2013. Thus, months 0–12 = year 2001, months 12–24 = year 2002, months 24–36 = year
2003, months 36–48 = year 2004, months 48–60 = year 2005, months 60–72 = year 2006, months 72–84 = year 2007,
months 84–96 = year 2008, months 96–108 = year 2009, months 108–120 = year 2010, months 120–132 = year 2011, months
132–144 = year 2012, months 144–156 = year 2013.

Overall, all of the climatic factors show a yearly cyclical pattern in average monthly
temperature, relative humidity, and rainfall, as shown in Figure 4b–d, respectively. Figure 4a
shows that dengue cases also follow a seasonal pattern, with incidences being highest
during the monsoon season and lowest during the pre-monsoon season (January–April) in
alternating years.
The autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation plots of dengue cases, monthly average
temperature, monthly average relative humidity and monthly average rainfall for the
13-year period are shown in Figure S3. ACF gives us values of autocorrelation of any series
(such as, temperature) with its lagged values. As depicted in Figure S3 there is a significant
correlation at lags 1 and 2 followed by correlations that are not significant. This pattern
indicates a moving average (MA) process of order 2. Other Figures clearly indicate the
seasonal behavior of the monthly temperature, relative humidity and rainfall.
Second, when we checked the ACF and PACF plots of the residuals for the 13-year
period to determine seasonal variations in the climatic parameters (Figure S4), we found
an autoregressive pattern of order 1. To account for this, we fitted the Poisson regression
model (3) using the R-function tsglm from the tscount R-package.
From the fitted model output, the estimated coefficient and its standard error for
temperature were found to be 0.10 and 0.003, respectively. The confidence interval for
the coefficient of temperature is (0.10, 0.11) which did not include zero. This means that
the temperature is significant at a 5% level; that is, temperature plays a significant role
in the number of dengue cases in the city of Dhaka. Since the estimate is positive, the
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number of dengue cases increases as the temperature increases, while adjusting for relative
humidity and rainfall. For relative humidity, the estimate is 0.23 and the standard error is
0.002. The confidence interval for the coefficient of relative humidity is (0.22, 0.24) which
did not include zero. This means that relative humidity is also significant at the 5% level
and plays a significant role in the number of dengue cases in the city of Dhaka. As the
estimate is positive, the number of dengue cases increases as relative
humidity increases,
−
while adjusting for temperature and rainfall. For rainfall, the estimate
is−−0.10 and the
−
standard error is 0.002. The confidence interval for the coefficient of rainfall is (−0.10,
−0.09) which does not include zero. This means that rainfall is significant at the 5% level;
that is, rainfall plays a significant role in the number of dengue cases in the city of Dhaka.
As the estimate was negative, the dengue cases decrease as the rainfall increases, while
adjusting for temperature and relative humidity.
3.5. Analysis of Climate Anomaly vs. Dengue Cases
After the seasonality analysis for dengue cases, we aspired to test the effects of climate
anomalies on dengue cases. For this, we calculated the temperature anomaly using the
relation (4) and plotted it in Figure 5 against dengue cases for the period of 2001–2013.
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Figure 5. Distribution of temperature anomaly vs. dengue cases in the city of Dhaka, Bangladesh for
the 13-year study period (2001–2013).

As shown in Figure 5, when the temperature anomaly was −0.1 ◦ C (average yearly
temperature 25.9 ◦ C for years 2001, 2004 and 2008), or the anomaly was −0.2 ◦ C (average
yearly temperature 25.8 ◦ C in 2002, 2003 and 2011), the number of dengue cases was
higher than the number of dengue cases when the climate average temperature (26 ◦ C)
(1985–2013) occurs.
We also observed that at higher anomalies of 0.1–0.6◦ C (temperatures rise to 26.1–26.6 ◦ C
in years 2005, 2006, 2009, 2010, 2012 and 2013), the dengue cases were lower than the
dengue cases in an average climate temperature (26 ◦ C). Thus, the number of dengue cases
in the city of Dhaka declined when the average yearly temperature was 26 ◦ C and higher.
We calculated the rainfall anomaly using the relation (4) and plotted it against dengue
cases in Figure 6 for the 2001–2013 period. The dengue cases tended to be higher for the
years with a rainfall anomaly of −38.18 (annual average rainfall of 133 mm in 2013) and
−10.76 anomaly (160 mm rainfall in 2006) as compared with the number of dengue cases
for the average rainfall of 170 mm during the 29-year period of 1985–2013.
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Figure 6. Distribution of rainfall anomaly vs. dengue cases in the city of Dhaka, Bangladesh for the
13-year study period (2001–2013).

We also observed that at higher rainfall anomalies, such as +69.74 in 2007 (rainfall
of 240 mm), the dengue cases tended to be lower than the number of dengue cases for
the average rainfall. Based on the data collected, we infer that with an increase in the
amount of rainfall (more than annual average of 200 mm), the number of dengue cases
tend to decline.
4. Discussion
Departing from conventional bivariate analytical approaches, in this study we undertook a step-by-step approach to determine the relationships between climatic factors
(i.e., temperature, relative humidity and rainfall) and Stegomyia indices [9,10,48,49], and
subsequently between Stegomyia indices and dengue cases in the city of Dhaka, Bangladesh.
Besides analyzing the effects of seasonal variability and climate anomalies on dengue
cases, our study sought to develop a more complete understanding of the effects of climate
on dengue cases by viewing the climate–vector–disease nexus as a sequential, step-bystep process.
In designing our study, we drew from Githeko’s [50] study in Bangladesh. Githeko [50]
observed that most previous studies on dengue only considered climatic or biological effects in isolation and emphasized that since climatic factors directly influence the breeding
and prevalence of dengue vector mosquitos (e.g., Ae. aegypti), it was vital to study the
effect of climate on the biological domain in order to fully understand the dynamics of
dengue outbreaks. Following this recommendation, we attempted to determine the relationships within the climate–vector–dengue nexus, with the aim of meeting the objectives
of this study.
In regard to the first objective, the results of our study provide evidence that overall
dengue vector abundance is significantly influenced by climatic factors, though the significance of this relationship varies for each index and pair of factors. We found that mean
rainfall (MR) and lag mean rainfall (LMR) at one month were positively and significantly
related to Container Index (CI), i.e., an overwhelming majority (i.e., 79%) of the variability
in CI could be explained by MR and LMR. The mean rainfall contributes to the development of the Ae. aegypti when the daily or weekly mean rainfall is adequate for creating the
breeding site as well as retaining the water for the growth of Ae. aegypti larvae and pupae.
The lag mean rainfall indicates how much time needs to be passed after the actual rainfall
to create the breeding site and having actual larval and pupal growth in the site. The mean
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relative humidity (MH) and mean rainfall (MR) were also found to be significantly related
to the Breteau Index (BI), although MH was negatively associated with BI.
The regression model reveals that climatic factors account for about 72% of the variability in BI, which aligns with conclusions drawn by several other studies conducted in
tropical regions [8,9,13,48,51]. However, while previous studies made the link between
rainfall, water levels in indoor and outdoor containers, and the consequent increase in
vector breeding and density and dengue prevalence, our findings and that of several other
studies revealed that the dynamics of dengue spread are not so straightforward, and that
the effects of temperature and relative humidity were also significant and complex.
Several comparable studies in Vietnam, Ecuador, Taiwan, Thailand, and China, which
investigated the relationships between Stegomyia indices and Aedes abundance, provide
useful insight into the impact of weather conditions on mosquito ecology. Pham et al.’s [8]
study in the central high province of Vietnam confirmed a positive association between
HI, BI, and CI and elevated temperatures, high humidity and rainfall, and a negative
association with hours of sunlight [8]. Stewart-Ibarra et al. [10], in an empirical investigation of Ae. aegypti in Ecuador, confirmed that mosquito oviposition (egg-laying) was
significantly driven by rainfall and minimum temperature. Tseng et al. [9] in their study
of Taiwan found that temperature, lagged rainfall, and lagged density levels had positive
and significant effects on the density of the mosquito population. Similar to these studies,
the results of the present study in the city of Dhaka, Bangladesh revealed positive and
significant relation of Stegomyia indices and the Aedes abundance.
Both Nakhapakorn and Tripathi [52] and Naish et al. [13] found that in Thailand,
humidity is a crucial variable in the spread of dengue as high humidity—along with high
temperatures and the presence of stagnant water—creates ideal breeding conditions for Ae.
aegypti. Cheng et al. [51] examined the climate–vector abundance relationship in terms of
the risk of dengue outbreak in Guangzhou, China, and found that that high precipitation
during the monsoon increases vector abundance, but early and more frequent intervention
and less vertical transmission can reduce the risk of dengue outbreak in successive time
periods. Our study also corroborates these inferences by showing significant relationship
between Stegomyia indices and the climate variables.
The second objective of our study was to determine the relationship between DF/SDF
cases and vector abundance, as established by the parameters of the Stegomyia indices—
a common epidemiological research framework that has been widely used in tropical
areas [9,10,48,49]. Our empirical investigation in the city of Dhaka, Bangladesh has revealed
that dengue cases in the city are significantly related to Stegomyia indices. We also found
that CI is the most significant index, associated with dengue incidence, accounting for 49%
of the variability in dengue cases.
In the context of Dhaka, these findings underscore the pivotal role of rainfall and
stagnant water, relative to temperature and relative humidity, in affecting vector abundance
and dengue incidence, as CI reflects the percentage of water-holding containers infected
with larvae and/or pupae. These results are supported by Stewart-Ibarra et al.’s [10]
study in Ecuador, that found mosquito oviposition was significantly driven by rainfall
and minimum temperature, and that areas with large numbers of water storage containers played a major role for pupal development—the single most significant predictor of
dengue outbreaks.
Previous studies on vector–dengue incidence have put forward two main philosophies
regarding disease prevention and management. One school of thought argues that since
dengue incidence is mainly driven by higher vector breeding associated with high temperature and rainfall, the policy focus should be on vector control. Pham et al. [8], for example,
observed that in Vietnam the incidence of dengue fever is significantly and positively
associated with Stegomyia indices. They argued that because higher vector abundance leads
to higher rates of dengue infection, it is of utmost importance to control mosquitos during
periods of high temperature and rainfall to reduce the risk of any outbreak. Similarly, the
Barrera, Amador and MacKay’s [48] study in San Juan, Puerto Rico, asserted that although
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both weather and anthropogenic activities are responsible for the abundance of Ae. aegypti,
it is oviposition which is significantly correlated with dengue incidence, and which requires
immediate attention.
Another school of thought asserts that Stegomyia indices, especially larval indices,
are not sufficient to explain the vector–disease incidence relationship. Bowman et al. [49]
reviewed the evidence systematically and concluded that the association between Stegomyia
indices and dengue transmission was insufficient to predict an outbreak and called for the
use of standardized study design and routine adult mosquito sampling in order to better
understand vector ecology. In their study of the city of Kaohsiung, Taiwan, Chang et al. [53]
came to a similar conclusion and argued that there may be different outbreak thresholds
for different regions, local ecologies and herd immunity levels. As our findings revealed
the relationship between vector abundance and dengue cases to account for only 49% of
the variability in dengue incidence in the city of Dhaka, this study leaves room for other
factors such as differences in adult mosquito numbers, infection rate of the adult mosquito,
extrinsic incubation period, herd immunity, and population density, to be integrated into
future epidemiological models for dengue.
The third objective of our study was to determine the relationship between climatic
factors and DF/SDF cases. As the majority of studies on the climatic dimensions of dengue
emergence ignored the entomological dimension, we pursued a longitudinal study of the
city of Dhaka in order to more fully understand the disease propagation complex. The
results of our generalized linear model reveal that, when the relationships between dengue
cases and climatic factors during monsoon months over a 12-year period are tested, mean
relative humidity and lag mean rainfall (i.e., rainfall at one-month lag) were found to be
significant. The model explains 93% of the variability in dengue cases while considering
climatic factors. As noted earlier, Karim et al.’s [32] study in Dhaka confirmed that rainfall,
maximum temperature and relative humidity can explain 61% of the variability in reported
dengue cases at a two-month lag. The study also found that the monsoon season, with a
peak in August, was highly predictive of most reported dengue cases in Dhaka.
It is evident from both Karim et al.’s [32] and our findings that out of all climatic
factors, rainfall has the most influence on dengue incidence in Dhaka. Arcari et al. [54]
in Indonesia and Johansson et al. [55] in Puerto Rico also observed a strong positive
relationship between rainfall and dengue incidence. Nonetheless, several investigations in
Asia and Latin America concluded that the relationship between precipitation and dengue
incidence may not be linear, as excess rainfall can negatively impact vector breeding [14,15].
Similar effects were predicted in Dhaka, where continuous heavy rainfall has the potential
to flood Aedes breeding sites and wash larvae out into fast-flowing rivers, killing them.
A significant negative observed association between rainfall and dengue cases, which is
reflected in the confidence interval for the co-efficient of rainfall, confirms—albeit indirectly
—the negative effects of rainfall on vector abundance and dengue cases. The confidence
interval for the coefficients of temperature and relative humidity were positively and
significantly associated with dengue cases in Dhaka.
Both short (<5 weeks) and long lag times between climatic factors and increasing
dengue incidence have previously been confirmed by studies in Bangladesh [31,32,56] and
in Sri Lanka. In Dhaka, Hashizume et al. [31] explain that dengue incidence rarely rises
immediately following heavy rainfall. The lag time between rainfall and emerging dengue
cases, however, can vary due to several factors. The typical short (<5 week) lag results
directly from the life cycle of Aedes mosquitos. Heavy rainfall may leave stagnant pools
of water on the ground or in objects such as discarded tires, which are ideal habitats for
mosquito breeding. The lag time of one month that we found in the present study reflects
a relatively more straightforward model of causation—water is required for breeding.
Longer models, however, require a different explanation, that is, longer lag times indicate
that weather can occur in cycles, and these longer lag times are an artefact solely of the
relationship between weather events, rather than between weather events and the thriving
of vectors.
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Deviations from this standard lag time, however, can emerge from variation in geographic location, elevation, humidity, temperature, infection rate of mosquitoes and other
environmental factors. For instance, while in Bangladesh we mostly observed a short lag
time (<5 weeks), in our case it was one month, in Sri Lanka, Ehelepola et al. [57] observed
an average 5–7-week lag, positively correlated with rainfall, temperature, humidity and
hours of sunshine (but negatively correlated with wind). Based on an investigation of
dengue incidence in Hanoi, Vietnam, Do et al. [58] distinguished between lag times caused
by temperature and rainfall (8–10 weeks lag) and by relative humidity (18 weeks).
The final objective of our study was to determine the pattern of seasonality and climate
anomalies and their effects on DF/SDF cases. To this end, we undertook a longitudinal
study covering a 13-year period (2001–2013) and assessing temperature, rainfall and relative
humidity. Considering significant relationships of dengue incidence with climatic factors,
longitudinal studies in terms of seasonality in dengue cases and their variation interannually has only recently received wider attention [9,59,60]. In our study, dengue cases
exhibited a yearly cyclical pattern, with higher incidence beginning in the monsoon season
(June–October), reaching a peak in August and minimum in the pre-monsoon period of
January–April in alternate years.
The findings of our longitudinal study revealed that in Dhaka, temperature has a
profound effect on vector breeding and DENV spread. The plot of calculated temperature
anomalies vs. dengue cases for 2001–2013 exhibits that when the average yearly temperature was 25.9 ◦ C (−0.1 ◦ C anomaly) or 25.8 ◦ C (−0.2 ◦ C anomaly), dengue cases were
higher than the average. Contrary to our findings, Beebe et al.’s [61] study in Australia
offers an explanation for such effects: higher temperatures in summer months force residents to store water in open containers in their homes, providing ideal breeding sites for
Aedes mosquitos.
A number of studies worldwide showed strong direct association between temperature and Aedes abundance. For example, a study in Brazil revealed that the seasonal
pattern of abundance of the Aedes mosquito is visible while having the temperature as a
parameter at the city level [62]. In Thailand, Chavez et al. [63] observed that Aedes mosquito
abundance changes considerably with temperature change. Contrary to these findings,
an Australian study showed that the development of the immature Aedes mosquito was
inversely associated with temperature [64]. Conforming with these, the present study
in the city of Dhaka, Bangladesh, the mosquito abundance and dengue incidence were
observed to be strongly associated with temperature changes. In Dhaka, when annual
average temperatures reached 26.1−26.6 ◦ C, dengue incidence was lower than the dengue
incidence during “normal” temperatures (26 ◦ C). Overall, our study revealed that dengue
incidence rises with annual average temperature up to 26 ◦ C, after which it begins to
drop off.
In a study conducted in Bangladesh, Banu et al. [65] found a highly significant association between local climate variables (temperature and rainfall) and dengue incidence.
However, when they studied the association between ENSO, IOD and dengue incidence,
they observed that the extent of the association was very weak. They also reported that
the association between dengue incidence and ENSO or IOD were comparatively stronger
after an adjustment for local climate variables, seasonality and trend, when they applied
a distributed lag nonlinear model (DLNM). Thus, Banu et al. [64] revealed that stronger
effects of local climate variables propel the weak association between ENSO, IOD and
dengue incidence, making the local climate variables more important for dengue incidence
in Bangladesh.
Similar studies conducted in Puerto Rico, Thailand and Mexico by Johansson et al. [66] also
observed a weak association between dengue and ENSO. In an earlier study, Hales et al. [67]
found in the 14 island nations of the Pacific that dengue incidence was positively associated
with ENSO in 10 of these island countries. Other studies in Thailand and Mexico also
reported a positive association between dengue and ENSO [68,69]. Though the study of
association between ENSO, IOD and dengue incidence were beyond the scope our study, it
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is worth noting that the effects of local climatic variables, weather conditions, and other
factors regulating dengue dynamics indicate conformity with our study which revealed a
strong association of the main climatic variables (temperature, rainfall and humidity) with
dengue cases in the city of Dhaka, Bangladesh.
There are some limitations to this study. First, we were constrained by missing data as
continuous time series data on dengue cases for the study period were not available in the
government depository on dengue surveillance. To overcome this limitation and attain the
best possible ‘close approximation’, the missing data were denoted as “missing at random”.
Following Little and Rubin [41] and Weerasinghe [42], these missing data were imputed
by applying the Spline Interpolation Method (see R-package “imputTS”) [43,44] and the
regression imputation method [45]. Thus, the data limitation would not pose any serious
constraint to the generalizability and future study directions. Second, the entomological
surveys that collected data on Aedes larvae from households in Dhaka did not cover the
same areas throughout the study period. We therefore relied on adjusted data for specific
areas which were covered repeatedly by all survey periods over a 5-year period. Third,
the entomological data did not cover adult Aedes mosquitoes, so, we could not estimate
the extrinsic incubation period and the infection rate. Fourth, due to the unavailability
of time-series data on other variables, we were unable to incorporate other contributing
factors such as household water-use, vector control measures, and land-use changes into
our models. Further empirical research on longitudinal trends in seasonality and its effects
upon dengue vector breeding will assist with improved understanding of dengue disease
transformation.
5. Conclusions
Recognizing that only nominal attempts have thus far been made to empirically
examine the dynamic causal relationships within the climate–vector–disease nexus, the
present study applied an innovative step-by-step approach to determine the causal relationships between climatic factors, dengue vector abundance, and dengue cases/incidence
in the city of Dhaka, Bangladesh. Some of our results are similar to those of other studies,
confirming that there is a significant correlation between climatic factors and vector abundance [9,13,48,51], and between vector abundance and dengue incidence [9,10,50]. The
examination of climate–vector–disease nexus of our study under one conceptual framework is a unique attempt and thus makes a novel contribution to this research domain
concerning dengue disease transmission.
The integration of climate and entomological data into climate–vector–disease nexus
to produce predictive models has not yet been fully realized [31]. In this regard, the
present study provides evidence of a strong relationship amongst climatic factors, vector
and dengue via a step-by-step process—revealing their significance in dengue vector
abundance and dengue disease occurrence.
We found that an increase in Aedes abundance is associated with the rise in temperature, relative humidity, and rainfall during the monsoon months that in turn appear in the
subsequent increase in dengue incidence. The relationships of dengue cases with Stegomyia
indices as well as with the mean relative humidity and the lag mean rainfall were also
highly significant. This study thus lays a strong foundation for future work on dengue
forecasting and prevention, which may prove vital as the climate continues to change
and the range and seasonal dynamics of dengue and other diseases change with it. As
Wilder-Smith et al. [70] highlighted, the predictive models of the relationships between
climate variables and dengue transmission that we pursued in the present study can assist
in developing early warning systems. Based on the existing literature, we primarily focused
on associations between climate data and Aedes abundance for the monsoon months. Future
study should expand such entomological study for the non-monsoon months as well.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/atmos12070905/s1, Figure S1: ACF and PACF plots for CI in relation to the climatic parameters.
The PACF plot indicating that the residuals in the fitted model were uncorrelated with mean zero
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and constant variance; Figure S2: ACF and PACF plots for BI in relation to the climatic parameters.
The PACF plot indicating that the residuals in the fitted model were uncorrelated with mean zero
and constant variance; Figure S3. Autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation plots for the number
of dengue cases vs. climate factors by month for the 13-year study period (2001–2013): (a and b)
number of dengue cases: (c and d) average temperature; (e and f) average relative humidity; (g and
h) average rainfall; Figure S4. Autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation plot of residuals in the city
of Dhaka, Bangladesh for the 13-year study period (2001–2013).
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Abstract: This study primarily aims to develop a method for estimating the range of flood sizes in
small and medium ungauged watersheds in local river streams. In practice, several water control
projects have insufficient streamflow information. To compensate for the lack of data, the streamflow
propagation method (SPM) provides streamflow information for ungauged watersheds. The ranges of
flood sizes for ungauged watersheds were generated using a specific flood distribution analysis based
on the obtained streamflow data. Furthermore, the influence of rainfall information was analyzed
to characterize the patterns of specific flood distributions. Rainfall location, intensity, and duration
highly affected the shape of the specific flood distribution. Concentrated rainfall locations affected
the patterns of the maximum specific flood distribution. The shape and size of the minimum specific
flood distribution were dependent on the rainfall intensity and duration. The Creager envelope curve
was used to generate equations for the maximum/minimum specific flood distribution for the study
site. The ranges of the specific flood distributions were produced for each watershed size.
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1. Introduction

Nirajan Dhakal, Changhyun Jun and

Streamflow data is fundamentally required for the flood design process in water
control projects. Many water control infrastructures are built in small/mid-sized regional
watersheds, which require records of maximum floods. However, there are scarce observed
streamflow data for small-and mid-sized watersheds. Most streamflow observations are
obtained at hydrologically interesting locations or at the end of a large watershed located downstream. Many studies estimate maximum regional floods using observed data
through various approaches, including empirical, deterministic, and probabilistic methods [1]. Several empirical studies have used regional extreme flood records for empirical
flood estimations and other related analyses (e.g., Kovacs [2]: 30 sites at South Africa;
Acreman [3]: UK floods for 200-year records; Furey and Gupta [4,5]: data from Goodwin
Creek experimental watersheds; Patnaik et al. [6]: 358 basins from the USGS database).
For other approaches, rational formulas and flood frequency analyses in deterministic and
probabilistic methods also used observed data.
However, many countries, especially developing countries, have limited records of
large floods [7]. To overcome this, streamflow data for ungauged watersheds were generated by regionalization or regression analysis [8]. Regionalization used streamflow data
near watersheds that have similar characteristics (e.g., physiographic and meteorological
features) by transferring streamflow data to ungauged watersheds [9–11]. The regression
method was used to search for relationships between streamflow data and watershed
characteristics and generate streamflow data for ungauged watersheds [12–14]. As a modified regionalization method, Kim et al. [15] suggested a robust method (i.e., streamflow
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propagation method (SPM)) to generate streamflow data for ungauged small/mid-sized
watersheds. Unlike other regionalization methods, this study aimed to minimize uncertainties using fixed, physically related parameters, while an initial condition (i.e., initial
soil saturation) was optimized in a simple lumped conceptual rainfall-runoff model.
In contrast to limited streamflow information, the generated streamflow data can
display the spatial distribution of streamflow data for various sizes of watersheds. In
this study, we attempt to obtain the ranges of maximum regional floods to aid in the
management of small and mid-sized watersheds (less than ~2500 km2 ) for which no
streamflow data exist. Additionally, the spatial distribution of streamflow for ungauged
watersheds and rainfall characteristics on these distributions are explored to generate a
range of streamflow magnitude for various sizes of watersheds. The dynamics of rainfall
(e.g., rainfall intensity and duration) have substantial effects on the structure of peak
discharge [16]. The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows: Section 2
provides a methodology of this study and Section 3 explains the concept of the streamflow
propagation method (SPM) and the study area with selected storm events. The results of
streamflow propagation and rainfall effects on the streamflow distribution are presented in
Section 4, and Section 4 concludes the study.
2. Methodology
To know the ranges of flood sizes in small- and mid-sized watersheds requires an
extensive amount of streamflow data. However, smaller-sized watersheds have a lack of
streamflow information frequently due to an abundant amount of timely and economical
expenses for monitoring. Thus, the SPM [15] was adopted to generate streamflow data
for ungauged smaller watersheds. Kim et al. [15] suggested the spatial propagation
of streamflow data using a lumped conceptual model to generate streamflow data for
ungauged watersheds. Spatial propagation is achieved when a rainfall-runoff model is run
to match the observed streamflow data. Simulations of a rainfall-runoff model for a large
watershed can simultaneously produce streamflow information for smaller watersheds
within this large watershed. However, several parameters optimized for the simulation can
produce many uncertainties in the generated streamflow data [16]. Therefore, a minimum
number of parameters were selected for this propagation process to reduce uncertainties
as far as possible. The propagation shares a similar magnitude of error Equation (1) to
ungauged watersheds within a large watershed, while a rainfall-runoff model attempts to
fit streamflow data. In their study, Kim et al. [15] applied the storage function method [17]
as a rainfall-runoff model. The model parameters were separated into two sets: physically
based parameters and time-variant (i.e., event-based) initial conditions. The physically
based parameters highly related to the characteristics of watersheds are fixed, while initial
conditions are optimized to fit the streamflow data. This separation provides errors similar
to those of gauged watersheds to ungauged watersheds in the propagation process. The
substantial differences between this method and the regular regionalization methods are
the separation of parameters and focused time for simulations (i.e., not for the prediction
but for the past data generation), as shown in Figure 1.
εi =



Oi − S i
Oi

2

, where i = 1, 2, . . . , n

(1)

ε1 ∼
= ε2 ∼
= ... ∼
= εn
where εi is the error rate at watershed i, and Oi and Si are the observed and simulated
streamflow values at watershed i, respectively.
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Figure 1. Comparison between the spatial propagation concept and regionalization [15].

After streamflow data generation, streamflow distributions for various sizes of watersheds were observed by using a specific flood distribution analysis, which was usually
used to display the streamflow rate for each rainfall event. In this study, we apply this
method to display the possible ranges of streamflow amount for the diverse sizes of watersheds. After obtaining the ranges of streamflow, two research questions are addressed:
the influence of rainfall on the streamflow distribution and the possible generalization
of the range of the streamflow distribution using envelop curve equations to represent
(Figure 2). The influence of various rainfall characteristics (e.g., rainfall location, intensity,
and duration) was investigated on the effects of the distribution of streamflow for smaller
watersheds. For a generalized representation of the range of streamflow distribution (i.e.,
maximum/minimumspecific
specificfloods),
floods),Creager’s
Creager’senvelop
envelopcurves
curves [18],
Kovacs’ regional
regional
maximum/minimum
, Kovacs’
maximum flood [2], and the Korean regional maximum flood equation (KRMF) [19] were
tested.The
Theequations
equationsof
ofCreager’s
Creager’senvelop
envelopcurves,
curves,Kovacs’
Kovacs’regional
regionalmaximum
maximum flood,
flood, and
and
tested.
the KRMF are presented in Equations (2)–(4),
respectively.
–
b

𝑏

−1) −1)
0.503C (0.3861A)( aA(𝑎𝐴
𝑞 q==0.503𝐶(0.3861𝐴)

(2)

where q is the specific flood (m3 /s·km2 ), C is the Creager coefficient, A is Area (km2 ), and a
and b are constant variables.


A𝐴 1−0.1K
6
(3)
Q = 10 6 8 1−0.1𝐾
𝑄 = 10 (10 8 )

10

where Q is the streamflow (m3 /s), A is the area (km2 ), and K is the coefficient (representing
the characteristics of watersheds).
1 1
0.25
𝑞q =
= 11.25
11.25
A 0.25
𝐴

where q is the specific flood (m3 /s·km2 ), and A is the area (km2 ).
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Figure 2. Methodology to represent the range of the streamflow distribution and additional studies
related to the specific flood distribution.

3. Study Area and Storm Events
The Han River basin, located near the center of the Korean peninsula, has two major streams: the Northern and Southern Han River streams. The Chungju Dam (CJD)
watershed for the study site is located in the upstream part of the Southern Han River
stream. The size and length of the CJD watershed are approximately 6648 km2 and 375 km,
respectively. The average width downstream of the CJD is 600 m, with an increased average
slope of streamflow. The CJD has a 40% slope for 55.1% of the watershed, and 8.3% of
the watershed has a slope of over 80%, meaning that the CJD watershed is located in a
mountainous area. Figure 3 shows a streamflow schematic of the CJD watershed. The CJD
watershed has two main streams, the left and right sides of the watershed, combined in
the middle of the watershed. In this study, the CJD watershed was divided into 35 smaller
watersheds with no streamflow information available. To determine the spatial properties
of maximum regional floods for a large watershed, spatially distributed streamflow data
are necessary. However, most smaller watersheds have limitations in providing streamflow
information, as previously mentioned in the Introduction. In the case of the CJD watershed,
12 streamflow gauge stations are insufficient to present the spatial characteristics of the
regional maximum flood. Therefore, a propagation process is necessary. We used four
different water level gauges (i.e., Chungju Dam (CJD), Youngwol (YW), Youngwol 1 (YW1),
and Youngchun (YC)) as validation points, as shown in Figure 3. The CJD inflow was the
primary information we wanted to match, while streamflow data propagated to smaller
watersheds. The CJD watershed has a significant amount of rainfall during the summer
season from June to August, most likely over 60% of the total rainfall. For this study,
18 events with maximum rainfall were selected from 2001 to 2018, as shown in Table 1.
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Figure 3. Chungju Dam watershed for study area with two major upstream flows and one combined downstream flow.
Table 1. Selected storm events for CJD watershed.
Event

Start

End

Total Rainfall
(mm)

Event

Start

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

2001/6/29 0:00
2002/8/6 0:00
2003/7/8 0:00
2004/7/11 0:00
2005/7/1 0:00
2006/7/14 0:00
2007/8/4 0:00
2008/7/24 0:00
2009/7/12 0:00

2001/7/4 0:00
2002/8/10 0:00
2003/7/13 0:00
2004/7/15 0:00
2005/7/3 0:00
2006/7/20 0:00
2007/8/7 0:00
2008/7/29 0:00
2009/7/14 0:00

101.88
375.94
79.86
136.64
102.42
441.94
126.01
197.40
142.90

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

2010/9/10 0:00
2011/8/16 0:00
2012/7/5 0:00
2013/7/14 0:00
2014/8/17 0:00
0:00
2015/8/24 0:00
2016/7/4 0:00
2017/7/2 0:00
2018/7/1 0:00

12

End
2010/9/15 0:00
2011/8/19 0:00
2012/7/8 0:00
2013/7/17 0:00
0:00
2014/8/23 0:00
2015/8/29 0:00
2016/7/8 0:00
2017/7/6 0:00
2018/7/5 0:00

Total Rainfall
(mm)
150.33
145.78
184.17
163.16
184.1
106.44
53.65
227.03
190.55
136.79

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Generation of Streamflow Data
In the application of a lumped conceptual model (i.e., t storage function method,
Kimura 1961) for propagation, there are two parameter sets: physically based parameters (k
and p: constant parameters, Tl : lag time) and event-based parameters ( f 1 : initial runoff ratio,
Rsa : cumulative saturated rainfall). For the process presented in Figure 4, the cumulative
saturated rainfall (Rsa ) was optimized with an objective function based on the Nash–
Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) at the CJD gauge point while other parameters were fixed. This
𝑓
method delivers a similar magnitude of error for all smaller watersheds. Figure15 shows the
finalized data propagation results using error rates at the validation points. When the soil
–
is fully saturated, the cumulative saturated rainfall is 0, thus suggesting that all rainfall will
be fully effective rainfall. The zero cumulative saturated rainfall at events 5, 6, and 9 had
previous rainfall events. In terms of error rates, the exit points (i.e., CJD inflow observatory
from upstream watersheds) showed higher values at events 3 and 8. The observed values
at the CJD increase sharply without any smoother patterns, as shown by other observation
points, which means that observations were possibly measured incorrectly. In event 15, the
YC and YW have higher error rates because observations at the YC and YW malfunctioned
to produce flat values from the beginning of the event (e.g., 34.22 m3 /s at the YC and
34.51 m3 /s at the YW) until a certain point of measurement time, then abruptly increased
to the peak streamflow. In addition to these events, Figure 5 shows that the streamflow
propagation follows the assumption that similar magnitudes of error rates were distributed,
as mentioned in Section 2.
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Figure 6 shows the comparisons between the observed and simulated streamflow
and peak streamflow at YW, YW1, and YC, respectively. The YC gauge station located
below YW1 and YW showed larger streamflow values. The streamflow values at YW were
underestimated, while those of YW1 were overestimated. These two contrasting results
compensate each other, and the simulated results at the YC show closer streamflow values
to the observations because the YC is located under the YW and YW1 gauge stations. The
possible reason for contrasting streamflow estimations is the various times of concentration
related to the slopes of directions of the YW1 and YW. The fixed parameters are not
adjustable based on the status of smaller watersheds in the SPM. The NSEs for peak
streamflow at YW1, YW, and YC were 0.94, 0.88, and 0.89, respectively.

Figure 4. Spatial propagation procedure [15].
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Figure 5. Cumulative saturated rainfall (Rsa ) and error rates of streamflow data propagation at each
gauge station (YW: Youngwol, YW1: Youngwol 1, YC: Youngchun, and CJD: Chungju Dam). Events’
details displayed in Table 1.

Events’ detail
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Figure 6. Comparison between observed and simulated peak streamflow values at propagated points. (a–c) all discharge
comparisons at YW, YW1, and YC, (d) peak discharge comparisons.

–

4.2. Effects of Rainfall on Specific Floods
4.2.1. Rainfall Locations
In this study, a specific flood diagram was adopted to show the rainfall intensities on
similarly sized watersheds and display the spatial patterns of streamflow based on the
diverse sizes of watersheds. With only observed streamflow data, the patterns of specific
floods are barely distinguishable; however, propagated streamflow data may enhance the
type of spatial streamflow patterns. The patterns of the spatial distributions of streamflow
are validated in Figures 7–9. The spatial distribution of streamflow is highly dependent
on rainfall distribution [7]. When rainfall is concentrated on upstream watersheds (i.e.,
watershed 21, or watersheds 1 and 2, which are highlighted in Figure 7 with watershed
numbers) with 20– mm/h (other watersheds with 10 mm/h rainfall) for 24 h, the patterns
of the specific flood have power–law profiles, as shown in Figure 7a,b, between specific
flood and watershed areas; this has been confirmed by the empirical results of existing
research [20–22]. Small watersheds located in the same stream lines displayed as red dots
in Figure 7a,b form the power–law pattern in a specific flood. In addition to the power–
–
law patterns, equally distributed rainfall (10 mm/h) has a linearly distributed specific
flood below the power–law patterns. In the case of concentrated rainfall downstream
(i.e., watershed 32) as shown in Figure 7c, there are no substantial effects for the power–
law patterns
– because the concentrated rainfall location is on downstream– watersheds.

–
–
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Figure 7d displays a sample of specific floods based on the observed rainfall data (event
2013). This specific flood pattern shows the horn shape of the specific flood distribution
with a power-law, which means that rainfall was concentrated at upstream watersheds and
well distributed with diverse sizes of rainfall.

Figure 7. Power–law patterns–based on the rainfall concentrated locations (a) upstream watershed 21, (b) upstream
watersheds 1 and 2, (c) downstream watershed 32, (d) rainfall patterns for an event in 2013), (e) concentrated rainfall at
watershed 21 (20 mm/hr) or watersheds 1 and 2 (20 mm/hr), with consistent rainfall at other watersheds (10 mm/hr).
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– Simulation cases, (d–f)
– maximum and
Figure 8. Specific flood based on the different size of rainfall distribution ((a–c)
–
minimum size collection of specific floods for 30 trials, (g–i) real cases).
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Figure 9. Minimum specific flood dependent on rainfall intensity and rainfall duration.

4.2.2. Rainfall Intensity and Duration
The effects of different sizes of rainfall on the specific flood distribution were investigated in a large watershed. Based on the given ranges of rainfall sizes (i.e., 0–20
– mm/h,
4–16 mm/h, and 8–12 mm/h) for 24 h, rainfall sizes were randomly selected and dis–
–
tributed at 35 smaller watersheds. Using randomly selected rainfall values, the Thiessen
polygon method provides average rainfall for the CJD watershed. A total of 30 trials were
performed within a specified rainfall range in a random rainfall-size-selection manner
to ensure specific flood distribution patterns. For comparison purposes, the coefficient
of variance (CV) of the rainfall size distribution was applied for each event. Figure 8a–c
–
displays the specific flood of one of the 30 trials, and Figure 8d–f shows the collection of
–
the maximum and minimum specific flood of 30 trials with various ranges of rainfall sizes
to show the possible ranges of specific flood for each rainfall range case. Additionally,
Figure 8g–i presents the actual events of a specific flood. In the case of 0–20 mm/h (average
–
–
CV: 59.52), the specific flood distribution displays a widely spread fan shape. If the range
of rainfall size is decreased to 8–12 mm/h (average CV: 13.95), the fan shape range is
– the peak discharge distribution trend depending on the
decreased. These results follow
spatial CV of total rainfall [6,7]. In Figure 8g–i, the 2013, 2017, and 2002 flood events close
– are displayed. The event in 2013 had a wider
to the selected range of rainfall distribution
range of rainfall (CV: 48) and well-distributed rainfall in the CJD watershed. Following
the sample patterns of specific floods in Figure 8b,c, the events in 2010 and 2016 have
smaller rainfall distribution ranges with smaller CVs of 24.36 and 8.21. From Figure 8,
the variances of the specific flood distribution dependent on the variability of rainfall
were substantially decreased when the watershed area was larger than 1100 km2 , which is
similar to the results of Mandapaka et al. [23], i.e., the basin responses to the variability
of rainfall are dampened over 1000 km2 of watersheds. Based on these results, we can
determine the range of rainfall distribution from the diverse sizes of the fan shape in the
specific flood distribution.
Another reason for the various sizes of specific floods is diverse rainfall durations
with various rainfall intensities. To determine the minimum values of specific floods by
providing the range of floods, 24 h rainfall with diverse sizes of rainfall intensity was
applied. When diverse sizes of rainfall intensity were applied, each simulation was initially
designated with the same size of rainfall intensity (i.e., 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, and 14 mm/h) for
35 smaller watersheds. The selected sizes of rainfall intensities were generally found in
actual rainfall observations. Figure 9a shows that the constantly applied rainfall intensity
for 24 h generates a horizontally distributed specific flood with some decreased values
for larger watershed sizes. The smaller watersheds have a shorter time of concentration,
providing a more horizontally straight line. However, larger watersheds require more
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time to reach the time of concentration. The time of concentration for a watershed smaller
than 450 km2 was less than 24 h for the CJD watershed, which is approximately within
the range of the results of Abdullah et al. [7]. Their results on the relationship between
rainfall duration and peak-specific discharge estimated that –maximum discharges were
obtained for rainfall durations of 5 to 15 h for medium-sized watersheds (200–300 km2 ). In
Figure 9b, the same rainfall intensity at 8 mm/h was applied for diverse rainfall durations.
As previously mentioned, when the time of rainfall duration reached 40 or 48 h, the larger
watersheds also had a horizontally straight specific flood distribution, as shown by the
smaller watersheds. The size of the specific floods in Figure 9b decreased substantially after
36 h. Ayalew et al. [16] and Furey and Gupta [4] also showed
rainfall duration effects on the
Q(A) = αA𝜃
Q(A)
peak discharge in a power-law relation (Q(A) = αAθ , where Q(A) is the peak discharge, α
α
θ
is the intercept, A is the drainage area, and θ is the exponent. They also mentioned that
the increasing rates of intercept and exponent after 36 h were also substantially decreased,
similar to our results. Additionally, we found that the increased size of watersheds slowly
decreased specific floods, which is different from the real cases (e.g., increased specific
flood for larger watersheds, as shown in Figure 8d for the minimum specific flood values).
In reality, for many cases, smaller watersheds primarily located upstream often have no
rainfall while other locations have rainfall, which can give a specific flood close to zero.
Contrarily, the larger watersheds will have some specific flood values because at least
some rainfall will be included in the larger area. The reason for the different shapes of
the minimum specific flood values is that the simulation has rainfall information for all
watersheds. The rainfall intensity is the primary factor that increases the magnitude of a
specific flood because Figure 9a shows that the size of a specific flood sensitively increases
with the rainfall intensity instead of the rainfall duration [7].
4.3. Ranges of Regional Floods
The envelop curve method was used to establish regional relationships between
maximum streamflow data and watershed area using the streamflow data generated at
ungauged watersheds. We assumed that the study region is hydroclimatically homogenous,
and the size of the watershed area is the primary watershed characteristic controlling the
streamflow size [24]. Figure 10 displays the representative regional maximum floods for the
CJD watershed. The streamflow data generated using the proposed study were compared
with various regional maximum flood equations. Figure 10a shows the applications of
Creager’s
envelope
curves
[18].
of Creager’s
envelope
curves

–
Figure 10. Specific flood for all events with applications of various regional maximum flood equations in 2001–2018.
(a)
’ envelop curve, (b)) Kovacs’
Kovacs’ regional
regional maximum
maximum flood,
flood, and
and (c)
( Korean regional maximum flood).
Creager’s

The upper/lower Creager curve displays the maximum/minimum of the specific
flood at each watershed size. The equations of the upper and lower Creager curves use the
following values: C = 45, a = 0.751, and b = −0.001;
and C = 3, a = 0.918, and b ==−
0.001,
−
−0.001,
respectively. As shown in Figure 10a, smaller watersheds have a larger variance of a specific
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flood because these can be sensitively affected by the various rainfall sizes. However,
larger watersheds had little influence on the various rainfall sizes. It is evident that any
specific size of the watershed can have an explicit range of specific sizes of floods (e.g.,
1–5 m3 /s·km2 for 1000 km2 ). Figure 10b shows the Kovacs’ regional specific flood equation.
The given specific flood in the CJD watershed can range between K = 3.0 and K = 6.2
in the Kovacs’ coefficient to represent the characteristics of watersheds. However, this
equation shows the limitation of showing the pattern of the specific flood distribution. Additionally, Figure 10c was plotted using the Korean regional maximum flood equation [19]
for a specific flood for the CJD watershed. The specific flood generated for 2001–2009 was
not in the range of the maximum floods provided by the KRMF. Therefore, this equation
should be modified to be applicable to real cases of specific floods in Korea.
5. Conclusions
The specific flood diagram may have the potential to show the regional streamflow
distribution based on the various sizes of floods and watersheds. However, the lack of
streamflow data shows the limitation of providing adequate information on streamflow
distribution. Thus, the streamflow propagation concept was adopted to provide more
spatially distributed streamflow data for ungauged watersheds.
In the process of building a specific flood diagram using the streamflow propagation
concept, rainfall information highly influences the distribution patterns of specific floods.
The power–law relations were observed to be dependent on the concentrated location of
rainfall. If the rainfall is concentrated upstream of the watersheds, the stream located in
the same streamline shows a strong power–law profile. A large coefficient variance (CV:
59.52, CV: 13.95) of rainfall intensity ranges reveals a wide fan shape of the specific flood
diagram for the smaller watersheds. Rainfall duration and selected size of rainfall were
tested for the effects on the minimum values of the specific flood to provide the range
of specific floods for diverse watershed sizes. A watershed larger than 450 km2 requires
more time to provide more horizontally distributed minimum values of specific floods.
Creager’s envelope curve was applied to obtain the maximum and minimum specific flood
at various watershed sizes. A watershed size of fewer than 1000 km2 has a specific range of
1–5 (m3 /s)(km2 ). The range of specific floods can be generated for ungauged watersheds
of various sizes. Additionally, Kovacs’ curve is not suitable for this CJD watershed, and the
KRMF must be modified to generate maximum streamflow data for ungauged watersheds.
For further study, more rainfall or streamflow data can generalize the range of specific
floods for the specified watersheds.
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prediction of the intensity of tropical cyclones (TCs). However, relatively large errors have been
found in a cluster located in the tropical western North Pacific (TWNP), mainly because of the large
predictand variance. In this study, a decision-tree algorithm was employed to reduce the predictand
variance for TCs in the TWNP. The tree predicts the likelihood of a TC reaching a maximum lifetime
intensity greater than 70 knots at its genesis. The developed four rules suggest that the pre-existing
ocean thermal structures along the track and the latitude of a TC’s position play significant roles in
the determination of its intensity. The developed decision-tree classification exhibited 90.0% and
80.5% accuracy in the training and test periods, respectively. These results suggest that intensity
prediction with the CSTIPS-DAT can be further improved by developing independent statistical
models for TC groups classified by the present algorithm.
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1. Introduction
The accurate prediction of tropical cyclone (TC) intensity is a major task in operational
forecasting. Regarding intensity prediction, the capabilities of the widely used traditional
statistical approaches have improved considerably more than those of the dynamical models [1]. A new statistical–dynamical model, the CSTIPS-DAT [2], which uses a clustering
technique and depth-averaged ocean temperature (DAT)-based predictors, has facilitated
significant improvements in intensity prediction in the western North Pacific (WNP). However, the CSTIPS-DAT shows relatively large errors for specific clusters, particularly those
with a large predictand variance [2].
The tropical western North Pacific (TWNP) TCs, which belong to Cluster 2 in the
CSTIPS-DAT model, spend most of their lifetimes over the tropics, where the environmental
factors are favorable for their development (Figure 1a). Therefore, Cluster 2 is characterized
by the strongest mean TC intensity in the WNP, and many TCs in the said cluster are
distinguished by noticeable intensification. However, a considerable number of TCs in
the said cluster still do not intensify even under favorable conditions, which produces a
large breadth of intensity distribution (Figure 2a) and a large predictand variance. The
distribution of the lifetime maximum intensity (LMI) in the TWNP is bimodal, characterized
by a local minimum (at about 70 knots LMI) that separates the two groups between weakly
(1st mode) and strongly developing TCs (2nd mode). Because the CSTIPS-DAT is a multiplelinear-regression-based model, the TWNP cluster was trained to fit well with strong TCs
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with a high-density distribution; thus, major errors can occur in the prediction of weak
TCs. For example, the intense Typhoon Phanfone in 2014, with an LMI of 95 kt, was well
predicted by the CSTIPS-DAT. However, the relatively weak Typhoon Faxai (2014) was not
accurately predicted, mostly because of overestimation (Figure 1b,c). These results suggest
that with prior knowledge of the LMI type at the genesis of a TC, intensity prediction in
the TWNP could be improved through the development of independent statistical models
for each classified group.
The LMI, which is an integrated metric of TC intensification, can be used to present
basic TC climatology characteristics [3–5]. Several studies have noted that the global
distribution of the LMI is bimodal [6–8]. However, there is no consensus on why this
bimodal LMI distribution occurs. Torn and Snyder [9] argued that the bimodality is the
result of an artificially low number of Category 3 hurricanes in the Atlantic, and that this
may be linked to the low resolution of the Dvorak technique which has been used to
estimate their intensity. Soloviev et al. [10] attempted to explain the bimodal distribution
of the LMI by using the ratio of surface exchange coefficients as a function of wind speed.
They suggested that a local maximum of the ratio is favorable for rapid intensification (RI),
and thereby increases the number of TCs in the second high-intensity peak. Lee et al. [8]
reported that RI is be a key factor in the bimodality in the LMI distribution of two types of
TCs: those that undergo RI during their lifetimes (RI TCs) and those that do not (non-RI
TCs). They found that the LMI had a normal distribution with a unimodal peak for each
TC type, at approximately 120 kt and 45 kt for RI TCs and non-RI TCs, respectively. The
establishment of classification criteria to determine the types of TCs (weakly or strongly
developing TCs) in the early developing stages of the TWNP TCs will contribute to a better
understanding of the global bimodal LMI distribution.

Figure 1. (a) All tracks in the tropical western North Pacific (Cluster 2, blue lines), and all tracks in the western North
Pacific (gray lines) in 2004–2014. The orange and red lines indicate the tracks of Typhoon Phanfone and Faxai in 2014,
respectively. The thick black line is the mean track for Cluster 2 in CSTIPS-DAT. Results of individual intensity predictions
from CSTIPS-DAT for Typhoons (b) Phanfone and (c) Faxai in 2014. A thick black line is an observation (Regional Specialized
Meteorological Center best track data), and the colored lines are individual CSTIPS-DAT predictions.
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Figure 2. Distribution of lifetime maximum intensity. The relative frequencies presented were calculated on the basis
of the 2004–2016 tropical cyclones in (a) the tropical western North Pacific (i.e., Cluster 2 in CSTIPS-DAT) and (b) the
western North Pacific. The blue bars show the raw data binned into 5 kt bins. The black lines present the smoothed relative
frequencies with a window width of 15 kt.

The analysis of climate information on TCs has socioeconomic implications and scientific significance because it leads to a better understanding of TC activity and the related
mechanisms [11–13]. However, the large volume of varied data on TCs has continued to
increase significantly, at a pace that has seemed to outstrip the capabilities of traditional
analytical methods [14,15]. The decision tree, as a data-mining technique, is a process
of finding useful rules, patterns, and knowledge in large, diverse archived databases to
facilitate decision making [16].
Recently, the decision tree, as a useful tool for schematic classification, has been
widely employed to investigate the mechanisms of TC development and impact in the
WNP [14,17–23] and the North Atlantic [24–27]. Li et al. [17] employed a decision-tree
algorithm to investigate the collective contributions to Atlantic hurricanes from sea surface
temperature (SST), water vapor, vertical wind shear, and zonal stretching deformation.
Zhang et al. [14] applied a decision tree to the binary classification of TCs as intensifying
or weakening within 24 h. The decision tree, which used only three variables, exhibited
remarkable prediction accuracy: 90.2%. Zhang et al. [18] used a decision tree to investigate
the classification of tropical disturbances that did or did not develop into tropical storms
in the WNP. The classification accuracies of the developed model were 81.7% for training
and 84.6% for validation. Gao et al. [19] used a decision-tree algorithm to develop an RI
prediction model that classified intensity changes as RI and non-RI events. They showed
that the prestorm ocean coupling potential intensity index, which uses DATs instead of SST
to calculate the maximum potential intensity (MPI), improved the RI classification accuracy
by approximately 6% during the test period. Park et al. [20] developed a decision-treebased WNP TC genesis detection algorithm using satellite observation-based predictors.
They found that circulation symmetry and intensity were the most critical parameters
for characterizing the development of tropical disturbances. Lee et al. [21] developed a
scheme for TC formation using machine learning in the WNP and applied it for operational
prediction of TC formation. Kim et al. [22] compared the prediction performance of three
machine-learning algorithms (decision tree, random forest, support vector machines) and a
linear-discriminant-analysis-based model in WNP TC genesis detection. They showed that
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machine-learning-based models were more capable than conventional linear approaches at
detecting TC formation. Yang et al. [24] showed that using the association rule algorithm,
the RI prediction performance of the model using only three predictors was better than that
of the model consisting of five predictors proposed by Kaplan and DeMaria [28]. Yang [25]
performed RI prediction using various classifiers based on the Statistical Hurricane Intensity
Prediction Scheme (SHIPS) database. Su et al. [26], using satellite-observation-based
storm internal structure and the predictors of the National Hurricane Center probabilistic
forecast guidance, developed an RI prediction model for Atlantic hurricanes based on a
machine-learning method. Wei and Yang [27] built an artificial intelligence system based
on the SHIPS database, significantly improving the RI prediction performance for Atlantic
hurricanes. These studies have shown that decision trees are useful for binary classification
related to TC genesis and intensification, which further suggests that a decision tree could
be a useful tool to split the components in the bimodal distribution of the LMI.
The bimodal distribution results in a large variance of TC intensity, which makes
accurate intensity predictions difficult. Therefore, if we can successfully classify the type of
LMI at the point when a TC occurs, the statistical TC intensity prediction can be improved
by reducing the variance of the predictand. To check such a possibility, this study aimed
to build a decision-tree classifier that can predict the intensification type when a target
TC occurs. Section 2 describes the dataset and the classification method. In Section 3, the
potential predictors are examined, and the classification and model verification results are
discussed. A summary and conclusion are provided in Section 4.
2. Data and Methodology
2.1. Data
A decision tree was trained using the 2004–2013 TWNP TCs, which belong to Cluster
2 as classified by the TC track pattern clustering method [2]. Meanwhile, the tree was
validated using the 2014–2016 TCs. The TC information was obtained from the Regional
Specialized Meteorological Center’s best track data. The environmental data were derived
from two dynamical models’ analysis data. The atmospheric variables were obtained from
the National Centers for Environmental Prediction Global Forecast System analysis data,
with a 1 × 1 degree of horizontal resolution at 6 h intervals. The oceanic variables were
calculated with three-dimensional ocean data derived from the Hybrid Coordinate Ocean
Model (HYCOM) + Navy Coupled Ocean Data Assimilation Global Analysis (GLBa0.08)
provided by the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory.
2.2. Methodology
2.2.1. Static and Synoptic Potential Predictors
A total of 38 variables were used to build the decision tree, and are listed in Table
1 with their correlations with LMI. The potential variables considered in this study are
factors known to be related to TC intensity [2], and are similar to those considered for the
development of the CSTIPS-DAT. Four static variables were included: the absolute Julian
day number, TC latitude (LAT) and longitude, and TC translation speed. There were 34
synoptic variables: divergence at 200 hPa (D200), the relative vorticity at 500 hPa (RV500)
and 850 hPa (RV850), 200 hPa zonal wind (U200) and air temperature (T200), 500–300 hPa
layer mean relative humidity (RHHI), 850–700 hPa layer mean relative humidity (RHLO),
200–850 hPa vertical wind shear (SH200), 500–850 hPa vertical wind shear (SH500), ocean
heat content (OHC), depth-averaged temperature at various depths (DAT; [29,30]), and
DAT-based MPI (DMPI; [31,32]). Lin et al. [31] suggested DMPI using DAT instead of
prestorm sea surface temperature to consider negative feedback by TC-induced sea surface
cooling on existing SST-based MPI. DMPI has significantly reduced the overestimation of
maximum intensity of the existing SST-based MPI and has frequently been used to predict
TC intensity and RI [2,19,32,33]. The variables based on intensification potential (POT;
MPI − initial intensity) were the essential factors in the CSTIPS-DAT model. However, in
this study, TC genesis was defined as the first moment of at least 35 kt intensity; thus, the
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POT and DMPI had the same correlation coefficient. Because the current study focused on
classifying the LMI of TCs at their genesis, the POT and DAT-based POT were excluded
from the pool of potential variables. DATs and DMPIs had the highest correlation among all
variables, reaching 0.54 and 0.56, respectively. OHC, a widely used index for upper-ocean
thermal conditions, also had a high correlation coefficient (r = 0.52). Price [29] showed
that OHC and DAT are well correlated in the high OHC range and deep water, but they
are poorly correlated in low OHC and shallow continental shelves. Since the TWNP is
mostly deep and has high OHC, the correlation coefficients of OHC and DAT are not very
different there. All the variables were averaged from the genesis to 3.25 days along the TC
track—the sum of the average time (1.7 days) and standard deviation (1.55 days) to reach
LMI after TWNP TCs’ occurrence.
Table 1. Potential variables in the present model and their correlation coefficients (r) with the lifetime maximum intensity
for the 2004–2013 TWNP TCs (Cluster 2 in CTIPS-DAT). All the variables were averaged along the TC track from the genesis
to 3.25 days.
Variable

Description

r

JDAY
LAT
LON
SPD
D200
RV500
RV850
U200
T200
RHHI
RHLO
SH200
SH500
OHC

The absolute value of Julian day—248
Latitude of typhoon location
Longitude of typhoon location
Storm moving speed
Area-averaged (0 km to 1000 km) divergence at 200 hPa
Area-averaged (0 km to 1000 km) relative vorticity at 500 hPa
Area-averaged (0 km to 1000 km) relative vorticity at 850 hPa
Area-averaged (200 km to 800 km) zonal wind at 200 hPa
Area-averaged (200 km to 800 km) air temperature at 200 hPa
Area-averaged (200 km to 800 km) relative humidity 500–300 hPa
Area-averaged (200 km to 800 km) relative humidity 850–700 hPa
Area-averaged (200 km to 800 km) 200 hPa to 850 hPa vertical wind shear
Area-averaged (200 km to 800 km) 500 hPa to 850 hPa vertical wind shear
Area-averaged (0 km to 200 km) ocean heat contents
Ocean temperatures averaged from the near-surface down to the various depth
(10 to 120 m, 10-m interval)
Maximum potential intensity using DAT10—DAT120

−0.27
−0.33
0.07
−0.23
0.05
0.16
0.04
−0.28
−0.39
0.32
0.29
−0.17
−0.32
0.52

DAT10—DAT120
DMPI10—DMPI120

0.48–0.54
0.47–0.56

2.2.2. Classification and Regression Tree
The classification and regression tree (CART) is one of the decision-tree algorithms
that are used for categorical and continuous variables [34]. The rules generated by the
CART are easy to interpret, and overfitting can be avoided by postpruning a fully grown
tree. The CART is a binary partitioning algorithm with only two child nodes from the
parent node. The Gini index, the sum of the misclassification probabilities, can be used as
an impurity or diversity measure in each node. It is expressed as follows:
c

G = 1−

nj

∑(n)

2

(1)

j =1

where n is the number of observations in the node, c is the number of categories of target
variables, and nj is the number of observations belonging to the jth category of the target
variable. The CART algorithm selects the best predictor to minimize the Gini index for each
split and finds the optimal separation of each node, and this division process is repeated for
each node to construct a decision tree. For example, in order to classify TC intensity using
environmental variables, it is necessary to perform the classification by repeatedly changing
the classification reference value (e.g., the sea surface temperature, 26 ◦ C), to calculate the
Gini index of the classified group, and to determine the optimal reference value which has
a minimum Gini index. The above process is repeatedly performed as many times as the
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specified number of nodes. In this study, a classifier was developed based on the “fitctree”
function included in Matlab’s “statistics and machine learning toolbox”.
2.2.3. The k-Fold Cross-Validation
The k-fold cross-validation is one of the most popular resampling techniques for increasing the statistical reliability of model performance measurements [35]. The procedure
is as follows. First, the entire sample is divided into k equally sized subsamples in which
one subsample is reserved as validation data. Second, the model is trained with k − 1
subsample, tested (or validated) with the retained subsample, and cross-validated k times
until each subsample has been used for validation only once. Finally, the results of each
step of the process are averaged to form an evaluation index, which can be used to perform
forecast verification. The advantage of cross-validation is that all the cases are used for both
training and validation, and each case is used for validation once. In this study, 10-fold
cross-validation was used.
2.2.4. Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique
When the binary classification model is trained with inequality data, a classifier will
be biased toward the more frequently occurring class. The accuracy of the majority class
is likely to be inflated in training, thus resulting in inappropriate predictive accuracy in
testing. In the present study, the synthetic minority oversampling technique (SMOTE; [36]),
one of the most commonly used oversampling techniques, was used to avoid the inequality
sample problem. It randomly extracts samples from the minority class and increases
the number of samples by generating synthetic samples with the ambient values of the
extracted samples. In this study, the number of nearest neighbors to consider was set
to five.
3. Results
The 2004–2016 distribution of LMI in the TWNP had two local maxima at approximately 50 kt and 100 kt, and a local minimum at 70 kt (Figure 2a). A bimodal distribution
of the relative frequency of the LMI was also found in the WNP (Figure 2b). However,
unlike the TWNP, the first peak in the WNP was higher than the second. The TWNP is a
sub-basin in which the strongest TCs in the WNP occur, so the relative frequency of the
strong TCs (2nd peak) was higher than that of the weak TCs (1st peak). In this study, the
TWNP TCs were classified into two types: those with LMI above 70 kt (strongly developing
TCs; A70) and those with LMI below 70 kt (weak TCs; B70).
Intensity prediction using the CSTIPS-DAT [2] revealed large mean absolute error
(MAE) values and bias for the two classified groups, A70 and B70 (Figure 3a). As predicted,
this was because the model was trained with the entire TWNP TCs that contain both weakly
and strongly developing TCs, resulting in a negative bias (underestimation; see the red
solid line in Figure 3a) for A70 and a positive bias (overestimation; see the blue solid line
in Figure 3a) for B70. Indeed, most of the MAE values in the TWNP were related to the
large biases, suggesting that the bias correction using individual models for A70 and B70
reduced the intensity prediction error. Overall, the MAE and bias were greater in B70 than
in A70. This was related to the fact that during training, the model fit A70 better than B70
because A70 had about four times more samples than B70. In fact, the numbers of samples
of the A70 and B70 groups were 60 and 17 TCs, respectively, during the training period,
and 26 and 10 TCs, respectively, during the test periods (Table 2). To resolve the inequality
in the training data set, SMOTE was used to increase the number of samples for B70 to 60,
as in A70.
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Figure 3. Comparison of (a) mean absolute errors (shading) and biases (solid lines) for intensity predictions of A70 (TCs
with LMI greater than 70 kt) and B70 (TCs with LMI less than 70 kt) at each lead time for the 2013–2014 TWNP TCs.
(b) Comparison of the relative frequencies of intensity change in 48 h in the classified groups (red: A70; blue: B70). The
shaded areas show the raw data binned into 5 kt bins. The thick lines are the smoothed relative frequencies with a window
σ
width of 15 kt. The dashed lines indicate the means of each group. The mean values with ±σ are represented in colored text.
Table 2. Number of A70 and B70 tropical cyclones in 2004–2013, 2014–2016, and 2004–2016.
Period

A70

B70

Total

2004–2013
2014–2016
2004–2016

60
26
86

17
10
27

77
36
113

Figure 3b compares the relative frequencies of the intensity change for A70 and B70.
The mean intensity change within 48 h was 20.2 ± 25.0 kt for A70 and 0.8 ± 12.5 kt for B70.
The two-tailed Student’s t-test revealed that the difference between the means of the two
groups was statistically significant at the 5% test level. Therefore, it was expected that an
LMI-based classification could reduce the variance of the intensity change in Cluster 2 and
that the intensity prediction would be improved by the development of specific prediction
models for each intensity type.
A confusion matrix [37] was used to calculate verification measures, namely the
probability of detection (POD), false alarm rate (FAR), and accuracy. The POD is the ratio
of the number of times a correct warning is issued for a target event to the total number of
target events. The FAR is the number of times a warning is issued but an event does not
occur divided by the number of times the warning is issued. The POD, FAR, and accuracy
were calculated as follows:
TP
(2)
POD
==
POD
TP ++FN
FP
(3)
FAR =
FP + TP
FAR =
+
TP + TN
(4)
Accuracy =
TP + FP + +
TN + FN
Accuracy =
+
+FP is+the false positive, and FN is the
where TP is the true positive, TN is the true negative,
false negative. In this study, A70 was defined as the target class.
A decision tree generates the rule until the number of samples in a leaf drops below
a specified size, i.e., the minimum leaf (min-leaf) size. The min-leaf size determines
when splitting should be stopped; therefore, it is an important parameter that needs to
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be carefully tuned. Figure 4a presents the classification performance of the decision tree
during the training period with various min-leaf sizes. The skill scores can be used to set
the parameters. Naturally, the highest accuracy and POD were achieved at the min-leaf
size of 1, and the performance score decreased with increased min-leaf sizes. The FAR
varied by 0–12% with the min-leaf size; however, no significant trend was associated with
the min-leaf size.

Figure 4. (a) Skill scores (blue lines) and the number of nodes (red line) at each minimum leaf size used in the decision-tree
algorithm. (b) Distribution of cross-validation loss (mean misclassification rate) on the basis of the minimum leaf size using
the k-fold cross-validation method.

A decision tree with a smaller min-leaf size usually has better performance. However,
a small min-leaf size generates a complicated tree with many nodes, making a physical
interpretation difficult. In addition, complicated trees can cause overfitting problems in
classifications with insufficient sample sizes. A model should be trained to make reliable
predictions for the test data. Overfitting is the result of modeling with noise instead of
the underlying relationship. An excessively overfitted model performs poorly in real-time
predictions because it is tuned to overreact to minor fluctuations in the training data. To
avoid the prediction instability of overfitting, we determined the optimal min-leaf size using
comparisons of the cross-validation (CV) loss. In this study, k-fold cross-validation was
used to obtain the CV loss by averaging the misclassification rate (MSC), as shown below:
1 k
CV = ∑
1 MSCi
CV =k i=1

(5)

nmiss, i
(6)
ni ,
=
where k is the number of fold (here is set to be 10), nmiss,i is the number of misclassification
samples in ith test set, and ni is the total number of samples in ith test set.
Figure 4b shows the change of the CV loss with min-leaf sizes. The CV loss tended to
increase as the min-leaf size increased. The CV was the smallest at min-leaf sizes of 1 and
2, followed by local minima at 6 and 8. Min-leaf sizes of 1 and 2 required nine and seven
nodes (fairly complex structure), respectively, and min-leaf sizes of 6 and 8 required three
and two nodes, respectively (red line in Figure 4a). In this study, the min-leaf size was set
to 6 to make the decision tree structure relatively simple with a small CV loss.
The trained decision tree included three nodes with four decision rules. Table 3 lists
the decision rules governing the decision tree. Rule 1 shows that it is difficult for a TC
in a low DMPI20 environment to intensify as it develops. MPI has been the most critical
MSCi =
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predictor in previous statistical intensity prediction models [38–42]. In Rule 1, shallow (i.e.,
20 m deep) DMPI was selected as a classification factor, and this informed the classification
of many weak TCs. Weak TCs cannot interact with the deep ocean; thus, the shallow-depth
ocean-temperature-based MPI can be a good criterion for categorizing weak TCs.
Table 3. Description and the confidence of the rule of the developed decision tree. Note that all variables here were averaged
along the TC track from genesis to 3.25 days.
Rule NO.

Decision Rules

The Confidence of the Rule

1
2
3
4

If DMPI20 < 114 kt, then TC will not develop above 70 kt.
If DMPI20 ≥ 114 kt and LAT ≥ 22.1◦ N, then TC will not develop above 70 kt.
If DMPI20 ≥ 114 kt, LAT < 22.1◦ N and DAT100 < 26.3 ◦ C, TC will not develop above 70 kt.
If DMPI20 ≥ 114 kt, LAT < 22.1◦ N and DAT100 ≥ 26.3 ◦ C, TC will develop above 70 kt.

45/51 = 88.2%
8/9 = 88.9%
4/6 = 66.7%
51/54 = 94.4%

Rule 2 states the following: If DMPI20 ≥ 114 kt and LAT ≥ 22.1◦ N, TCs are less
likely to intensify to more than 70 kt. This suggests that it is difficult for a TC that stays
at high latitudes on average during development to be classified as A70. This is because
TCs with higher LAT tend to move northward and thus their tracks become closer to the
polar westerlies, resulting in increased vertical wind shear that suppress TC intensification.
The selection of LAT explains why vertical wind shear (SH200 and SH500), a well-known
dynamic index related to TC intensity, was not singled out in the rule.
Rule 3 states the following: If DMPI20 ≥ 114 kt, LAT < 22.1◦ N, and DAT100 < 26.3 ◦ C,
a TC cannot intensify to more than 70 kt. This suggests that a high DMPI20 and a low LAT
are favorable for intensity; however, TCs are less likely to develop with strong intensity if
DAT100 is less than 26.3 ◦ C. Price [21] suggested that 100 m is the typical vertical mixing
depth that major TCs induce; thus, DAT100 is the realistic temperature that represents the
sea surface thermal conditions under intense TCs. If DAT100 is less than 26.3 ◦ C, which is
close to the 2 m dew point temperature of the tropics [43], the ocean can no longer supply
heat to the TC, thus reducing the likelihood of strong intensification.
Rule 4 states the following: If DMPI20 ≥ 114 kt, LAT < 22.1◦ N, and DAT100 ≥ 26.3 ◦ C,
a TC can intensify to more than 70 kt. This rule suggests that the development of intense
TCs generally occurs when all three conditions are satisfied. The confidence of this rule
was 94.4%.
To evaluate the capability of the decision tree to classify intensity, we analyzed the
accuracy during the training and test period. The results showed a classification accuracy
of 90.0% for training (Table 4) and 80.5% for testing (Table 5). According to the confusion
matrix for the test period (Table 5), 24 of 26 TCs were correctly classified as A70, and 5 of
29 that were classified as A70 were B70. Thus, the POD had 92.3%, and the FAR had only
17.2%. These results exhibited high enough accuracy to build an independent statistical
model for the TC groups classified on the basis of this algorithm.
Table 4. Confusion matrix for the training period.
Model

Observed

A70
B70

A70

B70

51
3

9
57

Table 5. Confusion matrix for the test period.
Model

Observed

A70
B70

61

A70

B70

24
5

2
5
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4. Discussion
Kim et al. [2] classified TCs on the basis of their track patterns, by which the intensity
characteristics could be classified. They showed that the prediction performance could
be improved by reducing the variance of the predictand through the development of an
individual model for each cluster. This study attempted to further reduce the predictand
variance on the basis of the LMI classification, especially for Cluster 2 (TWNP TCs) of
CSTIPS-DAT. The TWNP TCs show a bimodal LMI distribution, which can be classified as
weakly (B70) and strongly developing TCs (A70). Because of this bimodality, the intensity
prediction estimated using the CSTIPS-DAT showed large MAEs for the two groups. The
large MAEs are mostly attributed to significant positive and negative biases for B70 and
A70, respectively. This implies that correcting the biases through binary classification
and developing independent prediction models for the classified groups can reduce the
predictand variance and ultimately improve TC intensity prediction.
To improve the performance of the CSTIPS-DAT and to increase the understanding
of LMI bimodality, this study developed a CART-algorithm-based decision tree which
classifies the TC type at the time of genesis, based on whether or not it will reach an
intensity of 70 kt or more during its lifetime. Among the 38 potential predictors, CART
selected three variables that reached an accuracy of 90.0% in the training period (2004–2013)
and 80.5% in the testing period (2014–2016). The selected variables were DMPI20, LAT,
and DAT100. The splitting values were 114 kt for DMPI20, 22.1◦ N for LAT, and 26.3 ◦ C for
DAT100. The four developed rules indicate that the prestorm ocean thermal conditions
(DMPI20 and DAT100) and latitude play a key role in determining the LMI in the TWNP.
It should be noted that DAT100 played an essential role in the decision tree developed
for binary classification. For the unclassified TWNP TCs (black line in Figure 5), the
correlation coefficients between various DATs and LMI were highest at DAT50. However,
for strongly developing TCs (red line in Figure 5), the correlation was highest in DAT100.
Price [21] proposed DAT100 as an oceanic index reflecting the sea surface cooling induced
by Saffir–Simpson Category 3 TCs (96–113 kts). Interestingly, the Category 3 intensity
belonged to the second peak of the LMI distribution (Figure 2a) and accounted for about
40% of the TWNP TCs. In contrast, for weak TCs (blue line in Figure 5) the correlation was
very low at all DATs. This suggests that the pre-existing ocean thermal structures along
the track are not essential in determining the LMI for weak TCs. Again, this highlights
the need to develop individual models that consider key environmental factors differently
depending on the classified groups.

Figure 5. Comparison of correlation coefficients between various DATs and LMI for A70, B70, and
all TCs. Black, red, and blue lines indicate unclassified TWNP TCs (i.e., all TCs), A70, and B70,
respectively. Open stars represent the locations with the maximum values for each group.
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5. Conclusions
Understanding the bimodal LMI distribution is important for improving TC intensity prediction. Previously known causes of this bimodality are the reduction of air–sea
roughness at a particular wind speed range [10] and the presence or absence of rapid
intensification events [8]. However, due to the lack of observational data in extreme winds,
it is still difficult to fully understand the cause of the bimodal distribution. This study
cannot directly explain the mechanism of the bimodality with the rules discovered, but it
does present environmental parameters and their thresholds that can distinguish the two
modes. This will make some contribution to a better understanding of the causes of the
bimodal LMI distribution.
In this study, the CART algorithm, a machine-learning algorithm, was used for classification. Although the CART algorithm is widely used for binary classification, it cannot
be affirmed that it is the optimal classification algorithm for classification of intensification types. Therefore, as in previous studies [22,25] that compared and evaluated several
machine-learning algorithms for binary classification, research to find the optimal classification method by applying new classification tools must be conducted.
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Abstract: Nonstationarity is one major issue in hydrological models, especially in design rainfall
analysis. Design rainfalls are typically estimated by annual maximum rainfalls (AMRs) of observations below 50 years in many parts of the world, including South Korea. However, due to the lack of
data, the time-dependent nature may not be sufficiently identified by this classic approach. Here,
this study aims to explore design rainfall with nonstationary condition using century-long reanalysis
products that help one to go back to the early 20th century. Despite its useful representation of
the past climate, the reanalysis products via observational data assimilation schemes and models
have never been tested in representing the nonstationary behavior in extreme rainfall events. We
used daily precipitations of two century-long reanalysis datasets as the ERA-20c by the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) and the 20th century reanalysis (20CR) by
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The AMRs from 1900 to 2010 were
derived from the grids over South Korea. The systematic errors were downgraded through quantile
delta mapping (QDM), as well as conventional stationary quantile mapping (SQM). The evaluation
result of the bias-corrected AMRs indicated the significant reduction of the errors. Furthermore, the
AMRs present obvious increasing trends from 1900 to 2010. With the bias-corrected values, we carried
out nonstationary frequency analysis based on the time-varying location parameters of generalized
extreme value (GEV) distribution. Design rainfalls with certain return periods were estimated based
on the expected number of exceedance (ENE) interpretation. Although there is a significant range of
uncertainty, the design quantiles by the median parameters showed the significant relative difference,
from −30.8% to 42.8% for QDM, compared with the quantiles by the multi-decadal observations.
Even though the AMRs from the reanalysis products are challenged by various errors such as quantile
mapping (QM) and systematic errors, the results from the current study imply that the proposed
scheme with employing the reanalysis product might be beneficial to predict the future evolution of
extreme precipitation and to estimate the design rainfall accordingly.
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1. Introduction
Design rainfall plays an essential role in planning a water-related infrastructure and it
has been commonly estimated from the precipitation intensity–duration–frequency (IDF)
relationship based on the historical records with the stationary assumption [1,2]. However,
recent research has indicated that many regions over the world have experienced the
pattern change of climatic extremes, especially for heavy rainfall [3,4]. Recalling that
a water-related project is designed under stationary condition in practice, the temporal
change of extreme rainfalls, so-called ‘nonstationarity’, may significantly affect the safety of
the infrastructure. In other words, an increasing trend in heavy rainfall can underestimate
the estimated future risk when an obvious trend exists in a target region. Note that the
hypothesis of a non-stationary model can be altered by the presence of outliers with
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assuming parameters as random variables, while preserving the hypothesis of a stationary
process [5].
The other major issue in rainfall frequency analysis is the lack of the gauge data
resulting in significant errors in hydrological modellings. In a block maxima (BM) approach
typically used in practical application, one generally collects annual maximum rainfalls
(AMRs) from historical records to derive IDF relationships. However, in many regions
including South Korea, the long-term meteorological record for a given catchment is largely
limited to create the reliable IDF relationships. For instance, South Korea, with an area
of approximately 100,032 km2 , has over hundreds of weather stations, but the number of
stations with daily rainfalls over 40 years was at most a few dozen by the Korean War.
Consequently, the rainfall quantiles are derived from less than 40-year data and necessarily
contain significant uncertainties, which are associated with the sampling errors [6–10].
Furthermore, the use of external source is also critical to respect the ergodicity [11,12],
since the properties of a stochastic process might be estimated only by limited observations.
When the process is nonstationary, the ergodicity cannot hold and possible trends should
be derived from external sources, different from observed time series.
Subsequently, the future risk in a region like South Korea can be relabily estimated by
considering the nonstationary and extending the data length is critical. However, existing
studies have explored individual aspects, but there have been no studies to combine two
factors, nonstationarity and lack of data, at the same time. Thus, this study aims to reliably
extend the data series, and then to explore the future risk change (i.e., nonstationarity) with
the extended time series, which may depend on time, in South Korea.
To address the lack of data, we introduce long-term reanalysis datasets as substitutes of the observed. With their own assimilation techniques, reanalysis products have
been globally provided with daily or sub-daily resolution and they have been applied
in the global-, continental- and country-scale climate change analyses [13–18]. However,
most reanalysis products provide the climate variables after the 1950s, and a few datasets
assimilated by two representative institutes, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF), can cover the whole 20th century; the 20th century reanalysis (20CR) by the
NOAA, and ERA-20c and ERA-20 cm by the ECMWF [15,18,19]. For ERA-20c and ERA20cm by the ECMWF, they are based on the same simulation model, but ERA-20 cm does
not consider observations in the assimilation process, unlike ERA-20c. For this reason,
ERA-20c has a limitation in representing the actual synoptic situation [15–18]. Thus, we
use two reanalysis datasets, 20CR and ERA-20c, produced by two different institutes as
substitutes of the observed.
Like other model data, long-term reanalysis datasets include the systematic errors
which vary with space [17,20]. Thus, the bias correction of reanalysis products, especially
for regional-scale studies, should be performed before hydrologic applications. Numerous
studies have suggested various bias correction methods from a delta change to a quantile
mapping (QM) or multivariate scheme using a copula-based principle [17,21–24]. Each
method has its pros and cons, but a QM method has been commonly used for precipitation
due to its good performance [21,25–27]. We also improve the biases in the modelled by
using a QM approach. In the BM principle, estimating IDFs are based on the AMRs of the
data. Thus, the purpose of bias correction in this study is to collect the improved AMRs,
and there are two main approaches for it; (1) to improve the whole rainfall distribution and
derive the AMRs and (2) to directly correct the AMRs of the modelled. Compared with
the former approach, the direct correction approach does not need to consider ‘drizzling
effect’, which can impair the bias corrected values, and the errors in IDFs were less than
that by improving whole wet-day data [2]. In this context, we collect the AMRs directly
from the reanalysis products and then improve them with the QM approach.
To perform a nonstationary frequency analysis, it is essential to detect the significant
long-term trends of the data. Previous studies for South Korea have documented that
rainfalls have increased over time, especially during summer [28–34]. However, if we
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only focus on the ‘AMRs’, it is also true that there is no clear evidence for the trend in the
AMRs of the observed [35]. Nadarajah and Choi [35] explored the trends of the AMRs
for the observed in five stations over South Korea from 1961 to 2001, but there were no
significant trends. For this reason, we assess the long-term trend of the AMRs for the
bias-corrected from 1900 to 2010 as well as for the observed during the reference period
(1974 to 2010). After detecting the significant trend, we estimate the design quantiles with
the nonstationary return period.
To consider nonstationarity for rainfall or flood frequency analysis, numerous studies
have commonly adopted a time-varying parameter scheme [36–41]. Conceptually, this
approach assumes that a climate variable like daily rainfall has the same distribution
function type, typically generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution, but the parameters

are dependent on time. In this concept, a return period (Tt = 1/(1 − Fz zq0 , θt ) with a
certain design quantile (zq0 ) at time t can be easily derived from a cumulative distribution
(Fz ) with the time-varying parameters (θt ) [42]. However, as estimating a quantile with a
target period, for example 100-year, varies by time, the use of a “return period” concept
can be meaningless under nonstationary condition [37,42,43].
However, as the notion of return period can still provide intuitive information to
engineers, numerous studies have handled this issue and two different approaches have
been proposed; the expected waiting time (EWT) approach and the expected number of
exceedance (ENE) approach [42,44–47]. The former scheme, EWT, focuses on the ‘expected
waiting time’ for the first occurrence exceeding the design rainfall (zq0 ). On the other hand,
the ENE approach obtains the target value by setting the expected number of exceedances
over the design life T. Both concepts should be numerically solved to estimate the design
quantile with a target return period under nonstationary condition. However, conceptually,
the EWT method has a drawback that this concept needs infinite (or as long as possible)
future exceedance probabilities, which can cause uncertainty [42,47]. For this reason, the
ENE interpretation is considered for the nonstationary analysis in this study.
As aforementioned, the primary goal of this study is to explore design rainfall with
non-stationary condition using the bias-corrected reanalysis products covering from 1900
to 2010. For this purpose, this study performs a three-step approach. First, we reduce
the biases in ERA-20c and 20CR, especially for the AMRs, by using a QM approach.
Secondly, we evaluate long-term trends of the AMRs for the observed and the reanalysis
products to detect the nonstationarity. The final step in this study is to evaluate the design
rainfalls under nonstationary condition and to compare them with the results by the
classic observation-based estimation. This three-step analysis is based on the mainland of
South Korea, and the detailed information on the study site and data used in this study
is described in Section 2. The theoretical background for the methodology is introduced
in Section 3. The results and discussion are summarized in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.
Finally, the summary and conclusions are provided in Section 6.
2. Study Site and Data
2.1. Study Site and Local Gauge Data
This study is based on the mainland of South Korea, which lies between latitudes
34◦ –38.5◦ N and longitudes 126◦ –129.5◦ E, excluding all the islands including Jeju. The
local gauge records are typically used for hydrologic applications, including frequency
analysis. For South Korea, only dozens of weather stations can provide historical records
for more than 40 years among hundreds of gauging stations. Thus, we obtained 48
in situ daily precipitation data, covering from 1974 to 2017, in the mainland of South
Korea. After collecting the daily data from the Korea Meteorological Administration (http:
//www.kma.go.kr), we derived the annual maximum rainfalls (AMRs) for bias correction
in all 48 stations. Note that, for St. 14 Andong, we ignored the AMRs from 1978 to 1982 due
to the absence of records during the period. The daily AMR sequences were collected and
compiled from the Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA). The coverage of the study
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‐
‐

area and the weather stations chosen in this study is shown in Figure 1, and the information
for the stations is described in Table 1.

‐
Figure 1. A map showing the study area, local gauging stations,
grid points of ERA-20c and 20CR.
The grey shading on the map indicates elevations.

Table 1. Station information employed in the study.
Station No.

Name

Latitude (◦ N)

Longitude (◦ E)

Elevation
(m. asl)

St. 1

Sokcho

38.2508

128.5644

19.5

St. 2

Daegwallyeong

37.6769

128.7181

774.0

St. 3

Chuncheon

37.9025

127.7356

79.1

St. 4

Gangneung

37.7514

128.8908

27.4

St. 5

Seoul

37.5714

126.9656

11.1

St. 6

Incheon

37.4775

126.6247

69.6

St. 7

Wonju

37.3375

127.9464

150.0

St. 8

Suwon

37.2700

126.9875

38.3

St. 9

Chungju

36.9700

127.9525

116.5

St. 10

Seosan

36.7736

126.4958

30.3

St. 11

Cheongju

36.6361

127.4428

58.6

St. 12

Daejeon

36.3689

127.3742

70.3

St. 13

Chupungyeong

36.2197

127.9944

246.1
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Table 1. Cont.
Station No.

Name

Latitude (◦ N)

Longitude (◦ E)

Elevation
(m. asl)

St. 14

Andong

36.5728

128.7072

141.5

St. 15

Pohang

36.0325

129.3794

3.7

St. 16

Gunsan

36.0019

126.7631

24.6

St. 17

Daegu

35.8850

128.6189

65.5

St. 18

Jeonju

35.8214

127.1547

54.8

St. 19

Ulsan

35.5600

129.3200

36.0

St. 20

Gwangju

35.1728

126.8914

73.8

St. 21

Busan

35.1044

129.0319

71.0

St. 22

Mokpo

34.8167

126.3811

39.4

St. 23

Yeosu

34.7392

127.7406

66.0

St. 24

Jinju

35.1636

128.0400

31.6

St. 25

Yangpyeong

37.4886

127.4944

49.4

St. 26

Icheon

37.2639

127.4842

79.4

St. 27

Inje

38.0600

128.1669

201.6

St. 28

Hongcheon

37.6833

127.8803

142.3

St. 29

Jecheon

37.1592

128.1942

265.0

St. 30

Boeun

36.4875

127.7339

176.4

St. 31

Cheonan

36.7794

127.1211

24.0

St. 32

Boryeong

36.3269

126.5572

16.9

St. 33

Buyeo

36.2722

126.9206

12.7

St. 34

Geumsan

36.1056

127.4817

171.7

St. 35

Buan

35.7294

126.7164

13.4

St. 36

Imsil

35.6122

127.2853

249.3

St. 37

Jeongeup

35.5631

126.8658

46.0

St. 38

Namwon

35.4053

127.3328

91.7

St. 39

Jangheung

34.6886

126.9194

46.4

St. 40

Haenam

34.5533

126.5689

14.4

St. 41

Goheung

34.6181

127.2756

54.5

St. 42

Yeongju

36.8717

128.5167

212.2

St. 43

Mungyeong

36.6272

128.1486

172.0

St. 44

Uiseong

36.3558

128.6883

83.2

St. 45

Gumi

36.1306

128.3206

50.3

St. 46

Yeongcheon

35.9772

128.9514

95.0

St. 47

Geochang

35.6711

127.9108

222.4

St. 48

Sancheong

35.4128

127.8789

0.8

2.2. Reanalysis Products
In this study, we apply two representative century-long reanalysis products as ERA20c by the ECMWF and 20CR by the NOAA. The ERA-20c was produced by assimilation
technique using observations of surface pressure and surface marine winds only, and the
product can globally cover the period from 1900 to 2010 with the spatio-temporally various
resolutions [18]. On the other hand, 20CR, the first century-long reanalysis products by
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the NOAA, was assimilated with the ensemble Kalman filter technique using only surface
pressure observations [19] and its latest version 2c could span the period from 1851 to
2014 with a spatial resolution of 1.875◦ × 1.9◦ . As the long-term climate records play an
important role in the nonstationary analysis, we collect daily rainfall data from these two
century-long reanalysis products in this study. More specifically, we extracted the daily
precipitation records from 1900 to 2010, with the finest spatial resolution, 0.125◦ × 0.125◦
for ERA-20c and 1.875◦ × 1.9◦ for 20CR, respectively. From these daily rainfall series, this
study derived the AMRs at grids in the mainland of South Korea from 1900 to 2010. The
grid points over the sea were ignored in this analysis. The specific grid-scale points for
ERA-20c and 20CR are shown in Figure 1. Note that only two grid points of 20CR covered
the entire study region due to its low spatial resolution.
These reanalysis products are employed in a number of climatological studies [48–51].
Diro et al. [49] evaluated the spatial pattern of rainfall estimates for the reanalysis product
of ERA-40 and noted that the product captures well the annual cycle over most of the
country. Berntell et al. [48] investigated the strong multidecadal variability of the summer
rainfall during the 20th century with reanalysis products and reported that the reanalysis
product ERA-20CM shows the best representation of the multidecadal rainfall variability.
Hua, et al. [51] assessed reanalysis products with quality-controlled radisonde observations
and observed datasets to understand the rainfall climatology and variability over Central
Equatorial Africa.
3. Methodology
3.1. Bias Correction
Although the century-long reanalysis precipitation data adopt the observed data
when modeling, the modeled data still include the substantial biases. The bias correction
approach should preliminarily be applied to the model values before further hydrologic
applications. In the current study, we first carried out the bias correction by a quantile
mapping (QM) approach, typically adopted in the bias correction studies [31,33,52,53].
Conceptually, the QM method reduces the errors by fitting a cumulative distribution of the
modelled into that of the observed via a transfer function [21,53–55] (see Supplementary
Material for detail).
For estimating the design rainfalls, BM approach using the AMRs is commonly
adopted. To implement a reanalysis products-based BM approach, the bias-corrected
AMRs should be collected and there are two approaches to collect them. Firstly, we can
correct all wet-day precipitation data by QM methods and then, take the AMRs from the
bias-corrected daily values. The other option is to directly improve the uncorrected AMRs
by QM methods without considering the other rainfall data. If they are interested not
only in the AMRs but also in all daily rainfalls, it would be better to apply the first option. However, as this study only focuses on exploring the non-stationary design rainfalls
based on the BM, we utilize the latter option, which can reduce the error more efficiently
than correcting the entire rainfall series [2]. To find out the most fitted transfer function,
we applied three representative distributions, gamma, Gumbel, and GEV, for the bias
correction of the AMRs, which are commonly employed in hydrologic application and
extreme study [22,53,56,57]. As a QM approach is based on a one-to-one relationship, we
matched 48 weather stations with the closest grid points of the ERA-20c and 20CR, and the
bias-corrected values were collected at each station. Here, we assumed that the difference
of spatial resolution between datasets can be ignored. One major issue in bias correction
for a climate model data is how to correct the model values beyond the time range of the
observation. The conventional approach of the QM algorithm was implemented with the
assumption that the climate records are stationary for the whole projected period [18,28].
More specifically, the CDFs of the observed and the modeled are estimated using records
for a reference period (i.e., historical period or calibration period), and the model data for
the whole projected period are applied to this correction factor.
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In this concept, the years from 1974 to 2010 were set as the reference period, while the
whole period from 1900 to 2010 was considered as the projected period. For the stationary
quantile mapping (SQM) scheme, there exist some extreme values beyond the range of the
reference period, which may overestimate the bias-correction results, so an appropriate
extrapolation scheme should be considered for them [2,25,33]. In the current study, we
applied a constant extrapolation, which uses the correction values at the lowest and highest
quantiles of the calibration range, suggested by Themeßl, Gobiet and Heinrich [25] to
the events beyond the range of reference data, while the AMRs within the range were
corrected by parametric approaches based on three different distributions, GEV, gamma,
and Gumbel. Note that the SQM approaches with the GEV, gamma, and Gumbel were
abbreviated as gevSQM and gamSQM and gumSQM, respectively.
One major problem in SQM approach is to ignore time-dependent characteristic such
as a long-term trend. To handle this issue, several approaches have been tested, such as
detrended quantile mapping and quantile delta approach [58,59]. Among these approaches,
we applied the quantile delta mapping (QDM) method suggested by Cannon, Sobie and
Murdock [31], because this approach can preserve the changes, not only in mean but
also in extremes for the modelled data. In QDM, long-term trends in data are preserved
by superimposing the relative change of quantiles between the reference period and the
projected period, which are set to the same length. Thus, we first set the reference period
to 1974–2010 as in SQM, and then divided the past projected period (1900–1973) into two
periods, 1900–1936 and 1937–1973, to make the intervals equal to the reference period.
Consequently, reanalysis daily precipitations were divided into three time periods with the
same length (1900–1936, 1937–1973, 1974–2010) and the raw models in each time period
were improved by the QDM principle [31,33] (see Supplementary Material for detail).
In this analysis, we compared the bias-corrected AMRs by QM approaches with
the observations in 48 stations for the reference period (1974–2010). As the results by
QDM approaches are identical to those by SQM schemes for the reference period, the
QDM results were used to evaluate the performances of three different curves for the bias
correction scheme.
3.2. Detecting Nonstationarity: Long-Term Trend Test
As aforementioned in the introduction section, the conventional approach for bias
correction is based on the stationary condition for climate model records, but the real
climate may follow the non-stationary feature in terms of century-long trend. To find out
the significance of the AMR trend over South Korea, we evaluated the long-term trends of
the observation and the bias corrected reanalysis data. For the trend test, a non-parametric
method, the Mann–Kendall test was applied in this study. The significance of trends
was evaluated by comparing the test statistic Z with the standard normal variate at the
desired significance [60]. When | Z | > Z1−α/2 for the standard normal deviate Z1−α/2
with the significance level α (=0.05 in the current study), the null hypothesis is rejected and
a significant trend in a time series. For the slope, the Theil–Sen approach [61–64] defined
by the median among the ranked slope estimates is applied (see Supplementary Material
for detail).
We first analyzed the trends of the AMRs taken from both the observation and the biascorrected reanalysis data for the reference period (1974–2010). To estimate nonstationarity
over the 20th century, the century-long trends of the bias-corrected AMRs from 1900 to
2010 were also detected.
3.3. Rainfall Frequency Analysis with Nonstationary Condition
In hydrological models, time-varying parameter schemes have been commonly adopted
for non-stationarity analysis in hydrometeorological applications [38,40–42,44,65]. As GEV
family is typically applied for estimating IDFs in practice, we applied a GEV distribution
with the time-varying location parameter (µt ), while scale (σ) and shape (ξ) parameters
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were set as constant. The location
‐ parameter is assumed as a time-depending linear
function, and under the nonstationary condition.
𝜎
‐ curve under nonstationary
𝜇
To quantify the parameters for the GEV
condition,
we
𝜉
apply the Bayesian principle
suggested by Cheng and AghaKouchak [1]. In this scheme, ‐
numerous parameter sets are estimated from the joint posterior distribution using the
differential evolution Markov chain (DE-MC), which is based on the genetic algorithm
differential evolution for global optimization with the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
‐
principle [1].
With the time-varying parameter chains, the next step is to estimate the return period
for a given design quantile under nonstationary
condition. Numerous studies have dealt
‐
with the non-stationary interpretation, and there were two main approaches to handle it as
‐
(1) the expected waiting time (EWT)
method and (2) the expected number of exceedance
(ENE) method [42,44,45,47,66].
Both EWT and ENE are applicable for nonstationary events. However, as stated in the
Introduction section, the EWT approach has a drawback of requiring infinite (or as long as
possible) future exceedance probabilities in order to numerically solve the problem [42,47].
For this reason, we applied the ENE interpretation for estimating the design quantile with
‐
‐
the return period from 10-year to 200-year (see Supplementary
Material
for more detail) ‐
(Figure 2).

Figure 2. A flow chart for estimating design rainfall with the nonstationary condition and stationary
‐
condition (see Supplementary Material for the detailed equations).

4. Results
4.1. Bias Correction
To improve the uncorrected AMRs of ERA-20c and 20CR, we applied QM approaches
based on three different distributions, gamma, Gumbel and GEV. The overall bias-corrected
values over 48 stations for the reference period (1974–2010) were assessed by RMSE (mm)
and NSE, as illustrated in Figure 3 and Table 2. Conceptually, the bias-corrected values by
QDM and SQM methods with the same distribution are identical for the reference period.
Thus, the outputs by three different distributions were denoted as gevQM, gamQM and
gumQM. The overall comparison between the observed and the modelled indicated the
significant reduction of errors in all QM schemes. The result showed that GEV distribution
performed the best in both ERA-20c and 20CR. The bias-corrected ERA-20c by gevQM
had 17.56 mm for RMSE and 0.924 for NSE, while the values by gamQM and gumQM
were from 22.34 mm to 26.08 mm for RMSE and from 0.831 to 0.876 for NSE. For 20CR, the
model efficiency by gevQM with 20.63 mm for RMSE and 0.894 for NSE dominated those
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by gamQM and gumQM with from 22.46 mm to 26.86 mm for RMSE and from 0.821 to
0.875 for NSE.

Figure 3. Scatter plots
between the annual maximum
rainfalls (AMRs) of
the observation and the
‐
‐
‐
model data (the raw reanalyses (RAW(ERA-20c) and RAW (20CR)) and the bias-corrected reanalyses
(i.e., ERA-20c and 20CR) by the quantile mapping (QM) approaches with generalized extreme value
(GEV), gamma and Gumbel distributions (gevQM, gamQM and gumQM)) over 48 stations, ‐from
‐
‐
1974 to 2010.
Table 2. Error estimation results of RMSE (mm) and NSE for the uncorrected (RAW) ERA-20c and
‐
20CR, and the bias-corrected reanalyses (i.e., ERA-20c and 20CR) by the QM approaches with GEV,
gamma and Gumbel distributions (gevQM, gamQM and gumQM)
over 48 stations from 1974 to
−
− 2010.
Method

ERA-20c

20CR

RMSE (mm)

NSE

RMSE (mm)

NSE

RAW

79.81

−0.579

95.40

−1.256

gevQM

17.56

0.924

20.63

0.894

gamQM

22.34

0.876

22.46

0.875

gumQM

26.08

0.831

26.86

0.821

To spatially evaluate the performance, we also implemented the error estimation in
individual stations, as shown in Figures 4 and 5 for NSE and RMSE, respectively. Figure 4
illustrates NSE values for the AMRs of the bias-corrected ERA-20c and 20CR based on QM
approaches (i.e., gevQM, gamQM and gumQM) in 48 stations, whereas Figure 5 indicates
RMSE values. The model efficiencies were generally over 0.8 for NSE, in all model values
except a few stations. For RMSE, the most error estimates were less than 30 mm, which
indicates the significant reduction of the bias. To clearly analyze the range of the model
values, we used a boxplot scheme based on the individual error estimates in 48 stations,
as illustrated in Figure 6, and compared the mean values of the error estimation results in
individual stations as described in Table 3. The boxplot for NSE in Figure 6a indicated that
the median values were over 0.9 in all QM approaches and most values were within the
range from 0.6 to 1. Especially, gevQM for ERA-20c showed the best efficiencies among
three QM schemes, whereas for 20CR, gevQM and gamQM had a better performance than
gumQM. The analysis on RMSE also showed the similar result (Figure 6b). The median
values were generally within 10 to 15 mm in all bias-corrected values and gevQM for
ERA-20c performed the best and gevQM for 20CR and gamQM for ERA-20c and 20CR
closely followed. In terms of the mean, gevQM for ERA-20c showed the best efficiencies,
with 14.30 mm for RMSE and 0.933 for NSE as described in Table 3. For 20CR, NSE values
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for gevQM and gamQM were similar but RMSE for gevQM, 16.69 mm, was slightly smaller
than that of gamQM, 17.48 mm. These results suggest that the applied QM approaches
can significantly reduce the error in the AMRs of reanalyses (i.e., ERA-20c and 20CR), and
among three different transfer functions, GEV distribution could be the best option for bias
correction of the AMRs, especially for ERA-20c.

Figure 4. Mapping Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) for the AMRs of ‐the bias corrected ERA-20c
(above) and 20CR (bottom) by QM approach (gevQM) in 48 stations for the reference period
(1974–2010).
Table 3. Mean of error estimation results (RMSE (mm) and NSE) for the AMRs of the bias-corrected
ERA-20c and 20CR by the QM approaches with GEV, gamma and Gumbel distributions (gevQM,
gamQM and gumQM) in 48 stations from 1974 to 2010.
Method

ERA-20c

20CR

RMSE (mm)

NSE

RMSE (mm)

NSE

gevQM

14.30

0.933

16.69

0.905

gamQM

17.29

0.909

17.48

0.907

gumQM

20.31

0.871

21.09

0.864
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‐
Figure 5. Root mean square error (RMSE) for the AMRs of the bias
corrected ERA-20c (above) and
20CR (bottom) by QM approach (gevQM) in 48 stations for the reference period (1974–2010).

(a)

(b)
‐

Figure 6. Boxplots of (a) NSE and (b) RMSE (mm) results for the AMRs of the bias corrected ERA-20c
(ERA) and 20CR by QM approaches using three different distributions, GEV (gev), gamma (gam),
‐ ‐
and Gumbel (gum) in 48 stations.
‐

4.2. Long-Term Trend

‐

To consider the nonstationary condition in rainfall frequency analysis, the long-term
trend of the AMRs should be necessarily detected. For this purpose, we analyzed the
long-term trend of AMRs for the observed (Obs) and the bias corrected for the reference
period (i.e., 1974–2010) using a non-parametric method, Mann–Kendall test as shown in
‐ the observed trend, we additionally analyzed the AMRs of
Figure 7. To further evaluate
‐ Obs
the observation for the extended period, from 1974 to 2017 (Obs0). The results in both
‐
and Obs0 had no significant trend at the 0.05 significant level except a few stations. More
‐
specifically, among 48 stations, only 5 stations
for Obs and 2 stations for Obs0 presented
significant trend, respectively. The performances for the bias-corrected reanalyses showed
similar results. The AMRs of the bias-corrected reanalysis data (ERA-20c and 20CR) by
QM approaches as well as the raw values (RAW) had no significant trends at the 0.05
‐
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significance level in all comparisons. Note that the recent 40 years’ data do not illustrate
any significant data in the observation, as well as in the reanalysis data.

Figure 7. Trends in the AMRs of the observation for 1974–2017(Obs0) and 1974–2010(Obs), respec‐
tively, and the AMRs of the raw reanalyses
(RAW) and the bias-corrected values by the QM approach
‐
‐
‐
(gevQM) for the reference period (1974–2010). ERA and 20CR mean the data from
the ERA-20c and
‐
‐
20CR in this figure. Note that solid triangles represent significant trends at the 95% confidence levels,
while hollow triangles mean no significant trends. The upward-pointing triangle and downward‐
pointing indicate increasing slope and decreasing slope, respectively, whereas the size of triangle
‐
represents the magnitude of trends.
‐

To estimate nonstationarity over the 20th century, we also checked a century-long
trend using the bias corrected AMRs of ERA-20c and 20CR from 1900 to 2010, instead
of the observation periods Obs and Obs0. Figure 8 illustrates the ‐trend test‐ results for
the AMRs of the bias corrected reanalyses in 48 stations from 1900 to 2010. For ERA20c, the corrected values by SQM approaches (gevSQM, gamSQM and gumSQM) had
obvious increasing trends in all stations, and the QDM algorithms (gevQDM, gamQDM
and gumQDM) also indicated the significant increasing trends at 0.05 significance level,
except a few points. The results for 20CR were similar to those for ERA-20c. The biascorrected values demonstrated the obvious increasing trends for both SQM and QDM
schemes of the whole 20th century. These results imply that the AMRs in South Korea may
have an increasing trend over the 20th century, although the AMRs in recent decades are
not able to clarify the nonstationary characteristic.
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‐ bias corrected ERA-20c and 20CR by QM approaches as in
Figure 8. The trends in the AMRs of the
Figure 7, but the data period is covered from 1900 to 2010.

‐

To evaluate the magnitude of the trends, inter-annual variabilities over 48 stations
‐
from 1900 to 2010 were also analyzed as illustrated in Figure 9. Individual values for each
‐
station are presented with thin weak blue and red lines for ERA-20c and 20CR,
respectively,
while the means of 48 stations are presented with thick strong blue and red lines. Although
‐
there was the difference in specific movements between ERA-20c and 20CR, the trends of
the overall means for 48 stations represented by bold blue color for ERA-20c and bold red
color for 20CR illustrate the significant increasing trends for both cases.
The slopes for ERA-20c were within the range from 0.40 mm/year to 0.55 mm/year,
whereas 20CR had fewer slopes from 0.34 to 0.45 mm/year as described in Table 4. In
comparison between SQM and QDM approaches, the trends by QDM schemes were lower
than those by the corresponding SQM methods in both ERA-20c and 20CR. With the
assumption that two reanalyses, ERA-20c and 20CR, could substantially reproduce the
long-term trend, these temporal patterns imply the clear non-stationarity of the AMRs in
South Korea from 1900 to 2010.
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Figure 9. Inter-annual change of the AMRs of the bias corrected ERA-20c and 20CR by QM approaches ((a) gevSQM, (b)
‐
‐
gevQDM, (c) gamSQM, (d) gamQDM,
(e) gumSQM, and (f) gumQDM].
The bold blue line and bold red line represent the
means of the ERA-20c AMRs and
the 20CR AMRs over 48 stations, respectively, while the light blue and red lines indicate
‐
‐
the movements of individual AMRs for ERA-20c and
20CR, respectively. The straight lines represent the linear fit to AMRs
from 1900 to 2010.
‐

Table 4. Mann–Kendall test results for the mean of the AMRs of the bias corrected ERA-20c and
20CR by QM approaches from 1900 to 2010 as illustrated in‐ Figure 9. Note that z and b (mm/year)
‐
values represent the standardized test statistics
and the slope of the trend, respectively, and z values
‐
‐
over 1.96 indicate
a significant trend at the 0.05 significance
level in this test.
ERA-20c
Method

20CR

z

b

z

b

gevSQM

5.51

0.50

3.43

0.38

gevQDM

4.21

0.40

2.67

0.34

gamSQM

5.56

0.55

3.53

0.45

gamQDM

4.06

0.41

2.71

0.37

gumSQM

5.50

0.52

3.59

0.42

gumQDM

4.30

0.40

2.91

0.36

It is surprising that the slopes of all stations based on the two different reanalysis
products present a similar increasing trend. This result implies that the extreme data
over South Korea might have a significant increasing trend that the current observed data
with the limited period such as 1974–2010 and 1974–2017 cannot capture. Therefore, the
abstraction of these trends might be beneficial in estimating the future extreme design
rainfall over South Korea with nonstationary frequency analysis. The following study was
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conducted accordingly to employ the derived overall trend that might be more feasible to
occur in nature, even though a certain degree of uncertainties is included.
4.3. Design Rainfalls with Nonstationary Condition
To explore design rainfalls with the nonstationary condition by using the bias-corrected
AMRs from 1900 to 2010, we estimated time-varying parameters of GEV distribution.
Nonstationary design rainfalls were estimated by the BM approach based on the GEV
parameters (µs,m , µi,m , σm and ξ m ) derived from the bias-corrected AMRs. Here, the biascorrected AMRs were collected from QM approaches with GEV distribution (gevSQM and
gevQDM), which showed the best performance in Section 4.1.
To find out the impact of nonstationary condition, we representatively illustrated
design rainfall comparisons in the selected 4 stations, St.5, St.18, St.21, and St.27 in Figure 10.
In the comparisons, design quantiles showed the significant range of uncertainties, which
had an upper-bound of approximately 1.3 to 2.0 times higher than the design rainfalls by
the observed and a lower bound of about 7–45% lower. For example, for St.5 Seoul, the
precipitation quantiles with 100-year return period derived from ERA-20C varied from
about 327 mm to 815 mm for gevSQM, and from 346 mm to 852 mm for gevQDM, while
the classic quantile by the observation was 483 mm. This characteristic is also shown in the
other stations.
For the median values, the design quantiles of the reanalyses with long return periods
such as 100-year and 200-year were generally higher than those by the observations except
st.21 Busan, while the design rainfalls with short return periods, i.e., 10-year and 20-year,
have little difference from the observed. For instance, St.18 Jeonju had a small gap in
10-year design quantiles between the observation and the reanalyses, but the longer the
return period, the more gap there exists, especially for ERA-20c. St.5 Seoul and St.27 Inje
also showed a similar characteristic, with the design rainfall for the reanalyses exceeding
those for the observed as the return period became longer. On the other hand, St.21 Busan
had no clear feature compared with the other stations, and even the design rainfall for the
observed exceeded those by the bias-corrected reanalyses for gevSQM. Although reanalysis
products-based design rainfall estimation includes a certain degree of uncertainty, these
results imply that the nonstationary design rainfall would influence on estimating the
future risk of extreme precipitation and the strength of the impact depends on the target
return period and location.
To find out the spatial influence of non-stationarity in design rainfall, we estimated
the relative change (%) of design rainfall with 100-year return period based on the median
values of the generated parameter chains in 48 stations. The relative change in 48 stations
varied from −38.1% to 58.4% for gevSQM, and from −30.8% to 42.8% for gevQDM, respectively, but the spatial comparisons in Figure 11 illustrated the increase of the relative
change (%) in many regions over South Korea.
Furthermore, the spatial area presenting lower or higher than the observed quantiles
is more similar in case of the QDM for ERA-20c and 20CR than SQM. The results of the
gevQDM relative change shown at the bottom panels of Figure 11 present that the southern
and middle regions have higher design rainfall estimation than the observed one, while the
northern region and the edge of the southeast and southwest present lower design rainfall
from the gevQDM than from the observed one.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 10. Precipitation quantiles by the conventional GEV model using the AMRs of observation
‐
‐
(black line) for the reference period (1974–2010) and the nonstationary GEV models using the biascorrected ERA-20c and 20CR derived from gevSQM and gevQDM in 5 stations. (a) St.5 Seoul, (b)
St.18 Jeonju, (c) St.21 Busan and (d) St.27 Inje.
‐

‐

−

−
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(a)

(b)
‐ with 100-year return period between stationary
Figure 11. Relative change (%) of design rainfalls
condition and nonstationary condition. (a) indicates the relative change for the bias corrected AMRs
by gevSQM, while (b) means the results for the bias corrected AMRs by gevQDM.

Despite the uncertainty range, this result
suggests that the conventional stationary
‐
approach based on the multi-decadal observation may lead to significant underestimation
of future risk in some regions. For example, southwest parts within 35–36◦ N and 126.5–
127.5◦ E had relative change within approximately 10% to 50% in all comparisons. It is
obvious that there still
‐ exists a certain degree of errors in design rainfall taken from the
bias-corrected reanalyses. Nevertheless, if practitioners want to design a project but only
have a limited observation, this result can provide meaningful information for a project
plan with long-term life span.
5. Discussion
Despite the meaningful information, the proposed method inevitably contains errors from various reasons. Basically, long-term reanalyses for daily precipitation have
the systematic errors that spatio-temporally vary [17,20,67–69]. Previous studies have
documented that century-long reanalyses like ERA-20c and 20CR are able to mislead
long-term trends and the bias may considerably exist for the first half of the twentieth
century [16,70–73]. The proposed bias correction methods, SQM and QDM, also have a
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limitation. As a QM approach cannot exactly correct the climate change trend [23], the
potential error in the long-term trend of the raw data may propagate the bias into the bias
corrected value. Moreover, a QM approach based on a certain distribution such as gamma
can underestimate highly extreme rainfalls, which are mainly described by the upper tail of
the distribution [55,74–76]. Thus, some studied have introduced a combination or mixture
distribution like gamma-Pareto to better reproduce the heavy tail [24,55,77,78]. The scale
gap between the observed and the modelled can result in the biases [79]. In other words, as
the proposed QM approaches matched the transfer function between the observation with
point-scale and the model data with grid-scale, the bias-corrected value may include errors.
In design rainfall estimation with nonstationary condition, how to define time-varying
parameters is also one major issue. We assume a linearly time-dependent location parameter,
which is commonly adopted in nonstationary studies, but several studies have also suggested
non-linear location parameter or time-varying scale parameter [1,35,38,40,41,43,46,59,66].
Likewise, various causes may result in substantial errors for the design rainfall interpretation in this study. Nevertheless, the proposed analysis suggests meaningful information to help to forecast future risk under the climate change environment. As rainfall
intensity is expected to increase in the future, the conventional approach with stationary
assumption may underestimate future risk. Several studies and authorities have suggested
the guideline for design rainfall and design flood considering the potential impact [80–82].
However, these guidelines typically suggest adding a correction factor into design rainfall
or design flood estimated under stationary condition [81]. For instance, the agency [82]
recommended increasing the peak rainfall intensity from 5% to 40% for the future period
(2015–2115), compared with the data for the baseline period (1961–1990). However, those
suggestions are generally based on the analysis of future climate change scenarios which
also include significant biases, and the nonstationary analysis based on the observation is
constrained by lack of data. Thus, despite the substantial errors, the proposed approach in
this study can be a considerable option to achieve additional information for estimating
future risk in rainfall.
6. Summary and Conclusions
In this study, we aimed to explore design rainfalls under nonstationary condition by
using century-long reanalyses, ERA-20 and 20CR, over South Korea. For this purpose, we
first improved the AMRs of the reanalyses from 1900 to 2010 by using a trend-preserving
method, QDM, compared with the conventional stationary QM scheme, SQM. After bias
correction, we assessed the long-term trend of the bias-corrected AMRs for the whole 20th
century to confirm the nonstationarity. With the improved values of ERA-20c and 20CR,
we estimated design rainfalls under nonstationary condition based on the ENE approach
in 48 stations. Finally, we also explored the spatial change in design rainfalls between the
applied nonstationary approach in the current study and the conventional approach. The
major results obtained in this study are summarized as follows:
1.

2.

3.

The applied QM approaches (gevQM, gamQM and gumQM) significantly improved
the AMRs of ERA-20c and 20CR for the reference period. Among three QM schemes,
gevQM performed the best in terms of RMSE and NSE.
For long-term trend, no significant trend for the AMRs of the observed and the
reanalyses can be found during the observational period. However, the century-long
AMRs of the bias corrected ERA-20c and 20CR indicated the increasing trends. This
result implies that the AMRs might have time-dependent characteristics and the
trend in the long-term reanalysis datasets could be beneficial in estimating the future
extreme design rainfall over South Korea with nonstationary frequency analysis.
The design rainfalls estimated under nonstationary condition were influenced in
estimating the future risk of extreme precipitation and the strength of the impact
depends on the target return period and location. More specifically, the nonstationary
design rainfalls in some parts of South Korea exceeded the classic design rainfalls by
the observed. This result implies that the nonstationarity in the AMRs that the short-
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term observation often fails to detect could deteriorate the confidence of a project
based on the observed data for the future risk in South Korea.
The findings obtained in this study provide a meaningful perspective on the applicability of century-long reanalysis products, especially for nonstationary rainfall frequency
analysis in a region with a limited observation network. Despite a certain degree of errors,
the proposed scheme with employing the reanalysis products can be beneficial to predict
the future evolution of extreme precipitation and to estimate the design rainfall accordingly.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/2073-4
433/12/2/191/s1. Figure S1. A flow chart for estimating design rainfall under the conditions of
nonstationarity and stationarity.
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Abstract: This study investigated the effects of El Niño events on tropical cyclone (TC) characteristics
over the western North Pacific (WNP) region. First, TC characteristics associated with large-scale
atmospheric phenomena (i.e., genesis position, frequency, track, intensity, and duration) were investigated in the WNP in relation to various types of El Niño events—moderate central Pacific (MCP),
moderate eastern Pacific (MEP), and strong basin-wide (SBW). Subsequently, the seasonal and regional variability of TC-induced rainfall across China was analyzed to compare precipitation patterns
under the three El Niño types. When extreme El Niño events of varying degrees occurred, the local
rainfall varied during the developmental and decaying years. The development of MEP and SBW
was associated with a distinct change in TC-induced rainfall. During MEP development, TC-induced
rainfall occurred in eastern and northeastern China, whereas in SBW, TC-induced heavy rainfall
occurred in southwest China. During SBW development, the southwestern region was affected by
TCs over a long period, with the eastern and northeastern regions being affected significantly fewer
days. During El Niño decay, coastal areas were relatively more affected by TCs during MCP events,
and the Pearl River basin was more affected during SBW events. This study’s results could help
mitigate TC-related disasters and improve water-supply management.
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1. Introduction
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Recent advances in satellite remote sensing have provided the opportunity to assess
the impact of anthropogenic climate change on natural disasters, a topic that has been
explored in many studies [1–4]. Data obtained in studies on climate change can provide
the data basis for environmental monitoring and forecasting, which have implications
for global agriculture, livestock breeding, forestry, and other natural-resource industries.
Damage to industries and infrastructure from events, such as floods or droughts, could be
mitigated through an improved understanding of the effects of climate change; for example,
knowledge of flood trends could support dam flood-control calculations and repairs [1].
Many studies have shown that tropical cyclones (TCs) have a considerable impact on
China’s summer rainfall. Studying TC patterns could help link summer hydrological
decision-making in China with global climate trends. In the western North Pacific (WNP),
TC-induced rain accounted for 9% of rainfall events and 21% of accumulated rainfall for
1979–2005 [2]. TC events accounted for 37% of natural disaster-related damage in China,
and from 1994 to 2013, catastrophic TC events led to an economic loss of approximately 17%
in China [3]. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the changing intensity and variability
of TCs, as well as their local impacts.
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TC-induced rainfall is affected by many factors, including the El Niño–Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) [4,5]. Air–sea interactions in the tropical Pacific generate extreme ENSO
events [5]. Zhao et al. [3] investigated TC variability using satellite data from 1979 to 2015,
and along with a decreasing trend in the number of TCs in the WNP, they observed a
stronger relationship between El Niño and TC activities since 1998. Thus, it is vital to
better understand the relationship between extreme ENSO events and TC characteristics to
improve climate projections [4]. Many studies have explored factors influencing seasonal
precipitation variations, and El Niño events have been found to greatly impact summer
precipitation in China [4,6–8]. Additionally, TCs that occur in the WNP promote extreme
rainfall events accompanied by abnormal advection of moisture. However, El Niño’s effect
on rainfall and its indirect impact on the behavior of TCs remain partially understood [4,9].
Therefore, in this study, we evaluated the impact of different types of El Niño events on TC
activities and TC-induced rainfall.
A subtropical high is one of several highs that reach the Northern Hemisphere and
play an important role in balancing transportation, water supply, energy, and heat, as
well as effecting seasonal variations. Thus, the subtropical high has a strong influence
on TC tracks and the atmospheric climate of China. Many studies have discussed the
linkages between TCs and the subtropical high and their role in increasing rainfall. TCs
and TC-induced anticyclonic circulation anomalies promote water vapor transport [10–12].
TC events also have a significant impact on the subtropical high and relevant weather
changes in the WNP [11,12]. These TC/subtropical high interactions affect the prediction
of TC features, such as tracks and heavy rainfall, across East Asia, where the western
subtropical high greatly affects the summer climate in East Asia [13].
An investigation of the effects of El Niño on precipitation revealed that ENSO events
cause an intense southwest wind along coastal China, which leads to unusual rainfall
in northern China in the decaying years of El Niño events [6]. Zhang et al. [7,8] noted
that the amounts of TC-induced precipitation in inland China were low compared with
that experienced in coastal regions. Further, several studies have indicated that ENSO
events affect TC characteristics, such as their tracks and genesis positions [9,14], and
their intensity [15,16]. In addition, TCs tend to occur more frequently and have a longer
lifetime when occurring in the context of a strong ENSO [17]. However, few studies have
emphasized the distinctions between types of El Niño events and their effect on TCs. As the
characteristics of TCs and impacts induced by TCs vary, they must be studied separately.
From a long-term perspective, discussing links between El Niño events and the impacts of
TCs, such as induced rainfall, is crucial.
Zonal and meridional asymmetries in weather and oceanic conditions contribute to
the diversity of ENSO forms, which reflect the complicacy of atmospheric feedbacks [18].
Some studies categorized El Niño events as Central Pacific (CP) or Eastern Pacific (EP)
events. Cai et al. [19] noted that during the development of EP El Niño events, seasonal
rainfall decreases in South America, whereas it increases during El Niño decay. However, in
CP events, precipitation patterns are more complicated and remain unclear. Wang et al. [20]
applied a nonlinear K-means cluster analysis to distinguish El Niño events of various
magnitudes with greater specificity. The method classifies El Niño events based on three
types of onsets: moderate central Pacific (MCP), moderate eastern Pacific (MEP), and
strong basin-wide (SBW) events. SBW El Niño events are significant in their intensity,
particularly in the initial winter and spring, with maximum SSTAs reaching over 2.5 ◦ C [21].
They are coupled with strong atmospheric convection and warm SSTAs, and experience
extraordinary basin-wide growth in the boreal spring. They induce SSTAs that spread
easterly, causing abnormalities in the west. MCP El Niño events originate in the CP with
continuous moderate warming. They extend eastward and reach their maximum intensity
in the CP, accompanied by convective wind anomalies. In contrast to SBW activities, the
western SSTA in MCP events occurs in the interior of the basin and develops later. MEP El
Niño events begin in the far EP. Owing to SSTA-induced negative wind-pressure anomalies
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that facilitate the westward movement of warming by inhibiting upwelling, the easterly
wind anomalies are uniquely and significantly reversed in the central-western Pacific [20].
The amount of rain varies in the emerging and warming phases of El Niño, and the
spatiotemporal changes in water vapor tracks depend on the El Niño types [21]. As the
ENSO classification system becomes increasingly refined, the relationship between El Niño
and TCs characteristics can be analyzed in greater detail. Owing to the delayed atmospheric
response to oceanic behavior in El Niño, better knowledge of regional precipitation patterns
could simplify rain forecasting [22]. Therefore, this study analyzed differences between the
effects of three El Niño types (MCP, MEP, and SBW) on TC activities in the WNP and on
the seasonal variability of TC-induced rainfall in China. In addition, this study analyzed
rainfall indices for fractional TC-induced precipitation during the study period and applied
them to determine optimum forecasting models for the study region. The results of this
study could support measures to reduce and mitigate TC-related disasters and improve
water-supply management under changing climate conditions.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area and Weather Stations
Figure 1 shows the study area and location of active weather stations in China. TC
impacts are experienced throughout China, but especially in the country’s southeastern
area and the Pearl River basin. Therefore, this study selected the area spanning from the
equator (EQ) to 60◦ N and 60◦ E to 180◦ E, which includes all regions of China and the
areas tracked by TCs. When analyzing the tracks of TCs throughout Asia, the application
of a grid map allows the effective visualization of the density of TC distribution. This
study utilized daily precipitation data from 839 meteorological stations within nine river
basins in China, which were provided by China’s Meteorological Data Service Center.
Some relatively early data were missing because of observation errors and underdeveloped
equipment. Therefore, we selected daily accumulated rainfall data from 1961 to 2017 at
839 stations to measure the influence of different TC patterns on all river basins throughout
China.

Figure 1. Map of the study area (5–55◦ N, 75–135◦ E) and locations of the weather stations in China.

To study the local impacts of TCs, this study considered TC-induced precipitation
separately from daily rainfall, which increased the accuracy of the comparative analysis.
Kim et al. [23] used different time windows and TC radii to consider the spatiotemporal
impacts of TCs. Time windows, an empirical methodology developed by Kim and Jain [23]
to study seasonal flow separation in the Korean Peninsula, specify the timeframes impacted
by TCs and extract TC-induced rainfall from daily precipitation data. This study adopted a
three-day time window to reflect the duration of the relevant moisture supply [24]. Among
precipitation indices widely applied in previous studies to perform trend analyses and
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regional rainfall calculations [7,8,25], this study selected seasonal total precipitation on wet
days when daily precipitation >1 mm (PRCPTOT), the maximum number of consecutive
TC-induced precipitation days (CTPD), to help to analyze regional rainfall characteristics
and summarize the distribution of precipitation.
2.2. Classification of El Niño Events
To distinguish the impacts of diverse TCs, this study focused on TCs that occurred
during different types of El Niño events. By applying the K-means cluster analysis to the
development of the SSTA for 33 extreme El Niño events from 1901 to 2017, first-year El
Niño events were classified into three types—MCP, MEP, and SBW—which vary in origin,
initiation, outspreading, strength, and other features (see Table 1). These parameters were
determined based on the Niño 3.4 index, which is derived from SSTAs calculated using the
Hadley Center Sea Ice and SST dataset version 1 (HadISST1) from the Met Office Marine
Data Bank and WMO GTS data by removing the mean SST in the region (170◦ W–120◦ W,
5◦ S–5◦ N). “Extreme” El Niño events were defined according to Wang et al. [20]. The
SST data and Niño 3.4 index values were obtained from the Ocean Observations Panel
for Climate (OOPC) and the Joint WMO-IOC Commission for Oceanography and Marine
Meteorology (JCOMM) Services program area. They served to verify the characteristics of
selected El Niño events to reduce errors owing to different data-capture regions.
Table 1. Main properties of moderate central Pacific (MCP), moderate eastern Pacific (MEP), and
strong basin-wide (SBW) ENSO events.
Moderate Central Pacific (MCP)

•
•

Moderate Eastern Pacific (MEP)

begin with mild warming in
the western Pacific
expand eastward

•
•

originate in the far EP
propagate westward

Strong Basin-Wide (SBW)

•
•

westerly SST anomaly
followed by distinctive
basin-wide development
extraordinary intensity
(maximum SSTA >2.5 ◦ C)

In general, during the mature phases of MCP, MEP, and SBW events, their associated
SSTAs are clearly distinguishable in terms of temperature distribution and intensities and
thus result in spatiotemporal precipitation and track variations [20]. Considering their
intensity and rapid propagation, the developing years are defined as the years in which El
Niño occurs. Our cluster-based approach classified 1986/87, 1991/92, 1994/95, 2002/03,
2004/05, 2006/07, 2009/10, and 2014/15 as years of MCP; 1957/58, 1963/64, 1965/66,
1968/69, and 1976/77 as years of MEP; and 1972/73, 1982/83, 1997/98, and 2015/16 as
years of SBW.
2.3. Tropical Cyclone Data
The Regional Specialized Meteorological Center (RSMC), a Tokyo-based meteorological organization, provided the original data and attributes for TCs. These data describe the
propagation of TCs, including the geographical coordinates of the TC center, the central
pressure, the TC identification number at fixed 6-h time intervals from 1951 to 2017. This
information is also recorded in the dataset describing the strength of the max wind speed
since 1977. Among these data, this study focused on those pertinent to TCs that occurred
in the selected decaying years and affected China, including their genesis position, tracks
recorded at 6-h intervals, recurving location (location at which the TC, at its westernmost
position, shifts its track to the northeast), central pressure, wind speed, and duration. In
general, non-recurving TCs were excluded when calculating the recurving location density
over an area [26]. Non-recurving TCs represented 72.04% (for MCP events), 78.57% (for
MEP events), and 83.72% (for SBW events) of events. The subtropical high was another
considered parameter. The subtropical high (based on the contour line of 5880 gpm at
500 hPa) was derived from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) reanalysis 1 [27].
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TC tracks are defined as a series of points over which the TC centers (defined as the
center of a circle) pass. Therefore, it is important to define a suitable TC radius to distinguish
TC-induced effects from other weather patterns. Assuming all TCs have an equal effect
over China, a fixed radius of 500 km was found to include some non-TC-induced rainfall in
the total calculated [28]. Mature TC winds usually impact a radius of less than 500 km [26].
Thus, to obtain more accurate statistics on TC-induced precipitation, this study considered
a range of TC radii (400–600 km) to reduce error related to non-TC-induced rainfall. This
study extracted TC-induced rainfall based on these tracks from the total rainfall during
May to October in the selected years using an n-day time window. On days of TC landfall,
most rainfall could be assumed to be TC-induced; thus, all rainfall from these days was
included.
2.4. Methodology
2.4.1. Kriging
In statistical calculations, primarily in geostatistics, kriging (or Gaussian process regression) is an interpolation method modeled on Gaussian procedures wherein interpolated
values are controlled by prior covariances, thus providing a computationally stable and efficient output [28]. Kriging is often applied in the fields of geographic science, environmental
science, and atmospheric science [29]. Meteorological data, such as precipitation, have
significant spatial characteristics. Since this kind of data comes from spatially discretely
distributed monitoring stations, which are unevenly distributed and limited in number,
the kriging method is applied to make an overall and coherent rainfall distribution. Many
studies have used this kriging method for distribution analysis [30–32].
2.4.2. Welch’s t-Test
The t-test is an inference-based statistical method used to determine whether differences exist between different samples [33]. Among these, Welch’s t-test is applied when
the number of items within each set is different and the variances of the two groups are
unknown or unidentical to identify discrepancies. Welch’s t-test was selected to compare
rainfall indices during different El Niño events with a long-term mode, which have usually
been considered “unpaired” or “independent samples” [34].
Decadal hydro-meteorological indices, with a relatively small and nonstationary
number of samples, meet the requirements for Welch’s t-test [35]. Welch’s t-test is defined
as follows by the statistic t in the following formula (Equation (1)):
X − X2
t = r1
S12
n1

+

S22
n2

(1)

where X 1 , X 2 are the sample means, n1 and n2 are the sample sizes for sample 1 and sample
2, respectively. S12 and S12 are the sample variances.
The variance is a function calculated as follows (Equation (2)):
∑ X−X
S =
n−1
2

2

(2)

By selecting data that satisfied t at the 95% significance level, this study ensured that
the included data were representative of the stations in each river basin and were sensitive
to TCs.
2.4.3. Pettitt Test
The Pettitt test is a nonparametric test used to assess the occurrence of sudden changes
in records [36]. The Pettitt test is the most commonly utilized method of breakout detection
owing to its sensitivity [37]. Many studies have adopted this test, including those analyzing
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precipitation and temperature [38,39], as it can detect a mutation points within specific
periods of time in many climate records [40].
The regions affected by TCs change over time and are subject to various TC intensities
and tracks. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the long-term “ramping-up point” in
each river basin and to comprehensively determine propagation of the TC-induced rainfall.
However, the Pettitt test can be applied to discern a significant transformation in the mean
of a time series without prior knowledge of the ramp-up point. The nonparametric statistic
K T , the ramping-up within period T, is defined as follows (Equation (3)):
K T = Max|Ut,T |
Ut,T =

t

T

∑i=1 ∑ j=t+1 sign


xi − x j , 1 ≤ t < T

(3)
(4)

where Ut, T is a statistical index, and x is a random variable.
Subsequently, for the significance analysis, the correlative confidence level ρ and the
roughly critical value p were defined as follows (Equation (5)):
!
−6 KT2
(5)
ρ = 2 exp
T2 + T3
p = 1−ρ

(6)

3. Analysis Results
3.1. Characteristics of TCs under Different Types of El Niños
3.1.1. Magnitude of TCs
To analyze the characteristics of TCs, we discussed variations in TCs during the
developing and decaying years of MCP, MEP, and SBW El Niño events and compared them
with long-term averages to help predict the behavior of TCs occurring under different
ENSO types and phases.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of TC data observed across the WNP and its probability
density during the developing and decaying years of ENSO. TCs were recorded, with 186,
140, and 86 events, respectively, during MCP, MEP, and SBW decaying years. TCs occurred
more frequently during MEP events than during the other El Niño types with an average
of 28 times a year. During SBW decaying years, the number of annual TCs was above
average. To explore the varying effects throughout El Niño periods, we studied both the
emerging and decaying years. During MCP, MEP, and SBW developing years, 217, 130, and
112 TC events were recorded, respectively. In addition, there was little interannual variation
within the El Niño types, and the number of TC events in MCP and SBW decaying years
was greater than that during developing years. However, the number of TCs increased
significantly during MEP developing years.
Because wind speed data were only available for 1977, wind speed statistics for MEP
events were limited. In 1977 (characterized by MEP decay), only 21 TCs were produced,
and no data were available for emerging years. There were 81 TC events during the
three SBW events in 1977. The wind speed data indicated that these TCs were weaker
than the long-term average and that anomalies were more concentrated in the range of
−30 to 20 knots in the decaying years of MEP and SBW events. However, TCs occurring
during SBW emerging years had significantly faster wind speeds. TCs during MCP events
were little impacted by El Niño phases and featured slightly higher wind speeds than
the long-term average. TCs with relatively low wind speeds were observed during SBW
decaying years. Central pressure anomaly changes were relatively minor during MCP
events, and pressure remained slightly below the multiyear average. TC intensity was
obviously greater during SBW emerging years. In MEP and SBW decaying years, most
TCs were weaker than average, though a few extremely strong TCs occurred. In terms of
duration, the lifespan of TCs ranged widely during El Niño emerging years. The differences
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in duration were relatively significant in SBW years but were less marked during MCP
events.

Figure 2. Violin plots of tropical cyclone (TC) activities and their probability during different types
of El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events. (a,b) show the annual number of TCs, (c,d) indicate
wind speed anomaly patterns of TCs, (e,f) show the central pressure anomaly, and (g,h) indicate
lifetime anomalies during developing and decaying years. For each panel, the violin plot shows the
kernel probability density of the data, including a dot to mark the median and a thick line to indicate
the interquartile range of each dataset. MCP: moderate central Pacific, MEP: moderate eastern Pacific,
SBW: strong basin-wide.

3.1.2. Genesis Positions and Tracks of TCs
Figure 3 shows the genesis positions of TCs in the WNP Ocean region during the
different types of El Niño years. The genesis positions in MCP emerging (Figure 3a, average
TC genesis: 144.2◦ E, 13.2◦ N) and decaying years (Figure 3b, average TC genesis: 143.1◦ E,
13.7◦ N) were similar to those in average years (average TC genesis: 141.8◦ E, 13.7◦ N). In
MEP developing years, genesis locations were relatively concentrated at lower latitudes
(Figure 3c, average TC genesis: 145.4◦ E, 11.7◦ N). However, during MEP decay, the genesis
locations (Figure 3d, average TC genesis: 142.5◦ E, 13.2◦ N) were close to their long-term
normal distribution. In contrast, the genesis positions in SBW decaying years tended to be
more westerly and closer to China (Figure 3f, average TC genesis: 134.8◦ E, 13.2◦ N).
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Figure 3. Genesis positions of tropical cyclones (TCs) during the development and decay of moderate central Pacific (MCP),
moderate eastern Pacific (MEP), and strong basin-wide (SBW) El Niño events. The black contour lines show the long-term
trends in TC genesis locations (1961–2017). The TC genesis position is defined as the first location at which a TC was
recorded in historical data provided by the Regional Specialized Meteorological Center in Tokyo, Japan. (a,b) moderate
central Pacific (MCP); (c,d) moderate eastern Pacific (MEP); (e,f) strong basin-wide (SBW).

Figure 4 shows the density circle of recurving locations during the decay period of three types of El Niño events.
Overall, 52, 30, and 14 TCs displayed recurving features (during MCP, MEP, and SBW events, respectively). During SBW
events, these points are located close to China, and the contours were wider during MCP events. Recurving points during
MEP decay were located in lower latitude zones.

Figure 4. Map of the density circle of tropical cyclone recurving positions during the decay periods of (a) moderate central
Pacific (MCP), (b) moderate eastern Pacific (MEP), and (c) strong basin-wide (SBW) El Niño events.

Figure 5 shows the subtropical high, represented by 5880 gpm, in the WNP region for
various El Niño conditions. A close relationship exists between the subtropical high and
TCs as streams expand and convection occurs [41]. TC expansion and recurving locations
were affected by the pressure zone. During MEP decaying years, the subtropical high was
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distinguished by a limited pressure range. As extreme events propagated, the range of
the subtropical high widened during MCP and SBW events. Regarding track density, TCs
generated in the WNP usually originated near the southern edge of the subtropical high
and moved along its periphery. During MCP and SBW decaying years, the subtropical
high was slightly stronger than its long-term average.

Figure 5. Comparison of subtropical highs and tropical cyclone behavior under different types of El
Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events during the developing and decaying years, ((a,b) moderate
central Pacific (MCP); (c,d) moderate eastern Pacific (MEP); (e,f) strong basin-wide (SBW)). The solid
line shown in each figure indicates the long-term average position of the western North Pacific (WNP)
subtropical high (represented by 5880 gpm). Dashed lines indicate different types of ENSO events.
The grey shading marks the average path of the tropical cyclones for each case.

3.2. TC-Induced Rainfall over China
Intensity of TC-Induced Rainfall
Figure 6 shows the proportion of TC-induced rainfall (PTCR) in each river basin
throughout China. The Pearl, Yangtze, and Southeastern river basins were the regions most
affected by TCs. During MCP events, the PTCR was less than 11.6% (long-term average:
35.92% ≥ MCP years: 31.74%) in the Pearl river basin compared to the long-term normal.
In contrast, the PTCR was shown to be large by 26.9% (long-term average: 14.96% ≥ MCP
years: 18.99%)≥and 6.2% (long-term average: 19.51% ≥ MCP years: 20.72%), respectively, in
the Southeast and Yangtze river basins. During MEP events, the PTCR in these three river
≥basins dropped slightly compared to the average year. During
≥ SBW events, however, the
PTCR was larger than usual in all these three basins, indicating a clear increase in rainfall
caused by typhoons.
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Figure 6. Proportion of tropical cyclone-induced precipitation amount in each river basin of China.
(a–c) show results for moderate central Pacific (MCP), (b) moderate eastern Pacific (MEP), and (c)
strong basin-wide (SBW) El Niño events, respectively, and (d) shows the long-term average.

Figure 7 compares TC-induced composite PRCPTOT anomalies with the long-term
values observed at each station throughout China. The four significance levels were
determined based on Welch’s t-test. Total seasonal precipitation was concentrated in the
Yangtze, Pearl, Hong Kong, and Southeastern river basins during MCP development. Then,
rainfall moved to the coastal areas of Huaihe and Southeast. During MEP El Niño events,
rainfall continued to fall in the Southwest, Pearl, and Songliao river basins. In addition,
during SBW events when rain moved to the Yangtze and Hong Kong river basins, more
rain was concentrated in the Huaihe, Haihe, and Songliao regions. During the emergence of
MEP and SBW events and the decay of MEP events, the Songliao River Basin experienced
more TC-induced rainfall than usual. TC-induced rainfall was slightly reduced during
SBW events, and TC-induced rainfall increased in the Southeast during MCP decay. The
maximum rainfall over China noticeably reduced. However, there was slightly more rain
in Hong Kong, and Songliao experienced slightly more rain under MEP decay. The Yangtze
and Pearl regions received relatively more rain in almost all cases. Therefore, the results
suggest that TC-induced rainfall varied with TC tracks.
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Figure 7. TC-induced composite PRCPTOT anomalies compared to the long-term averages. The red dots indicate abovenormal conditions, whereas the blue dots indicate below-normal conditions. In addition, the light (dark) color groups
indicate 90% (95%) significance levels for pattern changes. MCP: moderate central Pacific, MEP: moderate eastern Pacific,
SBW: strong basin-wide. (a,b) moderate central Pacific (MCP); (c,d) moderate eastern Pacific (MEP); (e,f) strong basinwide (SBW).

Figure 8 shows the maximum number of consecutive TC-induced precipitation days
(CTPD), which is presented as a composite anomaly compared to the long-term average.
Each CTPD represents a day consistently affected by TCs. During MCP development, CTPD
distribution results were not clear, whereas CTPD expanded to the inland and northeastern
China during MCP decaying years. However, SBW development was associated with
distinct CTPDs; the southwestern region was affected by TCs over a long period, with the
eastern and northeastern regions being affected significantly fewer days. During El Niño
decay, coastal areas were relatively more affected by TCs during MCP events, and the Pearl
River Basin was more affected during SBW events. CTPD was distributed through central
and southern China with a clear boundary in the Songliao River Basin.
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Figure 8. Composite consecutive tropical cyclone-induced precipitation days (CTPD) anomalies compared to long-term
averages. The red dots indicate above normal results, whereas the blue dots indicate below normal results. The light(dark-)colored shaded indicates change at a 90% (95%) significance level. MCP: moderate central Pacific, MEP: moderate
eastern Pacific, SBW: strong basin-wide. (a,b) moderate central Pacific (MCP); (c,d) moderate eastern Pacific (MEP); (e,f)
strong basin-wide (SBW).

Figure 9 shows composite anomalies in the average number of days per year affected
by TCs. Under extreme El Niño events, slightly fewer days were affected by TCs in China.
For inland areas, anomalies generally comprised 10 or fewer days and never exceeded 12.
A distinct pattern was observed over the Songliao River Basin, indicating the impact of
TCs could extend into northeast China. During SBW years, the range of areas impacted by
TCs was narrow, especially in the developing years. However, the Yangtze River Basin was
affected by TCs for approximately six days.
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Figure 9. Composite anomaly map showing the average number of days per year affected by tropical cyclones. The contour
lines, as they extend from west to east, indicate areas affected on 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 days per year. Dark orange areas
denote areas that were affected by anomalies in all years, which mainly include the Pearl and Southeastern river basins and
offshore islands. MCP: moderate central Pacific, MEP: moderate eastern Pacific, SBW: strong basin-wide. (a,b) moderate
central Pacific (MCP); (c,d) moderate eastern Pacific (MEP); (e,f) strong basin-wide (SBW).

4. Summary and Conclusions
El Niño events significantly influence TC characteristics and behaviors in the WNP, as
they cause changes in ocean and atmospheric circulation. This statistical study investigated
how ENSO types (MCP, MEP, and SBW) affected various TC properties and rainfall over
different regions in China to support the development of more accurate prediction models.
This study first analyzed the characteristics of TCs and classified them into TC strength,
frequency, and tracks. In terms of TC strength, the MCP El Niño type was associated with
a slightly larger than average SSTA in both emerging to decaying phases. However, the
strength of TCs declined in the MEP and SBW processes. Among them, the SBW showed
more variability. For TC frequency, the annual numbers of TCs increased significantly to
reach their maximum, whereas other TCs had opposite patterns. During MEP and SBW
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development, compared to the long-term distribution, TC track positions were distributed
eastward, especially in the case of the SBW. In the decaying years, TC events were similar
to long-term distributions during MCP and MEP events, and TCs tended to occur close
to the WNP region in SBW. For recurving positions, the situation was similar in that the
range of genesis points approached China during SBW years.
TC-induced rainfall anomalies varied by region and ranged from relatively heavy
to weak. In all cases, the Pearl River Basin and Southern river basins experienced a high
proportion of TC-induced rainfall, especially in coastal areas. Rainfall induced under the
three El Niño types is compared to the average TC-induced rainfall, which shows extreme
rainfall occurred more often during El Niño events. During MCP events, the proportion
of TC-induced rainfall was similar to the average distribution in all years. During MEP
events, rainfall was more extensive, spreading to the Songliao River Basin and contributing
to TC-induced rainfall in some areas of the Yangtze River Basin.
With respect to TC-induced precipitation indices, two indicators illustrated PRCPTOT,
CTPD, and other characteristics in six situations, thereby representing the three types of
developing and decaying years of El Niño. Statistical results showed that there was TCinduced heavy rainfall in southern China and coastal areas of the Huaihe River Basin during
the developing years of MCP. TC-induced heavy rain occurred in eastern and northeastern
China in SBW, rain during MEP years was relatively weak, and the precipitation in the
Songliao region was relatively strong. In the decaying years, heavy rain was distributed
in the eastern coastal cities, the Southwest and Songliao river basins, and the Yangtze
River Basin in MCP, MEP, and SBW, respectively. The frequency showed a similar pattern
as TC-induced PRCPTOT, except that the consistent impacts of TCs covered large areas
in southern China during the years of MEP. With respect to geographical frequency, TCinduced rainfall at the stage of the SBW El Niño events was distinguished primarily by the
narrow range of areas affected by TCs in the Pearl and Southeastern regions of China.
For SBW events, warming started in the western Pacific and initially spread eastward.
They have the pronounced westerly anomalies happening during the winter and spring
over the western Pacific, possibly reflecting frequent westerly wind-burst events. During
the decaying years of SBW events, more TCs occurred in the eastern Philippines and
the South China Sea than usual, and the genesis positions of TCs tended to be more
westerly and closer to China (Figure 3f, average TC genesis: 134.8◦ E, 13.2◦ N), and they
moved towards the Pearl River and Southeastern river basins. One of the possible physical
processes is that the difference in SSTs between the eastern Pacific and the central Pacific
causes westerly anomaly winds, further extending the WNP monsoon trough to the east
and resulting in relatively increased TC events in the east WNP. In particular, during
SBW events, a subtropical high maintains stronger than usual, and convection activities
surrounding the subtropical western pacific stimulate a Rossby wave that propagates from
the South China Sea to midlatitudes, causing an anomalous easterly steering flow in the
Pearl River and Southeastern river basins. Although numerical studies are needed to
confirm the reliability of the results we attained, which were limited by our relatively small
sample sizes, this diagnostic study presented a comparative analysis of the characteristics
of WNP TCs occurring under three types of El Niño events (MCP, MEP, and SBW) and
their local impacts on precipitation.
Though changes in El Niño intensity under anthropogenic warming are critical considerations, current prediction models remain inadequate. For example, they do not
distinguish between strong and moderate El Niño events, making it difficult to predict
future changes in the intensity of El Niño. We anticipate that our findings will help improve
prediction models by promoting a better understanding of the relationship between El
Niño and TC characteristics. In addition, the results of this study have helped determine
typical rainfall patterns at different stages of various El Niño events and thus could support
more accurate rainfall predictions under future climatic conditions in China.
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Abstract: Understanding the trends of reference evapotranspiration (ETo ) and its influential
meteorological variables due to climate change is required for studying the hydrological cycle,
vegetation restoration, and regional agricultural production. Although several studies have evaluated
these trends, they suffer from a number of drawbacks: (1) they used data series of less than 50 years;
(2) they evaluated the individual impact of a few climatic variables on ETo , and thus could not
represent the interactive effects of all forces driving trends of ETo ; (3) they mostly studied trends of ETo
and meteorological variables in similar climate regions; (4) they often did not eliminate the impact of
serial correlations on the trends of ETo and meteorological variables; and finally (5) they did not study
the extremum values of meteorological variables and ETo . This study overcame the abovementioned
shortcomings by (1) analyzing the 50-year (1961–2010) annual trends of ETo and 12 meteorological
variables from 18 study sites in contrasting climate types in Iran, (2) removing the effect of serial
correlations on the trends analysis via the trend-free pre-whitening approach, (3) determining the
most important meteorological variables that control the variations of ETo , and (4) evaluating the
coincidence of annual extremum values of meteorological variables and ETo . The results showed that
ETo and several meteorological variables (namely wind speed, vapor pressure deficit, cloudy days,
minimum relative humidity, and mean, maximum and minimum air temperature) had significant
trends at the confidence level of 95% in more than 50% of the study sites. These significant trends
were indicative of climate change in many regions of Iran. It was also found that the wind speed
(WS) had the most significant influence on the trend of ETo in most of the study sites, especially in
the years with extremum values of ETo . In 83.3% of the study sites (i.e., all arid, Mediterranean and
humid regions and 66.7% of semiarid regions), both ETo and WS reached their extremum values in
the same year. The significant changes in ETo due to WS and other meteorological variables have
made it necessary to optimize cropping patterns in Iran.
Keywords: reference evapotranspiration; climate change; drought; meteorological extremes; climatic
variables; wind speed
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1. Introduction
Assessment of changes in reference evapotranspiration (ETo ) is required in climate change studies,
agricultural and forest meteorology, irrigation scheduling, surface water balance, drought analysis,
long-term decision-making in food and water security policies, and optimum allocation of water
resources [1–7]. Evaluating the trends of meteorological variables may help determine the effects of
major factors on ETo and climate change [8,9].
Dadaser-Celik et al. [10] evaluated the 32-year trend of ETo in Turkey. Analysis of climatic
data showed an upward trend in air temperature, and downward trends in wind speed and relative
humidity in Turkey. Changes in these three variables explained the majority of variations in ETo .
Song et al. [11] assessed the 46-year trend of ETo in the North China Plain. Their results indicated that
the downward trends of net radiation and wind speed had a bigger impact on ETo compared to the
upward trends of maximum and minimum air temperature. Wang et al. [12] characterized the 31-year
trend of ETo in the western Heihe River Basin in China. They found that wind speed and sunshine
duration were the two key meteorological variables that decreased ETo .
Darshana et al. [13] investigated the 30-year trend of ETo in the Tons River Basin in central India.
Their outcomes showed that maximum air temperature and net radiation had a stronger impact
on ETo compared to minimum air temperature and relative humidity. Zongxing et al. [14] studied
the 49-year trend of ETo in the south-west of China. The decrease in wind speed was the main
driving force for the reduction of ETo . This happened because the lower wind speed raised the vapor
pressure, which ultimately reduced the evaporative demand of atmosphere. Li et al. [15] examined
the 46-year trend of ETo in the Upper Mekong River Basin. They showed that sunshine duration had
a more significant (at the confidence level 95%) effect on ETo compared to air temperature, relative
humidity, and wind speed. Gao et al. [16] evaluated the 45-year trend of ETo in China, and found that
sunshine duration, wind speed, and relative humidity had a more important influence on ETo than air
temperature. Zhang et al. [17] assessed the changes in ETo and its controlling factors in China. They
indicated that maximum air temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed affected ETo . A number
of studies (e.g., [8,9,18–20]) showed that the increasing and decreasing trends of ETo were mainly due
to the increase in air temperature and decrease in wind speed, respectively.
Tabari et al. [21,22] evaluated the 40-year (1966–2005) trend of ETo in the west and southwest of
Iran with arid and semiarid climates. They studied the effect of air temperature, relative humidity,
vapor pressure, wind speed, and rainfall on ETo , and found that wind speed had the most influence on
ETo . Unfortunately, they did not consider the impact of serial correlations (autocorrelation) on the
trends of ETo and meteorological variables. Kousari and Ahani [23] assessed trends of ETo and six
meteorological variables (mean, minimum and maximum air temperature, relative humidity, wind
speed and sunshine hours) in three climate regions (arid, semiarid and humid) of Iran during 1975–2005.
They did not take into account the influence of serial correlations on the trends. Shadmani et al. [24]
evaluated the 41-year (1965–2005) trend of ETo from 11 weather stations in arid regions of Iran but did
not specify which meteorological variables controlled trend of ETo .
The existing studies (1) evaluated the impact of various climatic variables on ETo and (2) showed
the signals of climate change in Iran based on upward/downward trends of ETo and meteorological
variables [8,9,20–23]. However, they suffer from the following shortcomings: (1) they used data series of
less than 50 years which are suitable only for evaluating climate variability and not climatic change. At
least a 50-year period is necessary to study climate change [25–32]. Borman [26] used a 50-year period
to analyze the sensitivity of ETo to climate change in Germany. Kingston et al. [27] found a considerable
uncertainty in evaluating the changes of ETo due to climate change using 30-year data. Several studies
assessed the response of ETo to climate change in China using 50-year data [28–31]. Hence, there is a
consensus in the literature to use at least a 50-year period to evaluate the trend of ETo due to climate
change. (2) They evaluated the individual impact of a few climatic variables on ETo , and thus could
not represent the interactive effects of all forces driving trends of ETo . (3) They mostly studied trends of
ETo and meteorological variables in similar climate regions. (4) They often did not eliminate the impact
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of serial correlations (autocorrelation) on the trends of ETo and meteorological variables. Finally (5)
they did not assess if the extremum values of meteorological variables and ETo occur simultaneously.
This study overcame the abovementioned drawbacks by analyzing the 50-year (1961–2010) trends of
ETo estimates and 12 meteorological variables in Iran using the trend-free pre-whitening Mann–Kendall
(TFPW-MK) and Spearman’s Rho tests. These sites were chosen to cover four different climates,
namely arid, semiarid, Mediterranean and humid. Moreover, variations of 12 meteorological variables
(mean, maximum, and minimum air temperature, difference between the maximum and minimum air
temperature, rainfall, wind speed and direction, mean and minimum relative humidity, vapor pressure
deficit, number of cloudy days, and sunshine hours) were investigated to characterize forces that drive
trends of ETo . Furthermore, the effect of serial correlations on the trends was eliminated by the TFPW
approach [24]. Finally, during the period 1961–2010, the coincidence of annual extremum values of
ETo and meteorological variables was studied to identify the main meteorological variables that affect
variations of ETo .
2. Data
Daily meteorological data in the 18 study sites were downloaded from the Iran Meteorological
Organization (IMO) archive. These data cover a period of 50 years (1961–2010), and include mean,
minimum, and maximum daily air temperature (◦ C), vapor pressure deficit (kPa), mean and minimum
relative humidity (%), wind speed (m/s) at the screen-height of 2 m, rainfall (mm/day), number of
cloudy days, and number of sunshine hours per day (hr/day).
Characteristics of the study sites are indicated in Table 1. Figure 1 shows the location of these sites
in Iran. They are chosen to cover various climate regions (arid, semiarid, humid, and Mediterranean)
across Iran.
Table 1. Location, altitude, and climate of the 18 study sites.
Synoptic Station
Ahvaz (AH)
Arak (AR)
Bushehr (BU)
Esfahan (ES)
Hamedan (HA)
Jiroft (JI)
Kerman (KE)
Mashhad (MA)
Moghan (MO)
Qazvin (QA)
Rasht (RA)
Sanandaj (SA)
Shahrekord (SK)
Shiraz (SH)
Tabriz (TA)
Urmia (UR)
Yazd (YA)
Zabol (ZA)

ICAO Code

Latitude (◦ N)

Longitude (◦ E)

Altitude (masl)

Climate Type

40811
40769
40858
40800
40768
40866
40841
40745
40700
40731
40719
40747
40798
40848
40706
40712
40821
40829

31◦ 20′

48◦ 40′

22.5
1708.0
9.0
1550.4
1741.5
601.0
1753.8
999.2
31.9
1279.2
−8.6
1373.4
2048.9
1484.0
1361.0
1328.0
1237.2
489.2

Arid
Semiarid
Arid
Arid
Semiarid
Arid
Arid
Semiarid
Semiarid
Semiarid
Humid
Mediterranean
Semiarid
Semiarid
Semiarid
Semiarid
Arid
Arid

34◦ 6′
28◦ 58′
32◦ 37′
34◦ 52′
28◦ 35′
30◦ 15′
36◦ 16′
39◦ 39′
36◦ 15′
37◦ 19′
35◦ 20′
32◦ 17′
29◦ 32′
38◦ 5′
37◦ 40′
31◦ 54′
31◦ 2′

49◦ 46′
50◦ 49′
51◦ 40′
48◦ 32′
57◦ 48′
56◦ 58′
59◦ 38′
47◦ 55′
50◦ 3′
49◦ 37′
47◦ 0′
50◦ 51′
52◦ 36′
46◦ 17′
45◦ 3′
54◦ 17′
61◦ 29′

ICAO: International Civil Aviation Organization; masl: meter above sea level.
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Figure 1. Location of the 18 study sites in Iran.

3. Models and Methods
3.1. FPM Equation
ETo is the rate of evapotranspiration from a uniform height, actively growing, well-watered,
and completely shaded hypothetical crop [33]. The hypothetical crop has a height 0.12 (m), a fixed
surface resistance of 70 (s/m), and an albedo of 0.23, closely resembling the evapotranspiration from an
extensive surface of green grass [26]. In this study, daily meteorological variables from the 18 study
sites were used in the Agricultural Organization of the United Nation (FAO)-Penman–Monteith
– (FPM)
equation to estimate ETo on a daily basis. ETo estimates from the FPM equation were validated against
the lysimeter measurements in the 18 study sites [34–37]. –
The FPM equation is given by [33]:

900
900
(es − −
)+
ea)𝑒𝑎)
0.408(𝑛R−
n−
0.408(𝑅
𝐺)G+
𝛾 γ T+273 u𝑢(𝑒𝑠
𝑇
+
273
ET
=
o
𝐸𝑇𝑜 =
∆
+ 𝛾(1
γ(1 +
+ 0.34𝑢)
0.34u)
Δ+

(1)

where ETo is the daily reference evapotranspiration (mm/day), γ is theγpsychrometric constant (kPa/◦ C),
℃ slope
Δ of the saturation vapor pressure–temperature
–
℃ mean daily air
∆ is the
curve (kPa/◦ C), T is the
temperature (◦ C), and u℃
is the mean daily wind speed at the screen-height of 2 m (m/s). G is the ground
heat flux (MJ/m2 /day) and is negligible on daily timescales [21,33].
es and ea are, respectively, the saturation and actual vapor pressures (kPa), which are given by [33]:
𝑒(𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥) + 𝑒(𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛)
𝑒𝑠 =
e(Tmax
2 ) + e(Tmin)
(2)
es𝑅𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥
=
𝑅𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑛
2
𝑒(𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛)
+ 𝑒(𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥)
100
100
𝑒𝑎 =
2
𝑒(𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥)
𝑒(𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛)
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ea =

RHmin
e(Tmin) RHmax
100 + e(Tmax) 100

(3)
2
where e(Tmax) and e(Tmin) are the saturation vapor pressures (kPa) at daily maximum and minimum
air temperatures, respectively. RHmax and RHmin are the daily maximum and minimum relative
humidity (%), respectively.
Rn is the net radiation (MJ/m2 /day), and is estimated by [21,33]:


n
Rn = as + bs
Ra
nmax

(4)

where n is the number of sunshine hours per day (hr/day), nmax is the maximum possible duration of
sunshine per day (hr/day), and Ra is the extraterrestrial radiation (MJ/m2 /day). Ra and nmax depend on
the latitude and julian day [33]. as and bs are empirical coefficients, which are obtained from [21] for
each study site.
In this study, the annual averages of daily FPM ETo estimates and meteorological variables were
used to analyze the annual trends.
3.2. Mann–Kendall (MK) Test
One of the most well-known methods for detecting trends in a time series is the non-parametric
Mann–Kendall (MK) test [38–40]. Unlike the parametric statistical approaches, the non-parametric
statistical tests are more suitable for non-Gaussian distributed data, which are frequently observed in
hydrologic time series [34]. The MK test is defined as follows [38–40]:
S=

N−1
X

N
X

i=1 j=i+1



sign x j − xi

(5)





1 i f x j − xi > 0



 



sign x j − xi = 
0 i f x j − xi = 0





 −1 i f x − x < 0
j
i


g
X



1 
tp tp − 1 2tp + 5 
VAR(S) =
N (N − 1)(2N + 5) −

18 
If S > 0 then Z = (S − 1)/VAR (S) 0.5

(8a)

If S = 0 then Z = 0

(8b)

If S < 0 then Z = (S + 1)/VAR(S) 0.5

(8c)

(6)

(7)

p−1

where N is the number of data, S is the summation of signs, VAR is the variance, and xj and xi are
the data values in years j and i, respectively (with j > i). tp and g indicate ties and the number of
ties, respectively. The MK test determines whether to reject the null hypothesis (H0) or accept the
alternative hypothesis (Ha), where H0: no monotonic trend is present and Ha: a monotonic trend is
present. If 1.65 < Z ≤ 1.96, 1.96 < Z ≤ 2.58, Z > 2.58, the trend is significant at the confidence levels of
90%, 95%, and 99%, respectively [38–40].
Local (at-site) significance levels for each trend test can be obtained from
p = 2[1 − Φ(|Z|)]
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where | | denotes the absolute value, and Φ ( ) is defined as,
1
Φ(|Z|) = √
2π

Z

|Z|

0

!
t2 θ
exp
dt
2

(10)

where θ is the random variable, and t is the variable for which the cumulative distribution function
should be calculated. If p ≤ α, the existing trend is statistically significant at the significance level of
α [41,42].
Sometimes the MK test detects trends because of the serial correlations of time series data,
which leads to an increased rejection rate of the null hypothesis [41,43].
Hydrologic time series often have significant serial correlations that can undermine the ability of
the MK test to correctly assess the significance of trend [41,43].
In this study, trend-free pre-whitening (TFPW) was used to effectively eliminate the impact of
serial correlations on the MK test [41,43–45].
This method is defined by the following steps:
1. Calculate the slope of trend using the Sen’s slope estimator [43,44]:
Qi =





Q=




1
2



x j − xk
j−k

Q N+1 N is odd
2

Q N + Q N+2 N is even
2

(11)

(12)

2

where Q stands for the slope of trend. Qi is the Sen’s slope estimator for each value of i, xj and xk are
the numerical values at times j and k (j > k), respectively.
2. There is no trend if Q is equal to zero. Otherwise, it is assumed that the existing trend is
monotonic, and the time series data are de-trended as follows:
′

Xt =Xt − Qt

(13)

′

where Xt is the lag-1 autocorrelation of the de-trended time series and Xt is the autocorrelation of
time series.
3. Using the rank correlation coefficient estimator, the lag-1 autocorrelation of the de-trended time
series is estimated by replacing the sample data by their ranks as follows [45]:

rj =

1
n−j



PN 
X
X
−
X
X
−
i
+
j
i
i=1

2
1 PN
n i = 1 Xi + j − X

(14)

where rj is the lag-j autocorrelation coefficient, and X is the average of the data. Then, the estimated
lag-1 autocorrelation is removed from the time series as follows:
′
Xt = Xt′ − r j Xt−1
′′

(15)

4. Adding the removed trend in step 2:
′′′

′′

Xt = Xt + Qt

(16)

3.3. Spearman’s Rho Test
The Spearman’s Rho test was applied to investigate correlation among all the meteorological
variables and ETo estimates from the FPM equation.
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The Spearman’s Rho test is defined as [18]:
ρ = 1−

6

PN

i=1 (xi − i)
N (N 2 − 1)

√
Z = ρ N−1

2

(17)
(18)

where ρ is the correlation coefficient of linear regression between series i (the order of the data in the
original series) and x (data values) [18]. If |Z| > Zα at a significance level of α, then the null hypothesis
of no trend is rejected [18].
Following the literature [1–24], the confidence levels of 90%, 95%, and 99% were used in this study
to evaluate the trends of ETo and meteorological variables.
If there is no mention of confidence level, it meant a confidence level of 95% was adopted.
Otherwise, we explicitly mention the confidence levels of 90% and 99% wherever they were used.
4. Results and Discussions
4.1. Comparison of p-Values from the MK and TFPW-MK Tests
Table 2 compares p-values from the MK and TFPW-MK tests for ETo and the 12 meteorological
variables in the 18 study sites.
The p-value is a random variable derived from the distribution of the test statistic to analyze a
data set and to test a null hypothesis [41,42]. If p-values from the abovementioned tests are different,
but they result in an identical trend for a particular time series (i.e., an insignificant trend or a significant
trend at the same confidence level), the cells in Table 2 are highlighted in yellow color. If the two tests
yield different trends for a specific time series (i.e., one leads to a significant trend, while the other one
results in an insignificant trend, or they both lead to a significant trend but with different confidence
levels), the cells are highlighted in red color.
As shown, in each study site, p-values from the MK and TFPW-MK tests are different at least for
three meteorological variables (yellow and red cells). Overall, 38% of the obtained p-values from the
two tests are different due to the serial correlations of time series data. In each study site, the two tests
also lead to different trends for at least one variable (red cells). As shown in Table 2, 15% of the trends
from two tests are different. These results indicate that the serial correlation undermine the ability
of the MK test to correctly determine the trends and their confidence level [41,43]. Hence, the TFPW
method should be applied to eliminate the impact of the serial correlations on the MK test.
As can be seen in Table 2, some meteorological variables are subject to different p-values from
the MK and TFPW-MK test more often than others. For example, wind direction (WD), wind speed
(WS), and rainfall (P) were flagged for more study sites compared to mean air temperature (Tmean)
and minimum air temperature (Tmin). This happens because WD, WS, and P time series have more
serial correlations compared to Tmean and Tmin time series. Similar findings were reported in other
studies [46–49].
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Table 2. Estimated p-values from the Mann–Kendall (MK) and trend-free pre-whitening Mann–Kendall (TFPW-MK) tests in the 18 study sites.
Sites

112

Method
TFPW-MK
Ahvaz
MK
TFPW-MK
Arak
MK
TFPW-MK
Bushehr
MK
TFPW-MK
Esfahan
MK
TFPW-MK
Hamedan
MK
TFPW-MK
Jiroft
MK
TFPW-MK
Kerman
MK
TFPW-MK
Mashhad
MK
TFPW-MK
Moghan
MK
TFPW-MK
Qazvin
MK
TFPW-MK
Rasht
MK
TFPW-MK
Sanandaj
MK
TFPW-MK
Shahrekord
MK
TFPW-MK
Shiraz
MK
TFPW-MK
Tabriz
MK
TFPW-MK
Urmia
MK
TFPW-MK
Yazd
MK
TFPW-MK
Zabol
MK

ETo
0.146
0.276
0.003
0.000
0.184
0.065
0.000
0.000
0.987
0.987
0.037
0.037
0.032
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.359
0.359
0.000
0.000
0.375
0.097
0.358
0.161
0.000
0.000
0.024
0.024
0.225
0.193
0.015
0.006
0.763
0.679
0.000
0.000

Tmean
0.000
0.000
0.682
0.682
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.019
0.019
0.291
0.291
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.004
0.004
0.362
0.362
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.069
0.054
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.002

Tmin
0.000
0.000
0.358
0.358
0.000
0.000
0.034
0.034
0.014
0.014
0.717
0.717
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.457
0.457
0.000
0.000
0.047
0.052
0.000
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.061
0.061
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Tmax
0.001
0.001
0.980
0.981
0.002
0.007
0.000
0.000
0.358
0.414
0.025
0.025
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.002
0.113
0.225
0.417
0.417
0.558
0.351
0.000
0.000
0.195
0.195
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.022
0.022
0.000
0.000
0.011
0.000

Tmax-Tmin
0.000
0.000
0.255
0.255
0.006
0.006
0.153
0.153
0.143
0.143
0.003
0.003
0.047
0.047
0.000
0.000
0.574
0.574
0.394
0.394
0.000
0.000
0.120
0.198
0.091
0.091
0.001
0.001
0.744
0.744
0.375
0.375
0.000
0.000
0.751
0.775

es-ea
0.170
0.059
0.332
0.332
0.031
0.031
0.001
0.001
0.980
0.980
0.085
0.085
0.412
0.412
0.001
0.005
0.441
0.441
0.000
0.000
0.003
0.001
0.013
0.013
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.320
0.076
0.001
0.000
0.201
0.201

RH
0.725
0.725
0.645
0.632
0.238
0.349
0.155
0.155
0.024
0.024
0.131
0.131
0.622
0.193
0.020
0.020
0.091
0.091
0.001
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.124
0.119
0.106
0.106
0.037
0.037
0.000
0.000
0.375
0.490
0.076
0.149
0.349
0.460

RHmin
0.000
0.000
0.462
0.462
0.270
0.270
0.058
0.058
0.110
0.048
0.027
0.027
0.375
0.475
0.040
0.040
0.574
0.539
0.035
0.035
0.340
0.445
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.012
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.040
0.185
0.007
0.042

P
0.598
0.598
0.066
0.066
0.340
0.301
0.063
0.013
0.732
0.732
0.004
0.002
0.039
0.001
0.947
0.947
0.692
0.692
0.610
0.610
0.598
0.598
0.011
0.011
0.757
0.610
1.000
1.000
0.000
0.006
0.153
0.107
0.384
0.384
0.403
0.001

WD
0.430
0.061
0.101
0.581
0.121
0.002
0.828
0.944
0.920
0.965
0.608
0.769
0.119
0.001
0.043
0.288
0.278
0.058
0.316
0.038
0.472
0.803
0.178
0.589
0.389
0.061
0.821
0.933
0.682
0.864
0.130
0.367
0.206
0.093
0.101
0.101

WS
0.907
0.928
0.034
0.034
0.003
0.003
0.000
0.000
0.366
0.366
0.349
0.008
0.014
0.014
0.128
0.085
0.348
0.348
0.000
0.000
0.569
0.569
0.913
0.727
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.634
0.634
0.021
0.021
0.050
0.013
0.000
0.000

CD
0.040
0.003
0.353
0.420
0.146
0.041
0.001
0.001
0.017
0.017
0.110
0.110
0.000
0.000
0.744
0.744
0.032
0.032
0.001
0.001
0.452
0.262
0.001
0.000
0.094
0.175
0.738
0.738
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.002
0.068
0.112
0.462
0.386

n
0.041
0.101
0.719
0.464
0.011
0.011
0.096
0.005
0.137
0.137
0.566
0.566
0.034
0.034
0.472
0.277
0.441
0.441
0.847
0.803
0.328
0.328
0.046
0.090
0.320
0.320
0.457
0.415
0.213
0.091
0.049
0.014
0.019
0.009
0.763
0.763
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4.2. Trends of ETo and Meteorological Variables in the Study Sites
Variations of the meteorological variables were assessed in all of the study sites to identify the
– ET . However, herein, the trends are presented only in
ones that control the trend of annual mean of
o
two sites, Kerman and Qazvin (Figures 2 and 3).

–

Figure 2. The 50-year (1960–2010) trends of annually averaged reference evapotranspiration and
meteorological variables in Kerman. Circles indicate an insignificant trend. One, two, and three
triangles indicate a significant trend at a confidence level of 90%, 95%, and 99%, respectively. The value
on the left of triangular symbols shows the increasing/decreasing rate over the 50-year period.
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–

–

Figure 3. The 50-year (1960–2010) trends of annually averaged reference evapotranspiration and
meteorological variables in Qazvin. Circles indicate an insignificant trend. One, two, and three triangles
indicate a significant trend at a confidence level of 90%, 95%, and 99%, respectively. The value on the
left of triangular symbols shows the increasing/decreasing rate over the 50-year period.

4.2.1. Kerman
Figure 2 shows the 50-year trends in the annual averages of daily FPM ETo estimates,
and meteorological variables including mean (Tmean), minimum (Tmin), and maximum (Tmax)
air temperature, the difference between maximum and minimum air temperature (Tmax-Tmin), vapor
pressure deficit (es-ea), relative humidity (RH), minimum relative humidity (RHmin), rainfall (P), wind
speed and direction (WS and WD), number of cloudy days (CD), and sunshine hours (n) in Kerman.
As can be seen, the significant upward trends in Tmean, Tmin, Tmax, and n (at confidence level
95%) as well as the substantial downward trends in CD, Tmax-Tmin, P, and WS (at confidence level
95%) led to a negative trend (at confidence level 95%) in the FPM ETo estimates.
Although the upward trends in Tmax, Tmin, Tmean, and n could potentially increase ETo ,
a downward trend in WS and (es-ea) led to a significant decreasing trend in the FPM ETo values. It is
worth mentioning that the minimum of both WS and ETo occurred in the same years (i.e., 1982 and
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1984) (see the arrows in Figure 2). Similarly, the course of (es-ea) shows lower values in 1982–1986.
Thus, WS and to a lesser extent (es-ea) may be the driving force for the variations of ETo in Kerman.
Although CD showed the strongest downward trend among all the meteorological variables in
Kerman, it could not capture the variations of ETo as good as WS. Both WS and ETo showed significant
trends at a confidence level of 95%, while CD showed a significant trend at a confidence level of 99%.
During 1960–1980s, the north-western wind was prevailing, which blows from the Zangi Abad
region with an arid climate into Kerman [50,51]. However, from 1980 until 2010, the northern wind was
dominant, which comes from Chatroud region with dry temperate climate [50,51]. Hence, the change
in wind direction (WD) reduced the impact of the arid climate in Kerman, and consequently decreased
ETo .
The decreasing rate of Tmax-Tmin (−0.3%/decade) was due to a more rapid increase in Tmin
(+3.8%/decade) compared to Tmax (+0.8%/decade). Tmin, P, WS, and CD had the highest changes
(larger than ±2% per decade), implying climate change in Kerman [50,51]. The lowest P and CD,
and the highest Tmax and n values (during the 50-year period) were observed in 2010, which may an
indication of drought in this region [50,52–57]. These results show the complexity of forces driving
the trend of ETo and may highlight importance of considering different ETo models and variables in
various climates for local and global studies.
4.2.2. Qazvin
Figure 3 shows the 50-year trends of annually averaged ETo and meteorological variables in
Qazvin. As can be seen in Figure 3, the significant upward trend in RH as well as substantial downward
trends in es-ea, WS, CD, and RHmin (at the confidence level 95%) led to a negative trend in the FPM ETo
estimates. It is worth mentioning that these significant trends reduced ETo and may cause alarming
climate change in Qazvin [57–59]. During the 50-year study period (1961–2010), Tmax reached its
highest value in 2010. It should be noted that the minimum es-ea and ETo occurred in 1991 (see the
arrows in Figure 3). The highest decreasing rate was for WS (−6.8%/decade). RH showed an upward
trend as a result of decreasing WS and es-ea (Figure 3). The warm dry south-eastern winds (called Raz
or Shareh) originated from the arid areas of central Iran (Yazd). They were prevailing from 1961 to
2010 and decreased RHmin in Qazvin [60–63].
4.3. Trends of ETo and Meteorological Variables in Iran
Table 3 and Figure 4 summarize trends of FPM ETo estimates and meteorological variables in the
18 study sites. The FPM ETo estimates showed significant upward and downward trends, respectively,
in 33.3% (28.6% of arid regions vs. 44.4% of semiarid regions) and 22.2% (28.6% of arid regions vs.
22.2% of semiarid regions) of the study sites (Table 3 and Figure 4). Hence, the FPM ETo retrievals
had significant variations in most parts of Iran (57.2% of arid regions vs. 66.6% of semiarid regions),
which may indicate climatic change signals.
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Table 3. Trends of Agricultural Organization of the United Nation (FAO)-Penman–Monteith (FPM) evapotranspiration (ETo ) estimates and 12 meteorological variables
in the 18 study sites. U and D represent the significant upward and downward trends, respectively. NS denotes no significant trend.
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Variations

ETo

Tmean

Tmin

Tmax

Tmax-Tmin es-ea

Ahvaz
Arak
Bushehr
Esfahan
Hamedan
Jiroft
Kerman
Mashhad
Moghan
Qazvin
Rasht
Sanandaj
Shahrekord
Shiraz
Tabriz
Urmia
Yazd
Zabol

NS
U ***
NS
D ***
NS
U **
D **
U ***
NS
D ***
NS
NS
U ***
D **
NS
U **
NS
U ***

U ***
NS
U ***
U ***
U **
U **
U ***
U ***
U ***
NS
U ***
U ***
D ***
U ***
U ***
U **
U ***
U ***

U ***
NS
U ***
U **
U **
NS
U ***
U **
U ***
NS
U ***
U **
D ***
U ***
U ***
U*
U ***
U ***

U ***
NS
U ***
U ***
NS
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D*
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U*
NS
NS
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NS
NS
NS
NS
U **
NS
NS
NS
U*
U **
NS

38.9
22.2
61.1

22.2
22.2
44.4

0.0
66.7
66.7

5.6
27.8
33.4

0.0
5.6
5.6

22.2
33.3
55.5

16.7
44.4
61.1

33.3
5.6
38.9

*, **, *** are significant trends at a confidence level of 90%, 95%, and 99%, respectively.
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Figure 4. The average of variations in reference evapotranspiration and meteorological variables in
Iran from 1961 to 2010. Big, medium, and small triangles imply significant values at a confidence level
of 99%, 95%, and 90%, respectively. Blue, red, yellow, and green colors indicate Mediterranean, arid,
semiarid and humid climates, respectively.

Results showed that ETo had a significant positive (negative) trend in the west and east (center) of
Iran. WS was the only meteorological variable with the same rising/falling trend.
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As shown in Table 3, in eight of the study sites (i.e., 44.4% of sites), there were significant trends in
both ETo and Tmean/RHmin/WS. Moreover, both ETo and Tmin/Tmax/es-ea showed significant trends in
33.3% of the study sites. Hence, these meteorological variables could be considered as driving forces to
control variations of ETo in Iran.
WS had significant upward and downward trends in 22.2% (14.3% of arid regions vs. 33.3% of
semiarid regions) and 33.3% (57.1% of arid regions vs. 22.2% of semiarid regions) of the study sites,
respectively. Therefore, significant variations in WS were observed in 55.5% (71.4% of arid regions vs.
55.5% of semiarid regions) of the sites. Table 3 and Figures 2–4 indicate that WS is the driving force
for the trends of ETo in 55.5% of the study sites. Thus, WS may be the most important variable that
controls the variations of ETo , particularly in the arid regions. These findings are further validated
by our outcomes in Table 5 (Section 4.6) that lists the three meteorological variables with the highest
correlation with ETo . As shown, WS has the highest significant correlation with ETo in all the study
sites expect Rasht (RA). Studying the trends of ETo and meteorological variables over longer time
periods and more sites across Iran leads to more reliable results.
Table 3 and Figure 4 also showed that there were significant upward trends for Tmean and Tmax
in 77.8% (85.7% of arid regions vs. 55.6% of semiarid regions) and 66.7% (100.0% of arid regions vs.
33.3% of semiarid regions) of the study sites, respectively. In Jiroft, Mashhad, and Urmia (3 out of 18
study sites, i.e., 16.7% study sites), there were upward significant trends between ETo and Tmean/Tmax
(Table 3). There was a significant downward trend for RHmin in 66.7% (71.4% of arid regions vs. 66.7%
of semiarid regions) of the study sites (Figure 4).
Tmax, Tmean, Tmin, es-ea, and n had significant increasing trends, respectively, in 100.0%, 85.7%,
85.7%, 57.1%, and 57.1% of the arid sites. On the other hand, RHmin, Tmax-Tmin, and WS had significant
decreasing trends in 71.4%, 57.1%, and 57.1% of the arid sites, respectively. These results indicated that
the arid sites were affected more than the semiarid ones by climate change. In most of the semiarid
sites, Tmin and Tmean showed increasing, and RHmin and CD indicated decreasing trends.
According to the results, P, WS, and CD showed significant trends in 42.9%, 28.6%, and 28.6% of
the arid sites, respectively. WS, Tmin, RHmin, P, and CD had substantial trends in 44.4%, 22.2%, 11.1%,
11.1%, and 11.1% of the semiarid sites, respectively. Furthermore, WS, Tmin, and CD had a rate of
more than ±2%/decade in 66.7% (85.7% of arid regions vs. 66.7% of semiarid regions), 66.7% (42.9% of
arid regions vs. 77.8% of semiarid regions), and 55.6% (57.1% of arid regions vs. 55.6% of semiarid
regions) of the study sites, respectively.
As mentioned above, variations of ETo in each study site are controlled by meteorological variables
such as air temperature and wind speed. The Arak and Esfahan sites show contrasting trends in
ETo although they are relatively close to each other. This happens because wind speed (which is the
dominant controlling variable in both sites) has an increasing (decreasing) trend in Arak (Esfahan).
Furthermore, Arak and Esfahan have different climate types. Arak is located in a cold mountainous
area, while Esfahan is placed in a hot flat desert.
The focus of this study was to evaluate the annual trends of ETo and meteorological variables
over a 50-year period (1961–2010). However, according to Table 3 and Figure 4, we can conclude that
their seasonality is important. For example, the annual minimum air temperature, Tmin (that occurs in
cold seasons, i.e., fall–winter) had significant increasing trends in 83.4% of sites. While, the annual
maximum air temperature, Tmax (which happens in warm seasons, i.e., spring–summer) showed
significant rising trends in 66.7% of sites. In addition, the significant downward trends of Tmax-Tmin
were observed in 41.5% of sites, whereas its upward trends were seen only in 9.3% of sites. Its significant
downward trends were due to the higher increasing rate of Tmin in cold seasons than that of Tmax
in warm seasons. These results imply that the cold seasons have more influence on the significant
trends than warm seasons. It should be noted that these findings are primitive, and future studies
should be directed towards evaluating the seasonal variations of ETo and other climatic variables over
long periods.
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4.4. Range of Variations of ETo and Meteorological Variables
Figure 5 shows the box plots for the 50-year variations of ETo and meteorological variables in
each study site.

Figure 5. Statistical boxplots of meteorological variables and reference evapotranspiration in each study
site. For each distribution, the horizontal line within the box indicates the median (50% percentile). The
upper and lower edges of the box represent the 75% and 25% percentile, respectively. The upper and
lower ends of the whiskers represent the maximum and minimum values. Outliers are observations
beyond the end of whiskers.

As can be seen, the largest 50-year variations in both ETo and WS happened in Zabol (ZA),
which highlighted the significant influence of WS on ETo .
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The second highest variations of ETo was seen in Ahvaz (AH). AH had also the highest variations
of Tmean compared to the other study sites. Hence, the variations of ETo in Ahvaz can be related to
that of Tmean.
The lowest variations in Tmax-Tmin, es-ea, and n values were observed in Rasht (RA), which led
to the smallest 50-year change in ETo [9,10]. Most of the outliers occurred in 2010, which signaled a
drought condition in different regions of Iran. The FPM ETo values ranged from 2 to 11 mm day−1 in
various climates of Iran.
As shown in Equation (1), ETo is affected by the atmospheric vapor pressure deficit (es-ea).
As expected, a high positive correlation exists between ETo and es-ea in Figure 5. For example, high
values of ETo and es-ea are seen in Zabol (ZA). Moreover, the lowest ETo and es-ea values are observed
in Rasht (RA). This happens because the atmospheric demand to water vapor increases as the vapor
pressure deficit (es-ea) rises [33]. Positive correlations are also observed between ETo and Tmax, and ETo
and n. A larger Tmax leads to more potential for converting soil moisture to water vapor and causes
plants to open up their stomata and release more water vapor [33]. Furthermore, larger values of n
yield higher Rn (Equation (4)) and ETo (Equation (1)). On the other hand, a negative correlation is
found between ETo and RH. The highest ETo and lowest RH values are seen in RA. This is due to the
fact that the atmospheric demand for water vapor decreases as RH increases.
4.5. Annual Extremum Values of ETo and Meteorological Variables during the Study Period (1961–2010)
Table 4 shows the years of occurrence of maximum and minimum values of ETo and meteorological
variables in each study site during the 50-year study period (i.e., 1961–2010).
Table 4. The years of occurrence of maximum and minimum values of ETo and meteorological variables
in each study site during the 50-year study period. If the annual extremum values of ETo and a
particular meteorological variable coincide, they are highlighted in green color.
Sites
Ahvaz
(arid)
Arak
(semiarid)
Bushehr
(arid)
Esfahan
(arid)
Hamedan
(semiarid)
Jiroft
(arid)
Kerman
(arid)
Mashhad
(semiarid)
Moghan
(semiarid)
Qazvin
(semiarid)
Rasht
(humid)
Sanandaj
(Mediterranean)
Shahrekord
(semiarid)
Shiraz
(semiarid)
Tabriz
(semiarid)
Urmia
(semiarid)
Yazd
(arid)
Zabol
(arid)

Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min

ETo
1964
1962
1973
1966
1967
1979
1963
1996
1967
1986
2007
1996
1966
1984
2010
1981
1989
1994
1962
1992
1975
1993
1971
1986
2008
1968
1981
1992
1961
1991
2010
1992
1971
1995
1984
1968

Tmean
2010
1969
1966
1992
2010
1964
2010
1972
2010
1972
2001
1992
2010
1972
2010
1972
2010
1993
1966
1974
2010
1972
2010
1992
1978
1992
1999
1972
2010
1972
2010
1982
2010
1972
2006
1972

Tmin
2010
1968
1966
1983
2010
1964
1998
1972
1961
1964
1999
1992
2009
1973
2006
1972
2010
1993
1966
1976
2010
1972
2010
1983
1978
2005
1999
1968
2010
1972
2001
1982
2010
1964
2006
1972

Tmax
2010
1992
2010
1992
1962
1972
2010
1972
2010
1972
2001
1992
2010
1972
2010
1972
2010
1993
1966
1974
2010
1969
2010
1992
1978
1992
2010
1992
2010
1972
2010
1982
2010
1972
2010
1972

Tmax-Tmin
1973
1992
1964
1996
1962
2009
2000
1993
1964
1961
2001
1997
1973
1976
1980
1991
1989
2003
1961
1972
1971
1984
1983
1967
2010
1986
1973
1996
2010
1982
2010
1969
1979
1996
1971
1982
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es-ea
1973
1984
1973
1992
1981
1972
2002
1972
1964
1986
1998
1995
1970
1992
2010
1982
1989
2003
1966
1992
1971
1988
1970
1992
1964
1992
2001
1972
2010
1982
2001
1982
1970
1986
1971
1991

RH
1982
1964
1992
1973
1972
1981
1972
2002
1986
1967
1991
1998
1983
1998
1982
2010
2003
1989
1992
1966
1988
1967
1982
1997
1982
1973
1969
1966
1982
2010
1982
2001
1982
2010
1991
1971

RHmin
1961
1990
1993
2010
1963
1981
1972
2002
2008
1978
1991
1998
1974
1962
1982
2010
2003
1989
1972
1994
1988
1971
1982
2010
1980
2010
1969
2010
1982
2010
1982
2001
1972
2010
1982
2010

P
1997
1973
1969
1973
1997
2010
2006
2008
1968
1964
1992
2001
1974
2010
1976
2006
2003
1996
1972
2007
1972
2010
1969
1973
2006
2008
2004
1966
1963
1990
1994
2005
1986
2010
2005
2010

WS
1964
1979
1982
1966
1967
1998
1967
1996
1967
1961
2007
1996
1969
1984
1999
1977
1989
1994
1976
1998
1975
1988
1971
1986
2008
1968
1981
2010
1961
1992
2007
1984
1971
1995
1984
1968

CD
1982
1964
1974
2010
1974
2008
1968
2010
1982
1964
1992
2001
1963
2010
1992
1983
1988
2004
1969
1995
1977
1989
1969
2010
1986
1977
1992
2008
1969
1999
1969
2009
1986
1966
1991
1963

n
1998
1992
1973
1984
1970
1992
1995
1982
2005
1972
2001
2009
2010
1983
2000
1993
1999
1987
1963
1992
1995
1974
2001
1986
1973
1984
2001
1992
1999
1969
1962
1982
2010
1971
1983
2003
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If the annual extremum values of ETo and a particular meteorological variable coincide, they are
highlighted by green color (Table 4).
As can be seen, the maximum of both ETo and WS in Ahvaz, Bushehr, Hamedan, Jiroft, Moghan,
Rasht, Sanandaj, Shahrekord, Shiraz, Tabriz, Yazd, and Zabol happened in 1964, 1967, 1967, 2007, 1989,
1975, 1971, 2008, 1981, 1961, 1971, and 1984, respectively.
Similarly, the minimum of ETo and WS in Arak, Esfahan, Jiroft, Kerman, Moghan, Sanandaj,
Shahrekord, Yazd, and Zabol occurred in 1966, 1996, 1996, 1984, 1994, 1986, 1968, 1995,
and 1968, respectively.
Overall, in 83.3% (all arid, Mediterranean and humid regions and 66.7% of the semiarid regions)
of the study sites, annual extremum values of ETo and WS occurred in the same year. These results
imply that WS is the primary driver of the variations in ETo in Iran. In addition, the annual extremum
values of ETo and RH coincided in 33.3% of the study sites, namely Ahvaz, Arak, Hamedan, Mashhad,
Moghan, and Qazvin. Hence, RH is one of the main driving forces for variations of ETo in these
study sites.
Figure 6 illustrates the frequency of maximum and minimum values of ETo and meteorological
variables (namely Tmean, Tmax, Tmin, Tmax-Tmin, es-ea, P, RH, RHmin, CD, WS, WD, and n) in all
the study sites for each year. Higher frequencies are observed in 1972, 1982, and 1992, indicating a
large number of study sites reached their maximum and minimum values of ETo and meteorological
variables in these years. This happened because 1972, 1982, and 1992 are El Niño-Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) years [64–66]. The highest frequency during the 50-year period is observed in 2010. This year
was considered as a dry year in Iran and most regions of Iran experienced drought alarms [50,52–57].

Figure 6. Frequency of maximum and minimum values of ETo and 12 meteorological variables in 18
study sites for each year.
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4.6. Correlation between ETo and Meteorological Variables
Figure 7 shows the correlation coefficient maps among the meteorological variables and reference
evapotranspiration for the study sites in arid, Mediterranean, and humid regions. Similarly, Figure 8
indicates the correlation coefficient maps for the sites in semiarid region.

Spearman’s

(ρ) maps for

Figure 7. Spearman’s Rho correlation coefficient (ρ) maps for weather stations located in arid,
Mediterranean, and humid regions. Colored boxes show
a significant
correlation
at the confidence
≤ ρ ≤1,
0.5 ≤ ρ 0.8, and
ρ
level of 95%. Dark, medium, and light purples denote 0.8 ≤ ρ ≤1, 0.5 ≤ ρ < 0.8, and ρ < 0.5, respectively.
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Spearman’s
correlation coefficient (ρ) maps for
Figure 8. Spearman’s
Rho correlation
coefficient (ρ) maps for weather stations located in semiarid
region. Colored boxes show a significant correlation at the confidence level of 95%. Dark, medium, and
≤ρ≤
≤ ρ 0.8, and ρ
light purples denote 0.8 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, 0.5 ≤ ρ < 0.8, and ρ < 0.5, respectively.

As indicated, WS was the only meteorological variable that had high correlation (ρ ≥ 0.8) with
ETo in Ahvaz, Esfahan, Jiroft, Yazd, Zabol, Sanandaj, Arak, Mashhad, Moghan, Qazvin, Shahrekord,
Tabriz, and Urmia. These results imply that WS was the driving force for the variations of ETo in most
(72.2%) of the study sites in Iran, including 87.5% of arid regions and 77.8% of semiarid regions. This is
in agreement with the results obtained by the TFPW-MK test (Table 3 and Figure 4).
WS and WD had the lowest correlation with the other meteorological variables. Hence,
these variables may be controlled mainly by human activities such as desertification, land use
change, and urban development [67–79]. The highest correlations were observed among the air
temperature-related variables (i.e., Tmean, Tmax, Tmin, Tmax-Tmin) and humidity. In Mashhad and
Urmia, the FPM ETo estimates had a good correlation with all of the meteorological variables.
The upward trends of Tmin in all the study sites in Iran (except Shahrekord due to its high
elevation) indicated a signal of climate change and signaled the need for the optimization of cropping
pattern [80,81].
Table 5 shows the total number of meteorological variables in each study site with significant
correlations with ETo . It also lists the three meteorological variables that have the highest significant
correlation with ETo . As can be seen, ETo had the highest significant correlation with WS in all the
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sites except Rasht. ETo indicated the largest (the second largest) correlation with Tmax in Rasht
(Mahshad, Tabriz, Urmia, and Zabol). According to Table 5, in 66.7% of the study sites, more than five
meteorological variables had significant correlations with ETo . This highlights the complexity of the
forces driving variations of ETo .
Table 5. The total number of meteorological variables in each site with significant correlations with
ETo , and the three meteorological variables with the highest significant correlation with ETo .
Sites

Number of Significant
Meteorological Variables

Three Highest-Ranked (from
Left to Right) Significant
Meteorological Variables

Ahvaz
Arak
Bushehr
Esfahan
Hamedan
Jiroft
Kerman
Mashhad
Moghan
Qazvin
Rasht
Sanandaj
Shahrekord
Shiraz
Tabriz
Urmia
Yazd
Zabol

5
7
2
3
8
9
7
12
4
6
11
7
4
5
10
12
9
10

WS, RHmin, RH
WS, es-ea, RH
WS, n
WS, P, RH
WS, es-ea, RH
WS, Tmax-Tmin, P
WS, es-ea, RH
WS, Tmax, Tmin
WS, RH, es-ea
WS, es-ea, RH
Tmax, RHmin, es-ea
WS, P, n
WS, RHmin, Tmax-Tmin
WS, RH, RHmin
WS, Tmax, es-ea
WS, Tmax, RHmin
WS, RH, es-ea
WS, Tmax, WD

In this study, the TFPW-MK and Spearman’s Rho tests were used to identify significant (at
the confidence levels 90%, 95% and 99%) trends of ETo and meteorological variables across Iran.
These significant trends are indicative of climate change signals [1–24]. For instance, in the Mashhad
site, significant upward (downward) trends were seen for ETo , Tmean, Tmin, Tmax, and es-ea (Tmax
– Tmin, WD, RH and RHmin), suggesting climate change alarms. These findings are consistent with
those of other studies [82–87]. In the Shahrekord site, Tmax – Tmin (Tmean, Tmin, RHmin, and CD)
showed significant increasing (decreasing) trends, which can be considered as climate change signals.
These findings are also in agreement with those of [8,9,20–23]. In the Shiraz site, significant upward
(downward) trends of ETo , Tmean, Tmin, Tmax, and es-ea (Tmax – Tmin, WS, RH and RHmin) represented
signals of climate change [88]. In the Urmia site, growing (reducing) trends of ETo , Tmax, WS, n,
Tmean and Tmax (RHmin and CD) signified climate change [89–92]. Finally, in the Zabol site, upward
(downward) trends of ETo , Tmean, Tmin, and WS, and Tmax (RHmin) may be considered as alarms of
climate change [84,93].
The FPM ETo retrievals mainly depend on climate variables such as air temperature and humidity,
wind speed, and solar radiation. This equation assumes a stomatal resistance of 70 s/m and an albedo
of 0.23 for a standard 12 cm grass, and thus it ignores changes in stomatal resistance response to the
elevated CO2 and the surface albedo, ultimately causing uncertainty in the ETo estimates. Surface
albedo varies with changes in vegetation and soil moisture [94].
Elevated CO2 emission influences plant physiology by diminishing stomatal conductance [95–97].
Ignoring changes in the surface albedo and vegetation response to the elevated CO2 emission lead to
uncertainty in the FPM ETo estimates and results of this study. A similar uncertainty in the FPM ETo
estimates was reported by other studies. For example, Milly and Dunne [98] showed that ignoring the
stomatal resistance response to the increased CO2 emission in the FPM equation led to discrepancy
between the ETo estimates from climate models and the FPM equation. In a similar effort, Li et al. [99]
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indicated that the variations in the FPM ETo estimates are only less than 10% for 40% changes in
stomatal resistance. However, there are still high uncertainties in the amount of stomatal response
to the raised CO2 emission. For example, Domec et al. [100] reported that vegetation responses of
pine to long term elevated CO2 were manifested only when soil moisture was at a high level. Future
studies should be directed toward evaluating the uncertainties in the FPM ETo estimates with respect
to climate change and drought condition [101,102].
5. Conclusions
This study assessed the trends of meteorological variables (namely, mean, minimum, and
maximum air temperature, difference between the maximum and minimum air temperature, mean and
minimum relative humidity, wind speed and direction, vapor pressure deficit, rainfall, and sunshine
hours) and reference evapotranspiration (ETo ) in the 18 study sites in different climate regions of Iran.
The effect of meteorological variables on ETo was also evaluated. Using the trend-free
pre-whitening Mann–Kendall (TFPW-MK) and Spearman’s Rho tests, wind speed (WS) was found
to be the most important variable that controls the trend of ETo in most regions of Iran. Moreover,
the increasing/decreasing trends of other meteorological variables (air temperature and humidity,
rainfall, wind speed and direction, and sunshine hours) were indicative of climate change in many
regions of Iran. The upward trend of minimum air temperature (Tmin) in all of the study sites in Iran
(except Shahrekord due to its high elevation) indicated a signal of climate change and signaled the
need for the optimization of cropping system. The significant increasing rate of Tmin may lead to a
reduction in the growing degree day (GDD), ultimately decreasing the production of strategic and
vital crops in future.
WS had significant upward and downward trends in 22.2% and 33.3% of the study sites,
respectively. Therefore, significant variations in WS were observed in 55.5% of the investigated regions.
The results also indicated that there were significant upward trends for mean air temperature (Tmean)
and maximum air temperature (Tmax) in 77.8% and 66.7% of the study regions, respectively. In most of
semiarid climates, Tmin and Tmean showed increasing, and minimum relative humidity (RHmin) and
cloudy days (CD) indicated decreasing trends. This indicates that arid regions were affected more than
semiarid areas by climate change. Precipitation (P), WS, and CD showed significant trends in 42.9%,
28.6%, and 28.6% of arid regions, respectively. However, WS, Tmin, RHmin, P, and CD had significant
trends in 44.4%, 22.2%, 11.1%, 11.1%, and 11.1% of semiarid regions, respectively.
In 83.3% (all arid, Mediterranean and humid regions and 66.7% of semiarid regions) of the study
sites, ETo and WS reached their maximum and/or minimum in the same year(s). Furthermore, ETo had
the highest significant correlation with WS in all the sites except Rasht. This indicates that WS is the
primary driver of the variations in ETo in most weather stations of Iran, especially in the years with
extremum values of ETo . However, in a number of weather stations, the significant correlation between
ETo and other meteorological variables such as Tmax, Tmax-Tmin, es-ea, P, RH, RHmin, and n made it
difficult to characterize driving forces for the trend of ETo and signals of climate change. The results of
this study highlighted the complexity of forces that drive variations of ETo .
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Abstract: Weather forecasting, especially that of extreme climatic events, has gained considerable
attention among researchers due to their impacts on natural ecosystems and human life.
The applicability of artificial neural networks (ANNs) in non-linear process forecasting has significantly
contributed to hydro-climatology. The efficiency of neural network functions depends on the network
structure and parameters. This study proposed a new approach to forecasting a one-day-ahead
maximum temperature time series for South Korea to discuss the relationship between network
specifications and performance by employing various scenarios for the number of parameters
and hidden layers in the ANN model. Specifically, a different number of trainable parameters
(i.e., the total number of weights and bias) and distinctive numbers of hidden layers were compared
for system-performance effects. If the parameter sizes were too large, the root mean square error
(RMSE) would be generally increased, and the model’s ability was impaired. Besides, too many
hidden layers would reduce the system prediction if the number of parameters was high. The number
of parameters and hidden layers affected the performance of ANN models for time series forecasting
competitively. The result showed that the five-hidden layer model with 49 parameters produced the
smallest RMSE at most South Korean stations.
Keywords: artificial neural network; neurons; layers; temperature; South Korea; deep learning

1. Introduction
An artificial neural network (ANN) is a system for information processing inspired by biological
neural networks. The key element of this network is the huge amount of highly interconnected
processing nodes (neurons) that work together by a dynamic response to process the information.
A neural network is useful for modeling the non-linear relation between the input and output of a
system [1]. Compared to other machine learning methods such as autoregressive moving averages
(ARMA), autoregressive integrated moving averages (ARIMA), and random forest (RF), the ANN
model showed better performance in regression prediction problems [2–4]. According to Agrawal [5],
the ANN model predicted rainfall events more accurately than the ARIMA model. In another work,
ANNs have been applied to forecast monthly mean daily global solar radiation [6].
Furthermore, the ANN model has also been employed to forecast climatological and meteorological
variables. Although it is known that the weather forecasting problem is challenging because of its
chaotic and dynamic process, weather forecasting based on ANNs has been employing considerably in
recent years due to the success of the ANN’s ability. From some previous research, artificial neural
networks have been shown as a promising method to forecast weather and time series data due to their
capability of pattern recognition and generalization [7,8]. Smith et al. [9] developed an improved ANN
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to forecast the air temperature from 1 to 12 h ahead by increasing the number of samples in the training,
adding additional seasonal variables, extending the duration of prior observations, and varying the
number of hidden neurons in the network. Six hours of prior data were chosen as the inputs for the
temperature prediction since a network with eight prior observations performed worse than the six
hour network. Moreover, it is demonstrated that the models using one hidden layer with 40 neurons
performed better than other models over repeated instantiations. In another study, the ANN models
for the maximum as well as minimum temperature, and relative humidity forecasting were proposed
by Sanjay Mathur [10] using time series analysis. The multilayer feedforward ANN model with a
back-propagation algorithm was used to predict the weather conditions in the future, and it was found
that the forecasting model could make a highly accurate prediction. The authors in [11] employed the
ANN models to forecast air temperature, relative humidity, and soil temperature in India, showing that
the ANN model was a robust tool to predict meteorological variables as it showed promising results
with 91–96% accuracy for predictions of all cases. In this study, we also aimed to predict the air
temperature one day ahead of past observations using the ANN model.
The effectiveness of a network-based approach depends on the architecture of the network and
its parameters. All of these considerations are complex, and the configuration of a neural network
structure depends on the problem [12]. If unsuitable network architecture and parameters are selected,
the results may be undesirable. On the other hand, a proper design of network architecture and
parameters can produce desirable results [13,14]. However, little investigation has been conducted
on the effect of parameters and architecture on the model’s performance. The selection of ANN
architecture, consisting of input variables, the number of neurons in the hidden layer, and the number
of hidden layers is a difficult task, so the structure of the network is usually determined by a trial and
error approach and based on the experience of the modeler [5]. In another previous study, we compared
one-hidden layer and multi-hidden layer ANN models in maximum temperature prediction at five
stations in South Korea [15]. In addition, the genetic algorithm was applied to find the best architecture
of models. It showed that the ANN with one hidden layer performed the most accurate forecasts.
However, the effect of the number of hidden layers and neurons on the ANN’s performance in the
maximum temperature time series prediction is not sufficient. It may expect that the model performs
worse when the number of parameters decreases. However, what happens if we further increase the
number of tunable parameters? There are two competing effects. On the one hand, more parameters,
which mean more neurons, become available, possibly allowing for better predictions. On the other
hand, the higher the parameter number, the more overfitting the model is. Will the networks be robust
if more trainable parameters than necessary are present? Is a one-hidden layer model always better
than a multi-hidden layer model for maximum temperature forecasting in South Korea? Therefore,
it is also apparently several problems related to the model proper architecture.
This paper proposed a new strategy that applied the ANNs using different learning parameters
and hidden layers to empirically compare the prediction performance of daily maximum temperature
time series. This study aimed to discuss the effect of parameters on the performance of ANN for
temperature time series forecasting.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the data and methodology used
for the experiments. Section 3 describes the results, and the final section provides conclusions and
directions for future work.
2. Data and Methods
In the current study, 55 weather stations that record maximum temperature in South Korea at
the daily timescale were employed. Most stations have a data period of 40 years from 1976 to 2015,
except for Andong station (1983–2015) and Chuncheon station (1988–2015).
Figure 1 presents the locations of the stations at which the data were recorded. The forecasting
model for the maximum temperature was built based on the neural network. There were six neurons
in the input layer, which corresponds to the number of previous days provided to the network for the
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prediction of the next maximum temperature value and one neuron in the output layer, respectively.
The number of hidden layers and the number of hidden neurons are discussed. This study tested
the performance of ANN models for one day ahead of the maximum temperature prediction using
prior observations as inputs corresponding to three different cases of hidden layers; they were one,
three, and five hidden layers, respectively. Besides, the following five levels of numbers of trainable
parameters (i.e., the total number of its weights and biases) were selected for testing: 49, 113, 169, 353,
and 1001. Combining the number of hidden layers and the number of parameters, Table 1 shows
the model architectures. Besides, the configurations of 1-, 3- and 5-hidden layer ANN models with
49 learnable parameters are illustrated in Figure 2. It is noticed that the total number of trainable
parameters was computed by summing the connections between layers and biases in every layer.

Figure 1. Map of the locations of the stations used in this study.
Table 1. Structure of the ANN models used for the study.
Number of Parameters

Number of Hidden Layers

Structure

1

6-6-1

3

6-3-3-3-1

5

6-5-1-1-1-1-1

1

6-14-1

3

6-6-5-5-1

5

6-4-4-4-4-4-1

1

6-21-1

3

6-7-7-7-1

5

6-6-6-4-4-6-1

1

6-44-1

3

6-11-11-11-1

5

6-8-8-8-8-8-1

1

6-125-1

3

6-20-20-20-1

5

6-18-17-16-9-10-1

49

113

169

353

1001

133
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Figure 2. Schematic of the artificial neural network (ANN) with the total parameter number of
49 corresponding to (a) 1 hidden layer; (b) 3 hidden layers; and (c) 5 hidden layers.

To evaluate the effectiveness of each network, the root mean square error (RMSE) was used as a
performance index. RMSE is calculated as

RMSE =

v
t

n

1X
( yi − y′ i )2
n

(1)

i=1

where yi is the observed data, y′ i is the predicted data, and n is the number of observations. The RMSE
indicates a discrepancy between the observed and predicted data. The lower the RMSE, the more
accurate the prediction is.
At each station, the data were subdivided into three parts: a training set consisting of 70% of the
total data, a validation set using 20% of the total data, and a testing set containing 10% of the total
data. The first two splits were used to train and examine the training performance, and the test set
was used to evaluate the actual performance of the prediction. All models were trained and validated
with the same training set and validation set, respectively. A popular technique to avoid the effect
of overfitting the network on the training data is the early stopping method presented by Sarle [16].
Model overfitting is understood as the fitness of the model to the signal and noise that are usually
present in the training sample. The possibility of overfitting depends on the size of the network,
the number of training samples, and the data quality.
The maximum epoch for training was set at 1000. An epoch was described as one pass through all
the data in the training set, and the weights of a network were updated after each epoch. The training
was stopped when the error in the validation data reached its lowest value, or the training reached the
maximum epoch, whichever came first. One iteration step during the ANN training usually works
with a subset (call batch or mini-batch) of the available training data. The number of samples per
batch (batch size) is a hyperparameter, defined as 100 in our case. Finally, the networks were evaluated
based on the testing data. The ANN network was implemented using Keras [17], with TensorFlow [18]
as the backend. According to Chen et al. [19], the design of neural networks has several aspects of
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concern. A model should have sufficient width and depth to capture the underlying pattern of the data.
In contrast, a model should also be as simple as possible to avoid overfitting and high computational
costs. However, the general trend of the number of parameters versus RMSE indeed provides some
insights into selecting the proper structure of the model.
Data normalization is a preprocessing technique that transforms time series into a specified range.
The quality of the data is guaranteed when normalized data are fed to a network. The MinMaxscaler
technique was chosen for normalizing the data and making them in a range of [0, 1], which was defined
as follows:
x − xmin
x′ =
(2)
xmax − xmin

where x′ is the normalized data; x is the original data; and xmax , xmin are the maximum and minimum
values of the data, respectively. The max and min used for standardization are calculated from the
calibration period only. At the end of each algorithm, the outputs were denormalized into the original
data to receive the final results.
An ANN consists of an input layer, one or more hidden layers of computation nodes, and an
output layer. Each layer uses several neurons, and each neuron in a layer is connected to the neurons
in the next layer with different weights, which change the value when it goes through that connection.
The input layer receives the data one case at a time, and the signal will be transmitted through the
hidden layers before arriving at the output layer, which is interpreted as the prediction or classification.
The network weights are adjusted to minimize the output error based on the difference between the
expected and target outputs. The error at the output layer propagates backward to the hidden layer
until it reaches the input layer. The ANN models are used as an efficient tool to reveal a nonlinear
relationship between the inputs and outputs [8]. Generally, the ANN model with three layers can be
mathematically formulated as Lee et al. [20]:


m
n
X
X



yk = f2 
Wk j f1 (
W ji xi + b j ) + bk 


j=1

(3)

i=1

where xi is the input value to neuron i; yk is the output at neuron k; f1 and f2 are the activation function
for the hidden layer and output layer, respectively; n and m indicate the number of neurons in the
input and hidden layers. W ji is the weight between the input node i and hidden node j while Wk j is
the weight between the hidden node j and output node k. b j and bk are the bias of the jth node in the
hidden layer and the kth node in the output layer, respectively.
The weights in Equation (3) were adjusted to reduce the output error by calculating the difference
between the predicted values and expected values using the back-propagation algorithm. This algorithm
is executed in two specified stages, called forward and backward propagation. In the forward phase,
the inputs were fed into the network and propagated to the hidden nodes at each layer until the
generation of the output. In the backward phase, the difference between the true values and the
estimated values or loss function was calculated by the network. The gradient of the loss function with
respect to each weight can be computed and propagated backward to the hidden layer until it reaches
the input layer [20].
In the current study, the ‘tanh’ or hyperbolic tangent activation function and an unthresholded
linear function were used in the hidden layer and output layer, respectively. The range of the tanh
function is from −1 to 1, and it is defined as follows:
tanh(x) =

ex − e−x
ex + e−x

(4)

It is noteworthy that there is no direct method well established for selecting the number of
hidden nodes for an ANN model for a given problem. Thus, the common trial-and-error approach
remains the most widely used method. Since ANN parameters are estimated by iterative procedures,
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which provide slightly different results each time they are run, we estimated each ANN 5 times and
reported the mean and standard deviation errors in the figure.
The purpose of this study was not to find the best station-specific model, but to investigate
the effects of hidden layers and trainable parameters on the performance of ANNs for maximum
temperature modeling. We think that the sample size of 55 stations is large enough to infer some of the
(average) properties of these factors to the ANN models.
3. Results
To empirically test the effect of the number of learnable parameters and hidden layers, we
assessed and compared the model results obtained at 55 stations for five different parameters: 49, 113,
169, 353, and 1001, respectively. Moreover, we also tested the ANN models with different hidden
layers (1, 3, and 5) having the same number of parameters at each station. Therefore, the mean and
standard deviation were computed for the RMSE to analyze the impact of these factors on the ANN’s
performance. It is noted that all other modeling conditions, e.g., input data, activation function,
number of epochs, and the batch size, were kept identical. After training and testing the datasets,
the effects of the parameters and hidden layers of models were discussed.
3.1. Effect of the Number of Parameters
We first evaluated the performance of the ANN model by using the testing datasets. For each
studied parameter, the prediction performance values were also presented as a rate of change in RMSE
based on the original RMSE value obtained at 55 stations. This reference RMSE changes depending on
the site used to study the impact of each parameter. Thus, as the results are depicted in Figures 3–5,
the proposed ANN with 49 parameters consistently outperforms the other parameters at almost all
stations in South Korea, since it produces the lowest change in error for different model configurations.
Taking the single-hidden layer ANN as an example, the rate of change of the RMSE slightly increases
with the extension of parameters for most sites (see Figure 3).
However, we can also observe that the increased parameter size of the ANN model made the
error’s change decrease lightly at Buan stations. Moreover, several sites have the lowest change values
of RMSE at the parameter of 1001, such as Daegwallyeong, Gunsan, Hongcheon, and Tongyeong.
These sites have an increasing trend of error when the number of tunable parameters in the network is
raised from 49 to 169 (Hongcheon) or 353 (Daegwallyeong, Gunsan, and Tongyeong) before declining
to the lowest point at 1001. Similarly, Figure 4 illustrates the general relationship between the total
numbers of parameters versus the rate of change of RMSE on testing data in all 55 stations for three
hidden layers. It can be noted from this figure that in the majority of stations, the rise of parameter
numbers makes the performance of the model worse due to the increase in the change of RMSE.
In contrast, few stations have the best results at the parameter of 133 (Pohang), 169 (Haenam), 353 (Buan
and Yeongdeok), and 1001 (Daegwallyeong). Although the fluctuation of the RMSE’s change rate
for the three-hidden layer ANN, corresponding to various parameter sizes, varies from site to site,
the ANN model with a structure of 49 trainable parameters still shows the best solution for predicting
the maximum temperature one day ahead for most stations in South Korea.
In the case of five hidden layers, it can be observed from Figure 5 that the 49-parameter ANN
model continues showing the smallest error in 52 out of the total 55 stations. In most cases, the increase
in the number of parameters deteriorates the performance of the ANN model. However, it should be
noticed that the model achieves the best result at the parameter of 353 in Buan and Gunsan stations
while the smallest RMSE in Mokpo is obtained at the parameter of 119.
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Figure 3. The rate of change of mean root mean square error (RMSE) of the 1-hidden layer ANN
corresponding to 49, 113, 169, 353, and 1001 trainable parameters for the test data for all 55 stations in
South Korea.
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Figure 4. The rate of change of the mean RMSE of the 3-hidden layer ANN corresponding to 49, 113,
169, 353, and 1001 trainable parameters for the test data for all 55 stations in South Korea.
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Figure 5. The rate of change of the mean RMSE of the 5-hidden layer ANN corresponding to 49, 113,
169, 353, and 1001 trainable parameters for the test data for all 55 stations in South Korea.
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Figures S1–S4 (see Supplementary Materials) depict the RMSE of the ANN models with three
different hidden layers that vary the number of parameters from 49 to 1001. The learnable parameter
is an important parameter that may affect the ANN’s performance for predicting the maximum
temperature in the future. For a better assessment, the five-run average and standard deviation of the
performances of each considered parameter and associated ANN architecture are depicted in those
figures for each station separately. Generally, in most stations, there is a slight increasing trend of the
RMSE when the number of parameters is increased. Furthermore, it can be seen from those figures that
the ANN with parameters at 49 outperformed the parameters of other models, since it produced the
lowest RMSE compared to others, except for Buan, Daegwallyeong (Figure S1), and Tongyeong stations
(Figure S4), while the models having 1001 parameters yielded the worst results at around 50% of total
stations, in comparison to other numbers of parameters. The difference in performance when the
number of parameters increased from 49 to 1001 was marginal, but the value of 49 still leads to slightly
better results. Thus, it can be noticed from these results that the testing RMSE of lower parameters is
maybe better than higher parameters considering the low amount of neurons, and the models with
49 parameters are sufficient to forecast the maximum temperature variable. Nevertheless, there is an
adaptive amount of parameters in the model in terms of hidden layers in some cases. For example,
at Tongyeong stations (Figure S4), the model having one hidden layer showed the smallest RMSE
at the parameters of 1001, while three and five-hidden layer models produced the best results with
49 parameters. In another case, 49 was the best number parameters for one and five hidden layers;
meanwhile, three hidden layers presented the best performance at 353 parameters at Yangpyeong
station (Figure S4). Besides, it is worth noting that at the same parameter number, the values of the
RMSE for the one-, three-, and five-hidden layer models were comparable in most of the stations.
However, the significant differences among the three configurations of the model can be observed at the
1001 parameters such as Boryeong, Cheongju, Daewallyeong (Figure S1), Mokpo (Figure S3), Wonju,
and Yangpyeong stations (Figure S4) or the 353 parameters such as Ganghwa (Figure S1), Incheon,
Jangheung (Figure S2), Seosan (Figure S3), and Yangpyeong stations (Figure S4). In addition, the RMSE
shows little sensitivity to changes in the number of hidden layers in some stations, especially at high
parameters due to the large fluctuation of standard deviation values. For example, in Tongyeong station
(Figure S4), at the same parameter number of 353 or 1001, the standard deviation values of the RMSE
of three- and five-hidden layer models are considerably larger than that of the one-hidden layer model.
The trend is more evident for predicting the maximum temperature as the total number of parameters
increased and occured in some stations, such as Buan, Daegwallyeong, Chuncheon (Figure S1), Wonju,
or Yangpyeong stations (Figure S4). It can be suspected that the performance of the model may be
significantly affected when the structure of the model becomes more complex. Based on the variation
model performance in terms of hidden layers and parameters, it can be concluded that both the number
of parameters and hidden layers were important to the model’s performance, and the selection of
parameters and hidden layers needs considerable attention because of the fluctuation in error.
3.2. Effect of the Number of Hidden Layers
Figures 6–10 show the spatial distribution of the ANN performances in the test period. Accordingly,
a significant decrease in error is likely to move from the eastern to the western and southern part of
South Korea with 49 learnable parameters (see Figure 6).
Similar spatial distributions of the changes in RMSEs also occur in Figures 7–10 when the number
of parameters is increased to 113, 169, 353, and 1001. It can be concluded that the ANN models perform
better in western and southern Korea (left panels). Moreover, the visualization of the differences in
the RMSE between one hidden layer and three hidden layers (middle panels) as well as between one
hidden layer and five hidden layers (bottom panels) at each station is also shown in Figures 6–10.
It is noticed that with the same number parameters of 49, while one-hidden layer model presented
better results than the three-hidden layer model at over 60% of total stations, the five-hidden layer
model performed slightly greater than the one-hidden layer model at around 79% of stations where
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RMSE differences greater than 0 were found (see Figure 6). However, with the increase in the number
of parameters, the ANN models with one hidden layer produced better results than the three- and
five-hidden layer models in almost all stations.

Figure 6. Panel (a) shows the RMSE of the test data of the 1-hidden layer model with 49 parameters;
panel (b) shows the difference of the RMSE between the 1-hidden layer and the 3-hidden layer model
(RMSE difference <0 indicates that the 1-hidden layer model performs better than the 3-hidden layer
model and vice versa); and panel (c) shows the RMSE difference between the 1-hidden layer and the
5-hidden layer model (RMSE difference <0 indicates the that the 1-hidden layer model performs better,
RMSE difference >0 shows the opposite).

–

–
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Figure 7. Panel (a) shows the RMSE of the test data of the 1-hidden layer model with 113 parameters;
panel (b) shows the difference of the RMSE between the 1-hidden layer and the 3-hidden layer model
(RMSE difference <0 indicates that the 1-hidden layer model performs better than the 3-hidden layer
model and vice versa); and panel (c) shows the RMSE difference between the 1-hidden layer and the
5-hidden layer model (RMSE difference <0 indicates that the 1-hidden layer model performs better,
RMSE difference >0 shows the opposite).
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Figure 8. Panel (a) shows the RMSE of the test data of the 1-hidden layer model with 169 parameters;
panel (b) shows the difference of the RMSE between the 1-hidden layer and the 3-hidden layer model
(RMSE difference <0 indicates that the 1-hidden layer model performs better than the 3-hidden layer
model and vice versa); and panel (c) shows the RMSE difference between the 1-hidden layer and the
5-hidden layer model (RMSE difference <0 indicates the that the 1-hidden layer model performs better,
RMSE difference >0 shows the opposite).
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Figure 9. Panel (a) shows the RMSE of the test data of the 1-hidden layer model with 353 parameters;
panel (b) shows the difference of the RMSE between the 1-hidden layer and the 3-hidden layer model
(RMSE difference <0 indicates that the 1-hidden layer model performs better than the 3-hidden layer
model and vice versa); and panel (c) shows the RMSE difference between the 1-hidden layer and the
5-hidden layer model (RMSE difference <0 indicates the that the 1-hidden layer model performs better,
RMSE difference >0 shows the opposite).
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Figure 10. Panel (a) shows the RMSE of the test data of the 1-hidden layer model with 1001 parameters;
panel (b) shows the difference of the RMSE between 1-hidden layer and the 3-hidden layer model
(RMSE difference <0 indicates that the 1-hidden layer model performs better than the 3-hidden layer
model and vice versa); and panel (c) shows the RMSE difference between the 1-hidden layer and the
5-hidden layer model (RMSE difference <0 indicates the that the 1-hidden layer model performs better,
RMSE difference >0 shows the opposite).

For example, Figure 7 indicates that, based on the RMSE of the testing sets, the one-hidden
layer model achieves a better performances at 42 and 41 stations, respectively, when the number of
parameters is 113, compared to the three- and five-hidden layer models. Similarly, at the parameter
number of 169, and from the histogram of RMSE differences (Figure 8), we can see that the one-hidden
layer structure generally obtained a smaller error than three and five hidden layers for most sites.
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However, it was noted that the multi-hidden layer models improved the performance of temperature
prediction at some stations (17 stations with three hidden layers and 20 stations with five hidden
layers) in comparison to one hidden layer. Moreover, the number of sites that obtained a smaller
RMSE with multiple hidden layers decreased slightly when the number of parameters was increased
to 353 (Figure 9). Out of 55 stations, there were 12 stations with three hidden layers having smaller
errors than one hidden layer, and 18 stations with five hidden layers had better performance than
one hidden layer. Finally, Figure 10 compares the ANN models in the test case in the name of the
RMSE and hidden layer with 1001 trainable parameters. As the results showed, the one-hidden layer
ANN generated a better result at almost every station than the three and five hidden layers. The threeand five-hidden layer ANNs had higher RMSE than one hidden layer in five and three stations out
of 55 stations, respectively. The results were worth emphasizing that the deep ANN with various
parameters trained for all stations generated a certain number of basins with lower performance than a
single-hidden layer network, but the stations where this occurred were not always the same.
4. Summary and Conclusions
In this study, different hidden layer ANN models with various interior parameters were employed
to forecast 1 day maximum temperature series over South Korea. This study aimed to explore the
relationship between the size of the ANN model and its predictive capability, revealing that for future
predictions of the time series of maximum temperature. In summary, the major findings of the present
study are as follows.
Firstly, a deep neural network with more parameters does not perform better than a small
neural network with fewer layers and neurons. The structural complexity of the ANN model can be
unnecessary for unraveling the maximum temperature process. Even though the differences between
these models are mostly small, it might be useful to some applications that require a small network
with a lower computational cost because increasing the number of parameters may slow down the
training process without substantially improving the efficiency of the network. Importantly, it can be
observed that a simple network can perform better than a complex one, as also concluded in other
comparisons. The authors in Lee et al. [20] showed that a large number of hidden neurons did not
always lead to better performance. Similarly, in our previous study, the hybrid method of ANN and
the genetic algorithm was applied to forecast multi-day ahead maximum temperature. The results
demonstrated that the neural network with one hidden layer presented a better performance than
the two and three hidden layers [14]. Nevertheless, too many or lesser amounts of parameters in the
model can make the RMSE of the model increase, such as in the Buan station. This could be explained
by an insufficient number of parameters causing difficulties in the learning data, whereas an excessive
number of parameters might lead to unnecessary training time, and there is a possibility of over-fitting
the training data set [21].
Secondly, although the performances of the models corresponding to different hidden layers are
comparable when the number of parameters is the same, it is worth highlighting that five-hidden
layer ANNs showed relatively better results compared to one and three hidden layers in the case of
49 parameters. However, when the number of parameters was large, the model with one hidden layer
obtained the best solutions for forecasting problems in most stations.
Finally, the model’s parameters and the degree of effectiveness of the hidden layers are
relatively competitive in forecasting the maximum temperature time series due to variations in
errors. Additionally, when the number of parameters is large, the significant difference of model
outputs from various hidden layers can be achieved.
As future work, we are interested in investigating the effect of more parameters such as the learning
rate or momentum on the system’s performance. Moreover, conducting an intensive investigation on
the effect of parameters on other deep learning approaches for weather forecasting, such as a recurrent
neural network (RNN), long short-term memory (LSTM), and convolutional neural network (CNN) is
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a matter of interest for our future research. Besides, the sensitivity analysis or critical dependence of
one parameter on others may be involved for further research.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4433/11/10/1072/s1,
Figure S1: RMSE of different parameters ANN corresponding to 1, 3, and 5 hidden layers for test data Andong,
Boeun, Boryeong, Buan, Busan, Buyeo, Cheonan, Cheongju, Chuncheon, Chungju, Chupungryong, Daegu,
Daewallyeong, Daejeon, and Ganghwa stations. The dot and the vertical lines denote the mean and the standard
deviation of 5 repetitions, respectively, Figure S2: RMSE of different parameters ANN corresponding to 1, 3,
and 5 hidden layers for test data at Gangneung, Goheung, Gumi, Gunsan, Gwangju, Haenam, Hapcheon,
Hongcheon, Icheon, Imsil, Incheon, Inje, Jangheung, Jecheon, and Jeju stations. The dot and the vertical lines
denote the mean and the standard deviation of 5 repetitions, respectively, Figure S3: RMSE of different parameters
ANN corresponding to 1, 3, and 5 hidden layers for test data at Jeongeup, Jeonju, Jinju, Miryang, Mokpo,
Mungyeong, Namhae, Namwon, Pohang, Sancheong, Seogwipo, Seongsan, Seosan, Seoul, and Sokcho stations.
The dot and the vertical lines denote the mean and the standard deviation of 5 repetitions, respectively, Figure S4:
RMSE of different parameters ANN corresponding to 1, 3, and 5 hidden layers for test data at Suwon, Tongyeong,
Uiseong, Uljin, Ulsan, Wando, Wonju, Yangpyeong, Yeongchen, and Yeongdeok stations. The dot and the vertical
lines denote the mean and the standard deviation of 5 repetitions, respectively.
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Abstract: The flood forecasting and warning system enable an advanced warning of flash floods and
inundation depths for disseminating alarms in urban areas. Therefore, in this study, we developed an
integrated flood forecasting and warning system combined inland-river that systematized technology
to quantify flood risk and flood forecasting in urban areas. LSTM was used to predict the stream depth
in the short-term inundation prediction. Moreover, rainfall prediction by radar data, a rainfall-runoff
model combined inland-river by coupled SWMM and HEC-RAS, automatic simplification module of
drainage networks, automatic calibration module of SWMM parameter by Dynamically Dimensioned
Search (DDS) algorithm, and 2-dimension inundation database were used in very short-term
inundation prediction to warn and convey the flood-related data and information to communities.
The proposed system presented better forecasting results compared to the Seoul integrated disaster
prevention system. It can provide an accurate water level for 30 min to 90 min lead times in the
short-term inundation prediction module. And the very short-term inundation prediction module
can provide water level across a stream for 10 min to 60 min lead times using forecasting rainfall
by radar as well as inundation risk areas. In conclusion, the proposed modules were expected to be
useful to support inundation forecasting and warning systems.
Keywords: flood risk; urban flood forecasting and warning; inland-river combined flood system; LSTM

1. Introduction
Urban flooding is one of the most severe hazards in most cities worldwide. In particular, small-scale
urban streams with very small watersheds and a flood travel time of 1 h to 3 h can cause severe damage
to property and human life during heavy rainfall and floods. Rainstorms and floods have caused severe
property damage and heavy casualties and hampered commercial activities, adversely affecting urban
life [1,2]. Studies by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) have shown that such
extreme events will increase in frequency and intensity [3]. It has been observed that the frequency of
localized heavy rain has been greatly increased and the scale of damage tends to be larger in the city of
Seoul [4]. In 2020, 1 person died, 28 were marooned by the flood because of flash rainfall with an intensity
of 57 mm/h at the location of Dorim stream, which is a small-scale stream in South Korea. At the time,
the rainfall intensity did not show a large damage intensity scale, but a fatal accident occurred because
preemptive actions such as flood forecasting, warning, and evacuation of dwellers were not performed
well in that area [5]. Hence, it is necessary to mitigate flood damage through accurate and proactive
urban forecasting of floods caused by small-scale urban streams. For the mitigation of flood disasters
and damage in urban areas, it is necessary to estimate the damage that can be caused by rainfall runoff
and reduce flood damage through structured and unstructured measures. The Seoul Metropolitan City
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in South Korea installed 529 river crisis management facilities such as automatic alarm facilities, text
message boards, CCTVs, warning lights, emergency ladders, etc for 13 regional rivers. Moreover, civil
servants and neighborhood patrols members have been designated officers in charge for evacuating
people in the event of a heavy rainfall. Public servants operate the integrated disaster prevention
system to acquire water level data for each municipality and stream in real time and broadcast flood
warnings (depending on the water level), make advance announcements, provide riverside warnings,
evacuate citizens from the riverside, issue a flood watch [6]. However, unlike flood forecasting in large
inundation vulnerable areas, which is made using satellite and radar data from the Korea Meteorological
Agency (KMA) and Han River Flood Control Office, flood forecasting for small- and medium-scale
streams with a short flood travel time is still performed using real-time water level data, which makes
the surrounding regions vulnerable to flood disasters in the event of heavy rainfall. In countries
with well-established flood protection systems, studies have been actively conducted to systematically
establish unstructured flood protection alternatives. Especially, the construction of real-time disaster
warning systems has substantially raised concerns. Lin, et al. [7] develop an intelligent hydroinformatics
integration platform (IHIP) to provide online forecasting of regional flood depths through the use of the
latest hydroinformatics technologies such that actions can be efficiently taken to mitigate flood risks.
And Li-Chiu, et al. [8] proposed a forecasting model which is composed of three steps: classification,
point forecasting, and spatial expansion using classification module, SVM and spatial expansion module.
While the use of radar measurements for urban hydrological applications has increased considerably
in recent years [9–11], the accuracy of radar forecasts in small and medium cities remains limited
because of uncertainties associated with rainfall prediction models [12]. Recently, artificial neural
network (ANN) models have received considerable attention from scientists, and research has been
conducted on the learning and prediction of hydrological time series data such as rainfall, discharge,
and remote sensing data by various ANN models [13]. On the basis of a review of previous studies on
the learning and prediction of hydrological time series data by various ANN models, we observed that
recurrent neural networks (RNNs) show good performance when trained with long-term time series
data [14,15]. Caihong et al. [16] employed ANN and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) for simulating
the rainfall-runoff process on the basis of flood events and observed that the special units of the forget
gate rendered the LSTM model better suited for the simulation and more intelligent than the ANN model.
Furthermore, they found that the LSTM model was more stable than the ANN model and showed better
simulation performance by considering different lead time modeling. Jinle et al. [17] used LSTM models
for predicting precipitation on the basis of meteorological data after identifying the correlation between
meteorological variables and precipitation. The prediction accuracy was improved by determining the
relative importance of the input variables. Furthermore, Tianyu et al. [18] constructed T multivariate
single-step LSTM networks using information on spatial and temporal dynamics of rainfall and early
discharge to forecast flash floods in mountainous catchments. The most successful and frequently used
RNN is the LSTM, which is trained with time series. The LSTM, a special type of RNN, is designed to
overcome a drawback of the traditional RNN, namely, its incapability to learn long-term dependencies.
Its development is regarded as a milestone in studies on time series problems in the field of machine
learning. These previous researches, which have used hydrological time series data to train an RNN,
achieved reliable prediction results by developing a neural network model, setting the hyperparameter,
and compiling a large number of high-quality input data. This strategy can be applied for real-time
flood forecasting for small and medium scale urban streams with a short flood travel time and for
proactively devising flood protection measures.
Timely and accurate forecasts in flood-prone areas are essential prerequisites for the provision of
reliable early warning systems. The objective of this paper is to develop the integrated inundation
forecasting and warning system combined inland and river. It is an efficient real-time inundation
forecasting and warning system, presenting the two type modules during flash rainfall periods,
the short-term inundation prediction with a data-driven method, and the very short-term inundation
prediction with a model-driven method.
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In the short-term inundation prediction module, the water level data were used as input, and the
LSTM model was used as the computational method to develop the point forecasting module to
yield the inundation depth forecasts at control points. Forecasting the water level of the data-driven
method used neural networks has shown the strength to calculate high accurate prediction results
with long lead time if the high quality, consistency, and the enormous volumes of water level data
were constructed. It can proactively convey powerful messages fastly and intuitively about warning of
flash flooding to the public and civil servants to help decision-making on flood damage reduction.
Besides, in the very short-term inundation prediction module of the model-driven method,
the results of the detailed predictions of urban flood-dynamics were presented. The great benefit of the
physically-based model simulation is the ability to directly model inundations and impacts connected
with the high spatially variability of rainfall forecast. However, the use of a model-driven method
was always neglected due to some reasons such as high-resolution inundation modeling of large and
complex cityscapes induce long computation times, and the requirement of special infrastructure
and high-performance computers. Therefore, in this study, to address the highly dynamic nature of
the rainfall-runoff model in urban areas, hydrodynamic simulations combined inland and river with
automatic parameter estimation by DDS were implemented and to improve the long computation times,
the automatic simplification module and 2-dimension inundation database are applied. Among all,
hydrodynamic simulation combined inland and river is a critically essential process in urban areas
because there are many drainage networks around the stream and it causes flash flood damage
extremely especially in greatly urbanized.
This real-time urban flood forecasting and warning system based on the data-driven and
model-driven method can be efficiently used to reduce flood risks endangering residents and properties
by flash floods and sufficiently support synthetic decision-making for prevention. The combined system
of the data-driven module using LSTM and the model-driven module using radar and rainfall-runoff
models can enable an advanced warning of probable flash floods and regional inundation depths
for disseminating alarms in flood-threatened areas with 10 min to 90 min lead time. These results
show more preemptive and accurate flood forecasting and warning results with over 30 min lead time
compared to current systems that rely on real-time data in the urban area, so it can be fully utilized for
urban flood forecasting and citizen evacuation.
2. The Integrated Flood Forecasting and Warning System
A flowchart of the integrated flood forecasting and warning system is shown in Figure 1.
The proposed system is composed of two steps: the short-term inundation prediction and the very
short-term inundation prediction. Details of these two steps are described as follows.
Short-Term Inundation Prediction
Construction of 10-min
water level data set with
quilty control
- Training, Validation, Test set

Building of deep neural
networks and training
hydrological time series
data
- LSTM model

Hyperparameter
analysis of neural
networks due to
different lead time

Flood forecasting
and warning
according to water
level

Very Short-Term Inundation Prediction
Very short-term rainfall
forecasting using the
weather radar data

Construction of
rainfall-runoff
model combined
inland-river

Application of Z-R
relationship using
convective rain and
TREC method

Simplification of
rainfall-runoff
model and
parameter
calibration

Prediction of the
very short-term
rainfall intensity

Integrated
Flooding
Forecasting
and Warning
System

Urban flooding Analysis
(Forecasting the inundation
points and stream depth in
urban area)

Construction of 2-dimension
database(Quantification risk,
2D inundation mapping)

Figure 1. Schematic structure of the integrated flood forecasting and warning system for urban basin.
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2.1. Short-Term Inundation Prediction
The Short-term inundation prediction module of the integrated flood forecasting and warning
system is carried out by LSTM. The LSTM model proposed by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [19]
helps solve the gradient vanishing problem in an RNN by creating a path, through the introduction
of self-loops, along which the gradient can flow for a long time. This implies that the weights can
be changed at each time step by training the connection weights or by directly specifying them as
hyperparameters, unlike the RNN (in which weights are fixed). The LSTM consists of multivariate
single-step networks with information on spatial and temporal dynamics of rainfall and the water
level as inputs. This module has predicted the urban stream depth by training the time series data of
upstream depths. In order to determine the optimal prediction result, various training cases of LSTM
were set up to forecast stream depth of target point according to training conditions of water level.
Furthermore, the effects of the various inputs on urban flood forecasts for different lead times were
analyzed through a parameter analysis. The lead times for each training group were set up in the
range 30 min to 90 min for forecasting the water level at the target point.
The programming language of Python 3.7 is chosen with other libraries, such as Scikit-learn, Keras,
Pandas, Numpy, and so on and the LSTM model is developed with the Deep-Learning framework
TensorFlow 2.0 using jupyter notebook. The hyperparameter for each network model was calibrated
automatically by a random search method of Keras tuner after specifying an appropriate range for the
variables, instead of a grid search method, which is time-consuming. Grid search and manual search
are the most widely used strategies for hyperparameter optimization. But, empirically and theoretically
that randomly chosen trials are more efficient than grid search [20]. Granting random search the same
computational budget, random search finds better hyperparameters by effectively searching a larger,
less promising configuration space. We define the LSTM with 10 neurons in the first hidden layer and
5 neurons in the second hidden layer. The optimal hyperparameters were calculated for the validation
dataset and the forecast result was analyzed for the test set. The mean square error (MSE) was used as
a loss function, Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) was used as a activation function and the Adam technique
was chosen for the optimization algorithm with 0.001 [21]. Furthermore, He initialization was chosen to
avoid the overfitting problem [22], and L2 regularization with 0.01, early stopping was also employed.
2.2. Very Short-Term Inundation Prediction
The critical technology of the very short-term inundation prediction module is divided into five
parts: (A) forecasting rainfall using radar data; (B) constructing rainfall-runoff model of drainage
networks combined inland-river; (C) simplification of the rainfall-runoff model using automatic
simplification module; (D) parameter calibration of Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) using
DDS and (E) setting up the 2-dimension inundation database. In the first step, the short-term rainfall
forecasting using the radar data was implemented. It can be estimated for 10 min to 120 min before
rainfall prediction with 10 min lead time using the Tracking Radar Echoes by Correlation (TREC)
technique. In the second step, the rainfall-runoff model of drainage networks combined inland-river
was built using coupled SWMM and the Hydrologic Engineering Center—River Analysis System
(HEC-RAS). In the third step, the rainfall-runoff model, which is made the whole drainage networks
in Dorim, was simplified by automatic simplification method. In the final step, the parameters of
the SWMM model were calibrated automatically using a DDS to improve parameter uncertainty.
The 2-dimension inundation database was built in advance by the rainfall-runoff model made of whole
drainage networks in an urban area based on different rainfall and durations scenarios and it has been
chosen and provided according to prediction rainfall by radar.
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2.2.1. Rainfall Forecasting by Radar
The very short-term rainfall forecasting module of integrated flood forecasting and warning
system was implemented using the radar data of Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA).
KMA is operating 11 radars for the purpose of monitoring and forecasting dangerous weather
conditions, flooding, and monitoring the military operation area. In this study, the Gwanak mountain
meteorological radar was selected. The Gwanaksan meteorological radar has been installed in the
center of the metropolitan area, playing a very important role in monitoring and forecasting dangerous
weather. In addition, it has been upgraded to the dual-polarization radar from the single-polarization
radar to improve rainfall prediction performance in urban areas in 2016. The rainfall prediction module
forecasts rainfall up to 120 min at 10 min intervals using radar data. To this end, a Constant Altitude
Plan Position Indicator (CAPPI) calculation program was developed, and the optimal movement
patterns of intensive rainfall events using radar data are analyzed, and quantitative rainfall estimation is
performed through the Z-R relational equation. The Tropical Z-R relationship (Z = 334R1.19 ) has applied
as an optimal radar Z-R relation, which is confirmed that the accuracy is improved over 20 mm/h heavy
rainfall [23]. In order to predict the direction of rainfall in weather radar data, TREC is used. TREC is
the first kind of radar-based nowcasting method, proposed by Rinehart and Garvey [24]. It is an image
processing algorithm that calculates correlation coefficients between successive images of radar echoes
and uses the maximum values to obtain the motion vectors of different regions. During calculations,
if the regions for determining the correlation coefficient is set too large, the average moving direction
and moving speed of the entire rainfall are obtained. On the contrary, if the regions are set too small,
it is not easy to obtain meaningful results. In addition, the spatial position (calculation radius) between
the two regions reflects the maximum distance of rainfall, so it must be determined within a physically
meaningful range. Therefore, in this study, the size of the region was set to 21 km, and the size of the
calculated radius was set to 7 km, reflecting the values suggested in the study by Kim and Kim [25].
Through this process, the linear motion of the rainfall during the targeted prediction time was predicted
using the calculated motion vector field and reflectivity data. The function of the Z-R relationship
algorithm is written as:
dBZ = 10logZ
(1)
Z=

X

D6

Z = aRb

mm6
m3

mm6
m3

(2)
(3)

where Z is the factor of radar reflection (mm6 /m3 ); R, rainfall intensity (mm/h); a and b,
experienced constants.
2.2.2. Construction of the Rainfall-Runoff Model
Reliable drainage network modeling is an essential component in urban flood forecasting and
risk assessment. Urban inundation has occurred attribute to a combination of river flooding and poor
drainage of inland. In fact, in the case of urban basins, there are many drainage networks around
the stream, which causes flooding frequently. However, most of the prospective studies on flooding
have not been able to organically link urban inundation with river flooding and inland flooding.
To improve this condition, there is a need for a combination of river channel geometry and sewage
channel system. Therefore, we constructed the rainfall-runoff model of drainage networks combined
inland-river. The hydraulic flood elevation routing model of HEC-RAS combined into the sewage
network system of SWMM to consider the correlation between the water level of the stream and inland
drainage facilities in the urban area. This rainfall-runoff module base on the Dynamic wave method of
flood routing in SWMM is then coupled with HEC-RAS, leading to an integrated drainage network
model. Figure 2 shows the process of constructing the rainfall-runoff model.
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Figure 2. Process of constructing the rainfall-runoff model.

Not only that, Drainage network simplification by automatic simplification technology has been
implemented to apply this module to real-time urban flooding. The rainfall-runoff model made
of whole drainage networks in the major urban area such as Seoul is vast and complex, making
it unsuitable for real-time urban flood forecasting. Therefore, the rainfall-runoff model should be
simplified. The results of the simplified model showed that the integrated rainfall-runoff module can
model and interpret flows with greatly decreased computational time at various channel sections
and nodes in common with a not simplified model. And the simplified model has effectively given
catchment responses for peak flow and volume of runoff which is considered as one of the essential
components of urban drainage planning to mitigate the risk of flood. Figure 3 and Table 1 show the
process of drainage network simplification and the simplified rainfall-runoff model of SWMM.

Figure 3. Drainage networks simplification structure.
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Table 1. Process of drainage networks simplification.
Step

Detail Process

1st step
Checking of the initial condition
2nd step
Calculating of the drainage area
3rd step
Calculating of the branch line and mainline
4th step
Calculating of the parameter
5th step
Building of the drainage network

Searching the initial conduit and node
Calculating the cross-sectional area of flow
Checking the branch conduits and nodes
Checking the outlet
Calculating the cumulative drainage area of all nodes from
upstream point
User can define the cumulative drainage area to distinguish
branch line and main line
Calculating the parameters of nodes and conduits to be deleted
in simplification process
Building the simplified drainage network(.inp)

A global optimization algorithm, DDS, is introduced for automatic calibration of watershed
simulation models. SWMM can simulate the rainfall-runoff characteristics of an urban area using
various parameters such as the diversity of land use, topography and the high spatial variability of
rainfalls, but this model contain effective physical and conceptual model parameters which are either
difficult or impossible to directly measure. Therefore, to apply these models, model parameters have
to be adjusted to fit the observed runoff results. DDS selected as the optimization algorithm of the
integrated rainfall-runoff module is designed for calibration problems with many parameters, requires
no algorithm parameter tuning, and automatically scales the search to find good solutions within the
maximum number of user-specified function evaluations [26]. Table 2 shows the DDS algorithm.
Table 2. Dynamically dimensioned search (DDS) algorithm (Tolson, B.A. and Shoemaker, C.A., 2007).
Step

1st step

2nd step

3rd step

4th step

5th step

6th step

Detail Process
Define DDS input:
Neighborhood perturbation size parameter, γ (0.2 is default)
Maximum # of function evaluation, m
Vectors of lower, Xmin , and upper, Xmax , bounds for all D decision variables
Initial solution, X0 = [X1 , · · · , XD ]
Set counter to 1, i − 1, and evaluate objective
function F at initial solution, F(X0 ):

0
Fbest = F X , and Xbest = X0
Randomly select J of the D decision variables for inclusion in neighborhood, {N}:
Calculate probability each decision variable is included in {N} as a function of the current iteration
count: P(i) = 1 − ln(i)/ln(m)
FOR d = 1, · · · D decision variables, add d to {N} with probability P
IF {N} empty, select one random d for {N}
For j = 1, · · · J decision variables in {N}, perturb Xj best using a standard normal random variable,
N(0,1), reflecting at decision variable bounds
 if necessary:

Xj new = Xj best + σj N(0, 1), where σj = Y Xj max − Xj min
IF Xj new < Xj min , reflect perturbation :


Xj new = Xj min + Xj min − Xj new

IF Xj new > Xj max , set Xj new = Xj min
IF Xj new > Xj max , reflect perturbation :
Xj new = Xj max − (Xj new − Xj max )
IF Xj new < Xj min , set Xj new = Xj max
Evaluate F(Xnew ) and update current best solution if necessary :
IF F(Xj new ) ≤ Fbest , update new best solution :
Fbest = F(Xnew ) and Xbest = Xnew
Update iteration count, i = i+1, and check stopping criterion:
IF i = m, STOP, print output (e.g., Fbest & Xbest )
ELSE go to STEP 3
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2D inundation numerical model is a widely used tool for flood inundation mapping. However, even
high-performance computing equipment has spent substantial computing time running a 2-dimensional
numerical model, so it is not appropriate the real-time inundation forecasting and warning. We have
built an inundation database for various rainfall scenarios using Two-dimensional Unsteady FLOW
(TUFLOW) engine and the inundation potential database was planned to be applied in emergency
management according to similar rainfall patterns. The flash floods that result in serious damages
frequently occur about 1 h to 24 h duration; thus, various probable rainfall and the design rainfall
pattern of 1 h to 24 h duration were applied for numerical simulations. Furthermore, Huff’s
method [27] was employed to estimate the temporal distribution of the design rainfall for a watershed.
Through this module, the emergency managers can easily compare the current rainfall conditions with
the design rainfalls to estimate the flood extents and depths by using the inundation potential database
during floods.
3. Study Area and Data Processing
3.1. Study Area and Runoff Model
The Seoul Metropolitan City manages a total of 34 inundation-vulnerable areas. Among them,
Dorim basin, which was chosen as the target watershed, is the one of the inundation-vulnerable
districts and has small-scale stream. Dorim basin has an area of 42.5 km2 and the Dorim stream has a
length of 14.51 km (Figure 4). Upstream catchments of watersheds in Dorim stream are mountainous
with steep land slopes, the surface runoffs concentrate rapidly to channel flowing into the downstream
urban area once the storm rainfall starts. So, flash flood frequently causes loss of human life and
property in this area. Figure 5 shows the rainfall–runoff model of drainage networks in Dorim basin.
In result of the constructing drainage networks (all basin of Dorim area), the number of conduits
is 32,471 (Figure 5a). After simplification, the number of conduits is 243 (Figure 5b). Although the
number of conduits substantially decreases as the criteria of the cumulative drainage area, it was
presented that SWMM parameters was calculated automatically and basin area was the same as before
the simplification.

Figure 4. Map of the study area in Seoul metropolitan city.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. The simplified result of drainage networks in rainfall–runoff model of Dorim basin (a) before
simplification; (b) after simplification.

3.2. Hydrological Time Series Data
For the construction of a hydrological time series data set for training LSTM, water level data
in the Dorim stream were obtained from Seoul and district offices. The Seoul Metropolitan City has
installed 32 water level stations at Han River and 19 monitoring systems at branch streams to record
the water level. Among them, water level data from Dorim bridge, Sindaebang, and Sillim 3 bridge
stations in Dorim basin are provided. Water level data from Seoul University, Gwanak Dorim bridge,
Guro Digital Complex station, and Guro1 Bridge stations were also obtained from each district office.
Figure 6 shows the location map of water level stations and the water level data in Dorim stream
after performing quality control. Dorim stream is fed by four tributaries, Daebang stream, Bongcheon
stream, and Droim 1 and 2 tributaries. Among them, Dorim 2 tributary flows into the Dorim stream
located in Sillim 3 bridge, Bongcheon stream flows into Gwanak Dorim bridge, and Dorim 1 tributary
flows into Guro Digital Complex station. In water level data, Dorim bridge, Sindaebang, and Guro
1 bridge was excepted from training. There were a lot of outliers in Dorim bridge station because it
used to be influenced by the backwater of Ahnyang stream located downstream of Dorim stream, a lot
of missing values in Sindaebang station, and a readjustment of water level station in Guro 1 bridge.
Table 3 shows the statistical characteristics of water level data set.
A calibration strategy of training set, validation set, and test set size ratio is important to present
statistically significant results. However, since before getting great performance, it is not easy to
determine the statistical significance. Nevertheless, since approximate values of the error rates of
time-series data forecasting on similar tasks are known, it is possible to estimate what reasonable size
a test set should have [28]. In this study, the data sets were divided based on the number of rainfall
events. Data from 2011 to 2017 were the training dataset, data in 2018 were the validation dataset,
and data in 2019 were the test dataset (Figure 7).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Locations of the Dorim basin. (a) Location map of water level stations in Dorim stream;
(b) water level data with quality control in Dorim stream.

Original Date Set
Training set

set
Test set

Training
Training set

Validation
set

set
Test set

2013~2017
2013~2017

2018

2019

Figure 7. Building of hydrologic time series data sets (training set, validation set, test set) in the short-term

Figure 7. Building of hydrologic time series data sets (training set, validation set, test set) in the
short-term inundation prediction module.
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Table 3. Statistical characteristics of water level data set.
Data Set

Training set

Validation set

Test set

Station

Min

Max

Avg.

STDEV

Guro Digital Complex station
Gwanak Dorim bridge
Sillim 3 bridge
Seoul University
Guro Digital Complex station
Gwanak Dorim bridge
Sillim 3 bridge
Seoul University.
Guro Digital Complex station
Gwanak Dorim bridge
Sillim 3 bridge
Seoul University

0.27
0.10
0.12
0.14
0.27
0.08
0.04
0.01
0.23
0.08
0.08
0.01

3.73
2.62
2.42
1.56
2.74
2.20
1.59
1.08
2.57
1.89
1.43
0.99

0.31
0.12
0.21
0.16
0.30
0.13
0.20
0.12
0.29
0.14
0.16
0.11

0.103
0.069
0.087
0.067
0.108
0.086
0.060
0.089
0.091
0.061
0.049
0.074

4. Application and Evaluation of Integrated System
4.1. Model Application
The LSTM model was trained with water level data to predict stream depth in the short-term
inundation prediction module for 2019. Guro Digital Complex station was selected for the target point
for predicting the stream depth and flood warning. This is the most dangerous point where accidents
were frequently caused by flooding. Furthermore, rainfall forecasting using radar and numerical
analysis of drainage networks in real-time were carried out in the very short-term inundation prediction
module. 2-dimension inundation maps were also provided to point inundation warning area.
4.1.1. Application of Short-Term Inundation Prediction
Tributaries inflow have a substantially influence on forecasting results of water level by LSTM.
Therefore, we have constructed the training sets with various input combinations to consider tributaries
inflow. They showed the training group due to water level data (Table 4) and the accuracy of the
forecasting result. The module of the short-term inundation prediction was carried out with LSTM
on 26 July 2019. The forecasting results for Cases 1, in which training was performed using only one
upstream depth data, did not reflect good forecasting model performance because other streams flow
into Dorim stream. However, the forecasting results obtained with depth data of two points, case 2
showed better accuracy than case 1 result. Moreover, the forecasting results for Case 3, which involved
the training with depth data of three points, indicated the best performance. It means that tributary data
is very important to predict downstream depth in Dorim basin. Case 3 also presented that if sufficient
depth data are acquired and the data quality is improved, the forecasting result based on depth data
can reflect sufficiently good performance. Through these results, the LSTM with training three points
water level stations was selected as forecasting model of short-term inundation prediction module.
After quantitative and qualitative analysis of LSTM, we also scatter the observed and simulated water
level values (Figure 8). The values LSTM R2 are 0.9695, 0.9653, and 0.9823, respectively due to lead
time. The LSTM has high values of R2 indicating that this model could well reflect the relationship
between observed and forecasting depth so that forecasting model with lead time 90 min is quite
possible to predict and warning stream flooding. It is sufficiently can warn and evacuate the resident if
accurate water level prediction with 90 min lead time is led in flash rainfall.
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Table 4. Training group due to training conditions in water level data.
Case

Model

Data

LSTM

Water level

Case 1
Case 2
Case 3

Input Variable

Output Variable

Wse (t), Wse (t − 1), ..., Wse (t − τ)
Wse (t), Wse (t − 1), ..., Wse (t − τ)
Wsil (t), Wsil (t − 1), ..., Wsil (t − τ)
Wse (t), Wse (t − 1), ..., Wse (t − τ)
Wsil (t), Wsil (t − 1), ..., Wsil (t − τ)
Wgdb (t), Wgdb (t − 1), ..., Wgdb (t − τ)

Wgdc (t + 3)
Wgdc (t + 6)
Wgdc (t + 9)

Wgdc = Water level data of Guro Digital Complex station, Wgdb = Water level data of Gwanak Dorim bridge,
Wsil = Water level data of Sillim3 bridge, Wse = Water level data of Seoul University. t = Current time, τ = previous time.

(a) Lead time 30 min.

(b) Lead time 60 min.

(c) Lead time 90 min.
Figure 8. Prediction results of Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) due to varying lead times on Guro
Digital Complex station and scatter plot of the observed and the simulated stream depth in training 3
water level stations. (a) Lead time 30 min. (b) Lead time 60 min. (c) Lead time 90 min.
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4.1.2. Application of Very Short-Term Inundation Prediction
Rainfall forecasting results by radar in the very short-term inundation prediction were applied.
This module generated the forecasting rainfall with from 10 min to 120 min lead time for the Automatic
Weather station (AWS) 8 points of KMA near Dorim basin. After that, it converted to the areal
average rainfall and the accuracy of forecasting results was compared with that of AWS rainfall
data on 26 July 2019 (Figure 9). As a result, the forecasting results until 70 min were good predicted,
the accuracy from 80 min began to decrease sharply. Among these forecasting results, the 40 min
forecasting rainfall result predicted by radar was applied to the simplified rainfall–runoff model to
calculate the stream depth and accuracy of analyzed results was examined. The analysis points were
selected as the water level stations in Dorim basin (Seoul University, Sillim3 bridge, Gwanak Dorim
bridge, Guro Digital Complex station, and Guro1 Bridge). Figure 10 shows that analyzed stream
depth results were compared with the data of water level stations on 26 July 2019. Table 5 makes the
comparison of performances of SWNN rainfall–runoff model for stream depth prediction. This is the
quantitative analysis of the SWMM model using four preference criteria. Due to the characteristics of
predicted rainfall results by radar, which did not predict the initial rainfall well, R2 and NSE of the
upstream where Seoul University is located were relatively low, but the predictive performance of the
downstream, Gwanak Dorim, and Guro 1 bridge was 0.80 and 0.81, respectively, at 40 min lead time
which presented good prediction performance. After 50 min lead time, the values of MAE and RMSE
are all increased sharply. These cases illustrate that the 40 min lead time is the most appropriate time
to forecast and warn urban flooding.

(a) Forecast (10 min)

(b) Forecast (20 min)

(c) Forecast (30 min)

(d) Forecast (40 min)
Figure 9. Cont.
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(e) Forecast (50 min)

(f) Forecast (60 min)

(g) Forecast (70 min)

(h) Forecast (80 min)

(i) Forecast (90 min)

(j) Forecast (100 min)

(k) Forecast (110 min)

(l) Forecast (120 min)

Figure 9. Predicted areal average rainfall by radar due to forecast lead time in Dorim basin. (a) Forecast
(10 min). (b) Forecast (20 min). (c) Forecast (30 min). (d) Forecast (40 min). (e) Forecast (50 min).
(f) Forecast (60 min). (g) Forecast (70 min). (h) Forecast (80 min). (i) Forecast (90 min). (j) Forecast (100
min). (k) Forecast (110 min). (l) Forecast (120 min).
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(a) Seoul University

(b) Sillim 3 bridge

(c) Gwank Dorim bridge
Figure 10. Cont.
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(d) Guro Digital Complex station
Figure 10. Rainfall–runoff results of SWMM, the predicted water level by radar forecast rainfall across
Dorim stream. (a) Seoul University. (b) Sillim 3 bridge. (c) Gwank Dorim bridge. (d) Guro Digital
Complex station.
Table 5. Comparison of performances of SWMM for stream depth prediction (lead time from 20 min to
70 min by radar).
Stations

R2

Seoul University
Sillim 3 birdge
Gwank Dorim bridge
Guro Digital Complex station
Stations

0.35
0.83
0.94
0.93

Seoul University
Sillim 3 birdge
Gwank Dorim bridge
Guro Digital Complex station
Stations

0.34
0.80
0.81
0.83

Seoul University
Sillim 3 birdge
Gwank Dorim bridge
Guro Digital Complex station

0.36
0.61
0.56
0.60

Forecast 20 min
RMSE
NSE

Forecast 30 min
RMSE
NSE

MAE

R2

−
0.34
−1.71
0.23
0.18
0.14
0.86
0.40
0.48
Forecast 40 min

0.30
0.21
0.13
0.35

0.41
0.82
0.82
0.85

−
0.35
−1.73
0.25
0.08
0.21
0.69
0.46
0.31
Forecast 50 min

0.30
0.21
0.15
0.38

0.35
−1.82
−
0.25
0.03
0.21
0.69
0.46
0.30
Forecast 60 min

0.31
0.22
0.15
0.38

0.36
0.62
0.67
0.71

0.36
−1.91
−
0.27
−0.14
−
0.27
0.50
0.52
0.10
Forecast 70 min

0.32
0.23
0.17
0.41

0.31
0.22
0.18
0.42

0.37
0.68
0.57
0.55

0.35
0.27
0.30
0.56

−1.89
−
−0.15
−
0.38
−0.04
−

0.35
0.27
0.29
0.57

−1.80
−
−0.09
−
0.41
−0.06
−

MAE

0.31
0.22
0.18
0.41

4.1.3. Evaluation of the Integrated Flood Forecasting and Warning System
The prediction of peak depth and warning time of flood is critical for flood forecasting and
warning process. Therefore, to evaluate the applicability of integrated flood forecasting and warning
system, the forecasting results of integrated flood forecasting and warning system were compared
with River Emergency Evacuation Notification System (REENS) operated by Seoul Metropolitan Office
which used real-time stream depth to warn flooding (Table 6). There was the first warning, “riverside
caution” at 07:10 on 26 July 2019 in observed stream depth of Guro Digital Complex station and the
second warning, “riverside evacuation” at 7:20. REENS also issued simultaneously both warnings,
“riverside caution” and “riverside evacuation” at 07:10. The short-term inundation prediction modules
of LSTM that have lead time from 30 min to 90 min issued exactly the riverside warning time as
with observations (OBS). Moreover, early warnings were implemented with from 30 min to 90 min
through training the lead time data. The very short-term inundation prediction modules of SWMM
that have lead time 20 min to 40 min analyzed the riverside warning time 10-min later compared with
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OBS because initial rainfall forecasting has lower performance in this rainfall event. However, early
warnings were able to be implemented with from 10 min to 20 min through rainfall prediction by
radar. These forecasting results illustrate that both modules can be forecasting and warning urban
flooding adequately. The short-term inundation prediction module based on the data-driven method
can predict the stream depth with long lead times and high-quality forecasting performance. The very
short-term inundation prediction module based on the model-driven method has a slightly shorter
lead time than the data-driven method because of time-consuming SWMM analysis but it presents the
rainfall and inundation forecasting results across the watershed as well as 2-dimensional inundation
maps for decision-making in the web pages (Figure 11) [29]. In addition, it is expected that ability of
urban flood forecasting and warning in the integrated flood forecasting and warning system can be
increased through improve the accuracy of rainfall prediction by radar, advancement of rainfall–runoff
model and growth of observed hydrology time series data.
Table 6. Comparison of flood warning time in SWMM, LSTM, and River Emergency Evacuation
Notification System (REENS).
Flood Warning

Riverside Caution

Riverside Vacuation

Observation

7:10

7:20

REENS

7:10

7:10

LSTM (30 min lead time)

6:50 (7:20)

6:50 (7:20)

LSTM (60 min lead time)

6:20 (7:20)

6:20 (7:20)

LSTM (90 min lead time)

5:40 (7:10)

5:50 (7:20)

SWMM (20 min lead time)

7:00 (7:20)

7:00 (7:20)

SWMM (30 min lead time)

7:00 (7:30)

7:00 (7:30)

SWMM (40 min lead time)

6:50 (7:30)

6:50 (7:30)

( ) = Warning time by forecasting analysis.

(a) Main page

(b) Rainfall prediction page by radar

(c) Stream depth prediction page

(d) Inundation map page

Figure 11. Integrated flood forecasting and warning system in web page Ref [29]. (a) Main page.
(b) Rainfall prediction page by radar. (c) Stream depth prediction page. (d) Inundation map page.
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5. Conclusions
A real-time flood forecasting and warning can proactively convey a powerful message about
the warning of flash floods and inundation depths in urban areas, together with the effectiveness
of possible countermeasures to citizens and civil servants. Therefore, we developed the integrated
flood forecasting and warning system combined inland-river that systematized technology to quantify
flood risk and flood forecasting to provide effective flood warning in the urban area. It consisted
of the short-term inundation prediction module with data-driven method and the very short-term
inundation prediction module with model-driven method. LSTM was used to predict the stream
depth in the short-term inundation prediction and very short-term rainfall prediction by radar data,
construction of a rainfall–runoff model combined inland-river by coupled SWMM and HEC-RAS,
automatic simplification module of drainage networks, automatic calibration module of SWMM
parameter by DDS, construction of the 2-dimension inundation database by various rainfall scenario
to warn inundation risk areas were used in very short-term inundation prediction to warn and convey
the flood-related data and information to communities.
An application to Dorim basin which is one of the Seoul Metropolitan’s inundation vulnerable
areas is performed to clearly demonstrate the superiority of the proposed system. First, according to the
LSTM model in the short-term inundation prediction module, it is observed that the stream depth in the
study area is predicted well from 30 min to 90 min lead time. Second, in the very short-term inundation
prediction module, rainfall from 10 min to 70 min lead time was predicted with a good performance by
radar. Moreover, these results are provided to the rainfall–runoff model of SWMM with an automatic
simplification method and DDS optimization algorithm applied. Forecasting results of stream depth
across the river are also predicted with great performance until 40-min lead time. Finally, 2-dimension
inundation maps are presented through the inundation database which is made due to various rainfall
and duration scenarios. The proposed model can be improved through improving the accuracy of
rainfall prediction by radar, the advancement of the rainfall–runoff model, and the growth of observed
hydrology time series data. We expect that it can be effectively applied to reduce human and property
damage caused by flood.
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